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Executive summary
Australia is a land of immense opportunity to conserve land, sea and wildlife. Though
threats are serious and increasing, there are still free-flowing rivers, vast undeveloped
deserts and grasslands, towering forests and wild coastlines. The many different kinds of
environment shelter a diverse mix of fascinating plants and animals found nowhere else
in the world. Vibrant and strong Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural
connections to country have endured for at least 65,000 years, in spite of two centuries
of dispossession and trauma following European colonisation.
This report provides background information to assist donors in considering investment
priorities for biodiversity conservation in Australia.
Australia is a ‘megadiverse’ country 1 with exceptionally high biodiversity values and cultural
values, including a very long history of Indigenous occupation and land management. Away from
the major cities and towns on the coast, most of the country is very sparsely populated: there
are large stretches of remote wild lands and untamed rivers. The marine environment also has
high values and includes one of the world’s natural wonders, the Great Barrier Reef.
However, threats to biodiversity are pervasive, and the condition of biodiversity continues to
decline2. Habitat clearing (past and present) and associated fragmentation are generally
regarded as the most serious threats to biodiversity across the country, as the ‘extinction debt’
continues to impact many species long after clearing has been undertaken3. However, recent
analysis concludes that Australia-wide, the greatest risk to threatened species is from invasive
plants and animals4.
Considering the country in five broad environmental zones can assist in informing conservation
opportunities on the land (Map 1):
1) Forest zone, which has very high species diversity and is generally well conserved but
requires better connectivity. Some parts are subject to forestry operations;
2) Agricultural and modified pastures zone, which has been partly to largely cleared;
3) Urban and developed coast zone, which is mostly densely settled but includes some
natural coastline and park areas;
4) Arid and semi-arid rangelands zone, which includes large unsettled desert areas as well
as grasslands and woodlands. This zone is largely original vegetation but suffers from
high grazing impacts.
5) Tropical savannas zone, which is largely original vegetation but has been impacted by
invasive grasses and grazing.
Across all of these zones, and in the marine environment, there are many excellent
opportunities for investment that can yield strong and lasting benefits for biodiversity, cultural
heritage and wild places in Australia. Development of partnerships can greatly multiply the
positive impact of funds invested in Australian conservation initiatives. Partners include
Indigenous people, governments, research and academic organisations and non-government
organisations.
1

Mittermeier et al., 1997

2

Jackson et al., 2017

3

Cresswell and Murphy, 2017

4

Allek et al., 2018 ; Kearney et al., 2018
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Map 1:Five broad environmental zones in Australia

A meeting of major conservation organisations in Australia in December 2018 recommended
priority opportunities for investment be considered in six areas:
• Expanding and strengthening terrestrial protected area in the National Reserve System;
• Supporting Aboriginal interests and conservation;
• Expanding marine protected areas;
• Protecting native forests;
• Protecting and restoring the Great Barrier Reef catchment; and
• Securing islands of protection.
Expanding and strengthening the National Reserve System
Australia’s National Reserve System (NRS) is a mosaic of terrestrial protected areas of different
tenures and categories across the country, supported by a cooperative partnership of
governments, Indigenous people, non-government organisations and individuals. The NRS
includes more than 150 million hectares (ha)5, covering ecosystems from sub-Antarctic
heathlands to tropical rainforests and deserts6. This reserve system delivers immense benefits
and while significant progress has been made in increasing its comprehensiveness, adequacy
and representativeness, there is still much work to do. Well-targeted investments to purchase or
secure more land in strategic locations would increase the capacity of the NRS to sustain
biodiversity and healthy ecosystems into the future, even with the challenge posed by climate
change.

5

Throughout this document, hectare (ha) is used as the unit of area. One ha= 2.47 acres, and .01km2

6

Commonwealth of Australia, 2017
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Based on an understanding of the principles of reserve selection and the current status of the
NRS, priorities for expansion of protected areas include:
• better representation of biodiversity at four levels (bioregion, subregion, ecosystem and
species), which are consistently defined across Australia;
• securing identified areas of particular importance to biodiversity;
• protecting refugia from climate change, from grazing pressure, and from feral
predators;
• increasing the ‘patch size’ of natural remnants and improving their connectivity;
• improving boundaries and design features of existing protected areas; and
• securing large areas where the opportunity still exists for landscape-scale reserve
complexes.
There are numerous opportunities for strategic investment: critical opportunities suggested are:
• Establish large new protected areas, especially in an arc from northern Victoria and
western New South Wales through central, inland and north-western Queensland into
the eastern Northern Territory. This priority area contains 17 of the most poorly
represented bioregions, many threatened species, numerous identified wetlands of
national importance, climate change refugia and tourism opportunities.
• Develop and enhance landscape-scale protection in northern and central Australia,
where there are opportunities to develop wide networks of protected areas and achieve
conservation across a vast area of tropical savanna and arid land.
• Focus on refugia and connectivity in more developed zones, through protection of
smaller properties where connectivity could be maintained or re-established between
existing reserves, and where lack of connectivity impacts on species persistence.

Establishing new protected areas often requires negotiation with Traditional Owners. Providing
for future management is important, as threats such as invasive species and inappropriate fire
can decrease biodiversity values even in the most remote areas.
Looking after country and culture
Culture and country are inextricably linked for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
Territory is defined by spiritual as well as physical links. Landforms have deep meanings, which
are recorded in art, stories, songs and dance. These connections have endured for more than
65,000 years7. Culturally important landscape features and sea country often coincide with areas
of high biodiversity or ecological value.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ rights and interests in land are now formally
recognised for about 40% of Australia’s land mass. For Australia to develop a comprehensive,
adequate and representative system of reserves, the NRS must include land where Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people either hold the title or have rights and interests recognised
under the Native Title Act. These rights are enduring and cannot be sold or dispersed.
In addition to protecting biodiversity and improving environmental management, programs for
looking after country deliver cultural, social, health and wellbeing and economic benefits to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities. These activities are well regarded by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as they protect cultural heritage and strengthen
cultural connection, as well as providing employment, education and training opportunities

7

Clarkson et al., 2017
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Opportunities for supporting conservation on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander held or
controlled land include:
• Support people on country: New long-term investment in programs such as Indigenous
ranger groups that result in Aboriginal people managing their country for cultural and
environmental outcomes will improve the likelihood that voluntary conservation
agreements will be sustained into the future. Investments may be made directly to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander organisations or alliances such as the North
Australian Indigenous Land and Sea Management Alliance, or through partnerships
between Aboriginal organisations and other non-government organisations, and regional
natural resource management bodies.
• Support existing, proposed and new Indigenous Protected Areas (IPAs) and other
protected areas: the network of IPAs and other models of protected areas owned and
managed by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people could be further expanded with
greater and more secure resources.
• Strengthen joint management: Invest in programs that build Aboriginal peoples’
confidence in joint management arrangements for public protected areas, including
strengthening the capacity of both government protected area agencies and Traditional
Owners to establish and implement co-management arrangements; and resourcing
programs that are focused on integrating Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander knowledge,
management and culture into park operations and governance.
• Work in partnership with the Indigenous Land and Sea Corporation, which is a federal
statutory body that secures land and water for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people, and assists with establishing sustainable governance, management and financial
arrangements. This is an opportunity to leverage funds for land acquisition which
primarily benefits Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, and which has enduring
conservation outcomes.

Expanding marine protected areas
Australia has one of the largest networks of marine protected areas (MPAs) in the world,
covering 33% of our ocean area. MPA systems have been established in all states and territories
and across Commonwealth waters. Significant advances in coverage and extent of protection
through zoning have been made in recent years following strong conservation campaigns.
Nevertheless, the systems in a number of states and territories are far from comprehensive in
their coverage of marine bioregions or in providing sufficient no-take zoning within the reserves.
It is not possible from national statistics to easily and accurately determine the extent of no-take
MPAs across the country. However, the general pattern of no-take conservation as a percentage
of state waters is low in all states and territories – in the range of less than 1% to 6%. Current
management plans for Commonwealth Marine Reserves reduce the area of high-level protection
(‘green zones’) proposed in the 2012 proclamation from 36 per cent to 20 per cent. WWFAustralia claimed “the Federal Government’s proposed changes to marine parks would be the
largest downgrading of protected area the world has ever seen” 8..
Establishment of MPA systems is primarily a matter of policy for governments so the potential to
support extensions of coverage and appropriate zoning is greatest in those jurisdictions where
the policy environment is conducive.
8

https://www.wwf.org.au/news/news/2017/wwf-analysis-shows-australia-proposes-the-largest-protected-area-downgrading-inthe-world#gs
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For conservation donors and supporters, this may mean focussing on areas where they are most
likely to make a difference in setting and achieving ambitious goals for extension of no-take
MPAs. This would include areas where there are mature advocacy campaigns in place and where
the political environment is at least neutral. With these criteria in place, strategic investment in
campaigns or buying out fishing effort would have a greater impact. Provision of leveraged
funding in collaboration with government could support establishment and extension of no-take
MPAs by providing compensation to affected commercial fishers and businesses.
Some of the most promising opportunities are:
• Extend no-take zoning in Commonwealth marine parks following an anticipated policy
change at federal level if the government changes in 2019 election (expected in May);
• Build MPA systems in State and Territory waters
o Western Australia to establish new MPAs in unrepresented marine bioregions and
extend no-take zoning in existing MPAs, building on recent gains made through the
establishment of MPAs in the Kimberley region;
o Victoria through extensions of the MPA system following the current development of a
Marine and Coastal Policy and Strategy;
o Northern Territory, following the development of a Coastal and Marine Management
Strategy and in collaboration with Aboriginal communities through incorporation of sea
country in coastal Indigenous Protected Areas; and
o where existing advocacy campaigns have created the necessary political support, buyout of fishing effort that will result in clear conservation gains, such as the shark fishery
in the Great Barrier Reef region or gill-net fishing on northern coastal areas.

Protecting native forests
The mountain ash Eucalyptus regnans found in wet areas of Victoria and Tasmania is the world’s
tallest flowering plant, growing to 100 metres over a life span of 400-500 years9. Mature
mountain ash forests have been measured as the best carbon stores of any forest 10. Ash forests
together with the other temperate forests of south eastern Australia are a haven for biodiversity
– much of it endemic. Large expanses of drier forests in Queensland’s state forests, with spotted
gum forest, cypress and other species, also provide habitat for the woodland birds and
mammals that have become increasingly rare in southern Australia. The forests of southwestern Western Australia are the only home for the giant jarrah and karri trees.
Australian forests support many forest dependent and forest dwelling plants and animals, and a
growing number of these are listed as threatened under the Commonwealth Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 199911. Threatening processes include urbanisation,
introduced pests and diseases, habitat loss, forestry and changed fire regimes. More than six
million hectares of tall, closed native forests in the wetter south-east and south-western areas of
Australia remain subject to logging for timber and pulp, largely in multiple-use public forests.
Australia has a long history of conflict between the forest industry and conservationists. The
current conservation focus is on the ongoing species decline associated with forestry operations,
and the opportunity to review practices and harvest levels arising from the expiry of Regional
9

Parks Victoria Mountain Ash Eucalyptus regnans https://parkweb.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/322202/mountainash4.pdf
10

Mackay B 2009 cited in Salleh, Anna. "Australian forests lock up most carbon". ABC Science. Retrieved 9 February 2015.

11

Blakers, 2018
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Forest Agreements in New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania and Western Australia that were
legislated in the 1990s.
Most of the disputed forests are on public land, meaning that changing government policy is the
primary mechanism for transferring land use from production to protected area.

Opportunities to catalyse change include:
• Apply leverage in international forums that may influence the policy positions of state
and federal governments.
• Support advocacy campaigns that draw attention to the important biodiversity values of
old growth forests.
• Support the development and strengthening of alternative regional economies
including carbon markets. This also requires recognising the protection of native forests
as an accredited carbon accounting methodology.
• Buy out the timber rights and grazing leases held by private interests on high
conservation value state forests in the western hardwoods area of Queensland with a
view to convert these forests to appropriate protected area types. This will require the
Queensland Government to adopt a policy of protecting areas with high conservation
value and for the chief executive administering the relevant legislation to suspend,
cancel or not renew existing permits.
Protecting and restoring the Great Barrier Reef catchments
The catchment inshore of the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) region extends from the northern tip of
continental Australia at Cape York to Bundaberg in the south. The northern part of this area is in
largely natural condition; much of it in protected areas or in Aboriginal land tenure. South of
Port Douglas the catchments are much more heavily modified. One of the major influences on
the health of the GBR is the land use and management of the adjacent coastal zone and
catchments that discharge into the GBR waters. We now have a good understanding of the
status of the GBR catchments and the impacts on these systems that have flow-on effects on the
GBR. Maintaining natural connections and limiting undesirable inflows of sediments, nutrients
and agricultural and industrial chemicals such as herbicides and pesticides are critical to the
overall health of the GBR.
Extensive and comparatively well-funded programs are currently addressing land use change in
the GBR catchments to limit export of pollutants into GBR waters. Acquisitions of large
properties currently used for grazing in the GBR catchments and their transition to conservation
management has the potential to reduce sediment inputs to the GBR and its catchments
through restoration of land cover and remediation of gully erosion. This action would also
extend protection to critical ecosystems and species that are currently poorly protected.
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Opportunities for investment include:
• Support wetland protection in the GBR catchment: this action would be of significant
benefit to coastal ecosystems and species conservation as well as enhancing the
condition and resilience of the adjacent Great Barrier Reef. Restoration prioritisation
exercises have already been conducted, identifying wetlands where restoration activities
will deliver the greatest biodiversity and ecosystem service benefits. This strategy would
focus on negotiating agreements with landholders, supported by conservation
covenants, to restore and manage the wetlands on their properties.
• Create new protected area and extend existing protected areas from the upper
catchments higher through to the coast through acquisition or establishment of
conservation covenants that would help protect the ecosystem hydrology and build
connectivity in the systems. These acquisitions would also add underrepresented
regional ecosystems to the National Reserve System and protect threatened species.

Securing Islands of protection
Australia has more than 800 islands, ranging in size from small areas of rock to complex and
diverse islands covering more than 500,000 ha. These are home for a rich array of biodiversity
including marine mammals and seabirds as well as terrestrial species, though many island
species are threatened. Islands also provide refuges (real and potential) from threats that are
particularly difficult to manage on the mainland, such as feral predators and diseases. However,
management costs are high, and islands can act as ‘death traps’ when feral predators become
established, which has led to a very high extinction rate for island species.
Successful reintroductions of threatened species have been undertaken on islands after the
elimination of feral animals. This concept has been extended to the creation of large fenced
sanctuaries on the mainland, where predators can be excluded and native animal populations
can recover. Translocations to islands and fenced sanctuaries have been critical in increasing the
survival chances of some of the many threatened mammal species in Australia: vital work
considering that Australia has the highest mammal extinction rate in the world.
Opportunities for investment in this work include:
•
•

•



Purchase freehold or leasehold on islands where land of high biodiversity value is
available.
Establish a continuing ‘Australia’s Island Arks’ fund to resource a coordinated program
to boost management of islands, including risk assessment, pest management, active
intervention and Indigenous partnerships.
Boost reintroductions programs on islands and sanctuaries through purchase and
management of areas, supporting relevant research and where necessary constructing
new fenced sanctuary areas. Actions in this regard would need a long-term
commitment.
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Investments discussed in this document are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Key opportunities for investment

Topic
Expanding and strengthening the
National Reserve System

Looking after culture and country

Expanding marine protected areas

Key 0pportunities
✓ Establish new large protected areas as nodes for further
protection to enhance the comprehensiveness, adequacy
and representativeness of the reserve system
✓ Develop and enhance landscape-scale protection in
northern and central Australia
✓ Support conservation of refugia and improve connectivity
in more developed zones
✓ Support people on country, through long-term investment
in programs that result in Aboriginal people managing their
country for cultural and environmental outcomes
✓ Support existing, proposed and new Indigenous Protected
Areas and other forms of conservation agreements
✓ Strengthen joint management arrangements
✓ Work in partnership with the Indigenous Land and Sea
Corporation
✓
✓
✓

Protecting native forests

✓
✓
✓
✓

Support extension of no-take zones in Commonwealth
waters
Build MPAs systems in state and territory waters
Partner with other NGOs for (a) improved MPA coverage
and (b) fisheries buy-outs where existing campaigns are
building momentum to enable policy change
Apply leverage in international forums to influence
government policy positions
Fund advocacy campaigns that draw attention to the
important biodiversity values of old growth forests
Support the development/strengthening of alternative
regional economies including carbon markets.
Buy out privately held timber rights and grazing permits on
state forests in the western hardwoods region of
Queensland

Protecting and restoring the Great
Barrier Reef catchments

✓
✓

Secure new protected areas in the GBR catchment
Support wetland protection and restoration in the GBR
catchment

Securing islands of protection

✓
✓

Secure new protected areas on islands
Establish a continuing ‘Australia’s Island Arks’ fund to
resource a coordinated program to boost management of
islands
Boost reintroductions programs on islands and sanctuaries

✓

ADD co
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Kakadu NP/ WHA

Torres Strait

Purnululu WHA

Gulf of
Carpentaria

The Kimberley

Cape York
Peninsula
Wet Tropics WHA

Ningaloo Coast WHA

Ulluru-Kata-Tjuta
NP WHA
Fraser Island WHA

Shark Bay WHA

Gondwana
Rainforests WHA
Willandra Lakes
Region WHA

Great Australia
Bight

Lord Howe Island
WHA
Greater Blue
Mountains WHA

Southwest
Western Australia

Tasmanian
Wilderness WHA
Map 2: Australia showing states, protected areas (in green), selected World Heritage Areas and places discussed in the text

1. Introduction
1.1 Project overview and scope
Australia is a land of immense opportunity to conserve
land, sea and wildlife. Although threats are serious and
increasing, there are still free-flowing rivers, vast
undeveloped deserts and grasslands, towering forests
and wild coastlines. The many different kinds of
environment shelter a diverse mix of fascinating plants
and animals found nowhere else in the world. Vibrant
and strong connections of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people to country have endured, despite two
centuries of dispossession and trauma following
colonisation.
This report provides an overview of Australia’s ecology, and the political and social context in
which conservation efforts operate. It then outlines some areas of interest for conservation
impact investors. It is intended as an introduction for those interested in supporting the efforts
to protect land, water and wildlife across the country. A meeting of Australian environmental
non-government organisations (NGOs) was convened in December 2018 to discuss
opportunities for investment, and proposed six major areas of potential interest (Box 1). While
there are numerous other conservation issues and opportunities in Australia, this report
focusses on these areas of identified interest and related opportunities.
Box 1: Opportunities for investment, as defined by NGOs in December 2018

1. Enhancing terrestrial protected areas in the National Reserve System (NRS) – There is still
opportunity to purchase strategically important lands in Australia, such as those in underrepresented ecosystems and those that could improve connectivity, using the existing
science-based and nationally-agreed bioregional framework.
2. Expanding marine protected areas – Gazettal of ‘no-take’ marine protected areas has been
shown to be important and effective for conservation, but has been contested due to
opposition from industry.
3. Looking after country and culture – Conservation gains could involve purchase of freehold
for new Indigenous Protected Areas (IPAs) or helping Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people with existing land title or native title to establish new IPAs if they so wish. There is
potential to leverage funds from the Indigenous Land and Sea Corporation for land
purchase.
4. Protecting native forests – Purchases could aid the transition from commercial logging to
conservation tenure in some states.
5. Coastal lands adjacent to Great Barrier Reef – Land purchases could protect these coastal
and hinterland systems and the Reef.
6. Securing islands of protection – There are opportunities for new protection to be achieved
on some of Australia’s islands, and to establish island-like refugia in fenced protected areas,
where threatened species are protected from invasive predators.
In this chapter, we introduce nature conservation in Australia, and the context in which
investments are made.
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1.2 Nature conservation in Australia
Aboriginal people have lived in Australia for at least 65,000 years12, and their continuing
culture and relationships with the land and seas gives a rich human element to all work
with nature here: nature and culture are regarded as being intertwined.
In terms of its biological heritage, Australia is recognized as one of the 12 top
‘megadiverse’ countries in the world13, which together account for 70% of the world’s
biodiversity across less than 10% of the world’s surface. Vegetation communities range
from tropical to temperate rainforests, from alpine heaths to open semiarid grasslands,
and from tall eucalypt forests to mangroves14.
Australia has the world’s largest intact tropical savanna, the largest intact arid landscape, the
tallest flowering plants, and the largest remaining area of intact Mediterranean-climate
woodland. Between 500,000 and 600,000
species are thought to live in Australia15,
including a higher proportion of endemic
species than any other country 16. The
marine environment is also highly diverse
and includes the world’s largest coral reef
and the largest seagrass meadow, as well as
the third-largest area of mangroves.
Australia’s inshore waters contain more
than 4000 species of marine fishes17 and
have a high level of endemism.
As a politically stable and relatively wealthy
country, Australia has an international
obligation to conserve biodiversity18 and to
manage an excellent protected area
system19 There are still opportunities here
to protect vast areas of land and sea that
are of great conservation significance.
Wilderness20 areas in the world have been
declining at an ‘alarming’ rate, with an
estimated 9.6% loss in two decades 21, but
loss in Australia is much less than in other
regions (Map 3).
12

Clarkson et al., 2017

13

Mittermeier et al., 1997

14

NVIS Technical Working Group, 2017

15

Joseph et al., 2014

16

Evans et al., 2017a

17

Steffen et al., 2009

18

Williams, 2001

19

IUCN WCPA Australia and New Zealand, 2006

Map 3: Wilderness areas of the world showing loss
over the last 20 years.
Source: Watson et al. 2016

20

We define wilderness as “biologically and ecologically largely intact landscapes that are mostly free of human disturbance These
areas do not exclude people, as many are in fact critical to certain communities, including indigenous peoples. Rather, they have
lower levels of impacts from the kinds of human uses that result in significant biophysical disturbance to natural habitats, such as
large-scale land conversion, industrial activity, or infrastructure development.” Watson et al., 2016
21

Shanahan et al., 2016
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However, there are serious environmental issues being exacerbated by climate change, and
conservation actions are urgently needed. Australia
is the driest inhabited continent with little arable
The condition of the environment is poor
land, fragile soils, and easily degraded ecosystems.
and/or deteriorating in some areas.
These include the more populated
As a result of past inaction, parts of Australia are
coastal areas and some of the growth
now faced with the very expensive challenge of
areas within urban environments, where
restoring significantly degraded ecosystems, river
human pressure is greatest (particularly
systems and whole landscapes although the
in south-eastern Australia); and the
potential benefits from restoration are significant.
extensive land-use zone of Australia,
The land condition is still considered to be
where grazing is considered a major
deteriorating22.
threat to biodiversity.
Scientists in recent years have concluded that
although Australia’s natural heritage is still of
immense value, the resilience of our landscapes has
been depleted and the outlook for biodiversity is
poor unless there are greater, well-directed
investments23. There have been profound changes to
the biota of Australia at ecosystem, species and
genetic level 24.
Even where the landscape looks natural to the
untrained observer, changes to vegetation and fauna
may be substantial. The marine environment is
under threat from climate change; declining water
quality from catchment run off; loss of coastal
habitats, wetlands, mangroves, and sea grasses;
illegal fishing and marine debris. As a result of
extreme sea temperatures, over 60% of the Great
Barrier Reef has experienced severe bleaching25 and
the combined impacts on the reef have killed 50% of
corals across two-thirds of the reef 26.

The poor state and declining trend of
Australia’s biodiversity are an issue of
particular concern. For instance, the
number of species listed as threatened
under the EPBC Act continues to rise.
Our current investments in biodiversity
management are not keeping pace with
the scale and magnitude of current
pressures.
Resources for managing biodiversity and
for limiting the impact of key pressures
mostly appear inadequate to arrest the
declining status of many species.
Biodiversity and broader conservation
management will require major
reinvestments across long timeframes to
reverse deteriorating trends. (Australian
State of Environment 2016, p.v)

The scenery in the Great Barrier Reef is stunning, but hides a system in peril under the waves
Photo: Marc Hockings

22

Jackson et al., 2017

23

Jackson et al., 2017

24

Steffen et al., 2009

25

Hughes et al., 2019

26

https://www.coralcoe.org.au/media-releases/a-glimmer-of-hope-for-the-worlds-coral-reefs
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Thankfully, conservation movements in Australia
have worked and campaigned tirelessly for more
than 120 years, and despite many setbacks, these
efforts have prevented more catastrophic
losses27. Australia’s first protected areas and the
first protections of wildlife were achieved in the
early twentieth century. Major gains in
environmental protection made from the 1970s,
when unfettered development policies were
challenged by determined community action, and
subsequently supported by more progressive
government policy and programs.

Blockading against logging - Mt Windsor 1981. The
movement against logging of the tropical rainforests
eventually resulted in the declaration of the Wet
Tropics World Heritage Area.

Large-scale native forest logging still occurs in
some areas, but are much more confined than
they were thirty years ago, when huge swathes of rainforest and old-growth eucalypt forests
were felled across the country. The entire Great Barrier Reef is marine park and has been
protected from oil drilling and mining. Other iconic
In the big spaces of the remote Western
areas saved from exploitation include Kakadu National
Australian outback, the bush remains
Park, Kgari-Fraser Island and Moreton Island, many
standing, rivers still run freely, and
parts of Cape York Peninsula, the south-west Tasmanian
wildlife still moves over vast areas. Great
wild rivers and forests, and much of the alpine areas
flocks of birds still soar over the land,
and closed forests in Victoria and New South Wales. A
searching for nectar, seeds and fruit.
network of national parks, Indigenous Protected Areas,
Floods come and go. In fertile billabongs,
marine parks and other protected areas has been
thousands of magpie geese, brolgas,
established and managed for conservation, and
egrets, and other waterbirds congregate
campaigns are continuing to increase the cover and
as they have for millennia. Offshore lie
coral reefs, plains of seagrass, and
representativeness of this network. More than a
forests of mangroves, which are among
thousand Indigenous Rangers are employed by various
the most unspoiled in the world.
organisations to manage their country and protect
culture.
The unbridled hunting of native animals for skin and
sport – a feature of the early decades of European
colonisation – has ceased. Many species of native
animals are declining, but populations of some species
such as whales, crocodiles and seals, once hunted
almost to extinction, are recovering. Fishing continues,
but is subject to constraints aiming at sustainability.

To properly safeguard such
environments requires protections on a
grand scale. Only through such huge
moves can we protect whole river
catchments, mountain ranges, ocean
ecosystems, and maintain healthy rivers,
abundant wildlife and plentiful fisheries.

Barry Traill, Pew Foundation, celebrating
the announcement of an additional 5
million ha of protected areas in Western
Australia, 2019.

Public attitudes towards mangroves and freshwater
wetlands have turned around, and protection for these
areas is far greater than in the past, when they were
regarded as wastelands to be drained and filled. Legislation and better practices restrain the
wholesale pollution of land and waters that was once accepted as normal. Land-clearing, though
still a major issue in some areas, has been constrained by legislation.
Unfortunately, these efforts have proved inadequate to stem the direction of ecological
deterioration, and a much greater investment and action is needed 28.
27

For more information about the history of conservation in Australia, see McGregor, 2014

28

Jackson et al., 2017 ; OECD, 2019
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2. Australian Context
This section describes the key political, social, economic and geographical features of Australia
that underpin the more detailed discussions of opportunities for investing in large-scale
conservation outcomes in this country.

2.1 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and culture
Australian Aboriginal peoples are the oldest surviving culture in the world 29. In 2017, the
earliest recorded time of human occupation of Australia is estimated to be around 65,000
years ago based on excavations conducted at Madjedbebe, a rock shelter in Kakadu National
Park in northern Australia30.
Surviving in Australia for more than 65,000 years means Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people established effective ways to use and sustain resources. One important aspect is the
right of certain people to control the use of resources in a particular area. Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people do not see themselves
as ‘owning’ land, animals, plants or nature, but rather
“Before the dreaming the Australian
belonging with these things as equal parts of
continent was a flat, featureless place,
creation31,32.
devoid of life. Then a myriad of beings
Deep cultural and spiritual values like totemism have
also played an important part in Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander resource management.
Totemism is a belief and value system that connects
human beings to other animals, plants and aspects of
nature. Groups and individuals are assigned a
particular animal that they are related to and have to
care for. This gives them a profound sense of
connection to and responsibility for the natural
world. The rights of different groups to live in and
manage certain areas of land are clear and recorded
through art, stories, songs and dance33. (For more
details, see Section 11.1.2)

came down from the sky, came from
across the sea and emerged from within
the earth itself. With their arrival the
dreaming began and life was
born…These beings, part animal part
human, travelled the country, dancing,
hunting, making love and war. As they
moved across the land, their bodies
shaped the earth, creating the rivers and
mountain ranges. In everything they
touched they left their essence, making
the landscape sacred to those who
honour the dreaming, the First
Australians.”
Perkins and Langton (2008)

In 1992 the High Court of Australia delivered the Mabo judgement, holding that the common
law of Australia recognised native title 34. This ruling recognised that Aboriginal peoples and
Torres Strait Islanders may have existing rights and interests in land and waters according to
traditional laws and customs and that these rights are capable of recognition by the common
law – i.e. ‘native title’. The Mabo decision, as it is known, overturned the concept of terra nullius
on which Australia's whole land tenure system had been based. The High Court recognised that

29

Reconciliation Australia 3. Our Shared History Timeline http://shareourpride.reconciliation.org.au/sections/our-shared-

history/
30

Clarkson et al., 2017

31

Perkins and Langton, 2008

32

http://shareourpride.reconciliation.org.au/sections/our-culture/

33

http://shareourpride.reconciliation.org.au/sections/our-culture/

34

Mabo v the State of Queensland (No. 2) (1992) 175 CLR 1 https://www.atns.net.au/agreement.asp?EntityID=741
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the rights of Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders to native title may survive in certain
areas and that their native title must be treated fairly before the law with other titles35.
More details on land tenure are in Section 2.6 (land tenure) and on native title in Section 11.1.5.

Map 4: Native Title determinations and application, September 2018
Source: http://www.nntt.gov.au/Maps/Indigenous_Estates_and_Determinations_A1L.pdf

As recently as the 1970s, Australian governments were still literally stealing Aboriginal peoples’
land, children and wages. Not unreasonably, this history means that many Aboriginal people can
be very suspicious of governments and non-Aboriginal institutions, and are likely to be reluctant
to cede or share control over their land, lives and culture. More information about postEuropean Indigenous history is found in Section 11.1.3.
The events of the past are very important to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, and many of
these events were not very long ago. There are still some very old people who witnessed killings and
poisonings as young children and there are many people alive today who:
• were forcibly removed from their families
• have had their children taken away
• were not allowed in towns after 6:00 at night
• were not allowed to be in certain areas or undertake certain activities without permission
• were barred from schools and hospitals
• returned from wars only to find they did not have the same rights as white people
• have not enjoyed the same rights as others, simply because they were Indigenous.
Source: http://shareourpride.reconciliation.org.au/sections/our-shared-history/

35

Mabo v the State of Queensland (No. 2) (1992) 175 CLR 1 https://www.atns.net.au/agreement.asp?EntityID=741
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2.2 Geography
Area
Australia is the world’s smallest continent
with an area of 7.69 million km2 36, making it
the sixth largest country after Russia, Canada,
China, the USA and Brazil37. From north to
south, the country spans about 3860 km, and
it is almost 4000 km from east to west38. It
has a marine jurisdiction of 13.6 million km2,
and a total coastline (mainland and islands)
of 59,736km39. It is situated between
latitudes 10 – 42 degrees south, with about
one third of its mainland lying north of the
Tropic of Capricorn 40.
Population demography and
distribution
In January 2019, the Australian population is
Map 5: Population density in Australia, 2017
estimated to be 25.2 million, having doubled
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 2018
since 197041. Almost 80% of people live on
the eastern mainland (New South Wales,
Victoria, Queensland and the Australian Capital
Territory), and about two-thirds live in capital
cities. Population density is less than 1 person
per square kilometre for much of Australia’s
area42 (Map 5), with net migration from rural
and regional areas to the capitals continuing to
occur43.
This means that much of the country is
classified as ‘remote’, with very restricted
access to services. For the sparse and declining
populations of remote towns, properties and
Aboriginal communities, access to health,
education, shopping and other facilities can be
difficult and expensive (Map 6).

Map 6: Remoteness in Australia, 2016
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 2018

36

Geoscience Australia. Area of Australia States and Territories http://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/national-locationinformation/dimensions/area-of-australia-states-and-territories
37

Geoscience Australia Australia’s size compared http://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/national-locationinformation/dimensions/australias-size-compared
38

Geoscience Australia Continental Extremities http://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/national-locationinformation/dimensions/continental-extremities
39

Geoscience Australia Border lengths – states and territories http://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/national-locationinformation/dimensions/border-lengths#heading-1
40

Blewett, 2012

41

ABS 25 Million Population Milestone http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/home/25+Million+Population+Milestone

42

ABS, Australian Population Grid 2017, released 24 April 2018 3218.0 - Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2016-17
http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Latestproducts/3218.0Main%20Features80201617?opendocument&tabname=Summary&prodno=3218.0&issue=2016-17&num=&view
43

ABS 3218.0 - Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2016-17, released 24 April 2018,
http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/mf/3218.0
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In the 2016 census44, almost 650,000 people identified as being of Aboriginal and/or Torres
Strait Islander origin (2.8% of the total population), with more than 60% of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples living in New South Wales and Queensland. One-quarter of people living
in the Northern Territory identified as being of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander origin.
Economy
In 2017-18, the Australian gross domestic product was in the order of $1.8 trillion45. The largest
industries in the Australian economy are financial and insurance services, mining, construction
and health care and social assistance, representing over 30% of the economy. Two thirds of
exports are generated by the resources (mining, oil and gas) and rural sectors 46.
Geology and landscape47
About 70% of Australia is arid or semi-arid and more than one-third of the continent is classified
as desert. The average elevation is 325 metres, and the highest peak – Mt Kosciuszko – is only
2228 metres (or 7309 feet) above sea level. The aridity combined with the flatness of the
landscape, has created river systems that are slow flowing or even ephemeral. Nearly half of
Australia consists of areas that either drain internally or lack recognisable river systems. Inland
rivers in Australia have a very large flow variation, with mean annual discharges more than 1000
times more variable than those of most European and North American rivers.
The Australian landscape is old: overall tectonic stability of the Australian continent restricted
recent volcanism to eastern Australia, and its low latitude position meant that Pleistocene
glaciation only affected the south-eastern highlands. In most areas, soils are old and very thin,
and most are not naturally fertile because plant nutrients have long since been removed by
weathering. Generally speaking, Australian agricultural soils are deficient in a number of trace
elements and have low organic-matter contents. Australian soils tend to be salty and clayey,
except in the west where they tend to be sandy, acidic and nutritionally and organically
impoverished. Clay characteristics restrict water drainage and impede root growth.
Climate
Mainland Australia is mostly hot, dry and sunny, with all regions experiencing warm summers
and relatively mild winters48 (Map 7). As an island continent, Australia is subject to the influence
of interseason climate variations especially with respect to rainfall. These influences include the
El Niño/La Niña–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), the Antarctic
Oscillation and the Madden-Julian Oscillation49.

44

Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2017

45

ABS, Economy reaches over $1.8 trillion, Media Release 26 October 2018 5204.0 - Australian System of National Accounts, 201718, http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Latestproducts/5204.0Media%20Release1201718?opendocument&tabname=Summary&prodno=5204.0&issue=2017-18&num=&view=
46

Reserve Bank of Australia https://www.rba.gov.au/snapshots/economy-composition-snapshot/

47

Blewett, 2012

48

Blewett, 2012

49

Blewett, 2012
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Rainfall50 is largely unpredictable and is distributed unevenly around the continent. In general,
southern Australia has four seasons in terms of temperature, but not necessarily rain. The
tropical north of the continent has two dominant seasons, with a relatively warm and dry
winter, and a summer monsoon (December–March).

Map 7: Climatic zones in Australia

The Australian climate is changing. The Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO 51report that since
1910, Australia’s climate has warmed just over 1 deg C, leading to an increase in the frequency
of extreme heat events, and that oceans have also warmed by around 1 deg C contributing to
longer and more frequent marine heatwaves. Oceans are acidifying and sea levels are rising
around Australia. There has been a long-term increase in extreme fire weather and in the length
of the fire season across large parts of Australia52.
April to October rainfall has decreased in the southwest and southeast of Australia 53. The
largest decrease in rainfall has been in the southwest where May-July rainfall has decreased by
20% since 1970. Rainfall in some parts of northern Australia has increased since the 1970s.
Australia’s national climate projections indicate that over coming decades Australia will
experience54:
• further increases in temperature, with more extremely hot days and fewer extremely cool
days, and an increase in the number of high fire weather danger days and a longer fire
season for southern and eastern Australia;
• ongoing sea level rise;
50

Blewett, 2012

51

CSIRO – the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation https://www.csiro.au/

52

Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO, 2018

53

Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO, 2018

54

Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO, 2018
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•

further warming and acidification of the oceans around Australia and more frequent,
extensive, intense and longer-lasting marine heatwaves;
a decrease in cool-season rainfall across many regions of southern Australia, with more time
spent in drought; and more intense heavy rainfall throughout Australia, particularly for
short-duration extreme rainfall events; and
fewer tropical cyclones, but a greater proportion of high-intensity storms, with ongoing large
variations from year to year.

•

•

2.3 Constitutional responsibilities
There are three tiers of government in Australia – federal, state and local55. The Commonwealth
of Australia (the Commonwealth) is a federation comprised of 6 states: New South Wales (NSW),
Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, Western Australia and Tasmania; and a number of
territories including the Northern Territory and Australian Capital Territory (ACT). Local
governments are established by legislation in the six states and the Northern Territory.
Responsibility for environmental management and
protection is not assigned to the Commonwealth in the
constitution, and therefore notionally rests with the
states 56. Although many protected areas are known as
national parks, these are generally managed by states,
not the Commonwealth. However, there are more than
70 pieces of Commonwealth legislation relating to
environmental issues, derived from constitutional
powers such as those related to external affairs,
corporations, foreign trade, and off-shore waters; or
resulting from cooperative agreements with the
states/territories. Most importantly, the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(EPBC Act) covers ‘matters of national significance’,
including threatened species and ecological
communities, World Heritage Areas and Ramsar sites,
but not national parks or other protected areas.
Commonwealth, state and territory governments each
have their own legislation governing declaration and
management of protected areas, conservation of
biodiversity and environmental protection. For more
details, see Attachment (11.1).

Responsibilty for protected areas in
Australia lies mostly with the states and
territories: each of these has its own
protected area management agency and
its own legislation, including its own
protected area types. Names, laws and
regulations, methods of establishment
and permitted uses are different with
many inconsistencies across the country,
though national parks are relatively
consistent in their intent. In addition, the
Commonwealth administers protected
areas in its external territories, and
manages several very significant areas
in the Northern Territory jointly with
Traditional Owners.
Indigneous Protected Areas are not
covered by legislation, and have mostly
been declared as bilateral agreements
between Traditional Owners and the
Commonwealth.

2.4 Contemporary politics
There are two major political parties in Australia: the Liberal-National Coalition (the Coalition), a
centre-right alliance; and the Australian Labor Party (ALP), a centre-left, social democratic party.
The Coalition is currently in government at the federal level and in NSW, South Australia and
Tasmania. The ALP holds government in Victoria, Queensland, Western Australia, the Northern
Territory and the Australian Capital Territory (in alliance with the Australian Greens). The
Australian Greens, the largest minor party, have seats in both houses of the Commonwealth

55

Parliamentary Education Office, Three Levels of Law-Making https://www.peo.gov.au/learning/fact-sheets/three-levels-of-lawmaking.html
56

Australian Panel of Experts on Environmental Law, 2017
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parliament and in all states and the ACT. There are a number of other minor parties and
independents who may influence debate and parliamentary outcomes 57.
Commonwealth and NSW elections will be held in the first half of 2019. At the national level,
the Coalition currently has only 74 seats in the 150 seat Commonwealth House of
Representatives58, and is widely expected to lose the 2019 election to the ALP. No single party
has a majority of Senate seats, with the balance of power resting with a highly diverse group of
independents and minor parties.
The two major parties have very different approaches to addressing climate change, with an
influential group of right-wing Coalition parliamentarians arguing against the evidence for
anthropogenic-induced change, and supporting public investment in new coal-fired power
stations. In 2014, the Coalition Government dismantled a national carbon pricing scheme
established by the former Labor Government in 2011.

2.5 Land use in Australia
In Australia today, the dominant land use by area is for livestock grazing of native vegetation
(44.9%); with grazing of modified pastures on a further 9.2% (Map 8).

Map 8: Landuse in Australia (summary in 18 classes)

Source: http://data.daff.gov.au/data/warehouse

57

https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/House_of_Representatives/Powers_practice_and_procedure/00__Infosheets/Infosheet_22_-_Political_parties
58

Parliamentary Education Office Composition of the House of Representatives, December 2018,
https://www.peo.gov.au/learning/parliament-now/parliamentary-statistics/composition-of-the-house-of-representatives.html
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Nature conservation and other forms of protection, together with Aboriginal lands and minimal
use, cover 38.2% of Australia’s land area, mostly in the most arid zone (although note that the
terrestrial protected area estate comprises just under 20%). Production forests cover 1.6%,
dryland cropping 3.6 %, and other agriculture 0.5%. Though Australia’s population is highly
urbanised, cities and residential rural occupy only 0.5% of the landmass Detailed landuse data is
available from the Department of Agriculture website 59: for more detail, see Section 11.1.4.

2.6 Land tenure
Land tenure in Australia falls into two overarching categories 60: freehold (private or Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander lands)61 and government-owned Crown land, which can be licensed or
leased. Broad land tenure categories can be seen in Map 962, and tenure data can be obtained
from https://www.nationalmap.gov.au/investormap/. Most cropping, horticulture and grazing
on modified pasture occurs on land held under freehold title; livestock grazing of native
vegetation occurs primarily on leasehold (Crown) land 63.

Map 9: Land tenure in Australia
Source: reproduced with kind permission from the Native Title Tribunal

59

http://www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/aclump/land-use/catchment-scale-land-use-reports

60

https://www.austrade.gov.au/land-tenure/land-tenure/about-land-tenure/about-land-tenure

61

In the main, in all Australian states and territories other than NSW and WA, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander lands are held
communally as inalienable freehold title. Inalienable freehold title means that the land cannot be bought, acquired or mortgaged.
62

http://www.nntt.gov.au/assistance/Geospatial/Pages/Maps.aspx

63

http://data.daff.gov.au/data/warehouse/9aal/2017/aaim17_20171121/AusAgIndMap2017_v.1.1.0.pdf

Note this map may not have the most recent changes, for example in Indigenous protected areas
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Pastoral leases cover more than 40% of Australia’s lands and include lands of high value for
conservation. These leases are home to diverse natural and cultural values, including hundreds
of threatened and endemic species, millions of hectares of intact native vegetation and striking
scenic features. Pastoral leases are issued by state and territory governments over public land.
The rights and duties of the pastoral leaseholder are determined by the terms of the lease and
relevant state legislation, but ordinarily include: a right to run stock; a duty to manage the land
for pastoral purposes; and, a duty to maintain the condition and productivity of the land over
time. Pastoral leases may be bought and sold, but in some cases need approval of government.
Key pathways for securing conservation values on pastoral leasehold land include: (a)
government acquisition (usually at market value) of pastoral leasehold land for national parks (b)
purchase of pastoral leases by private land conservancies; and (c) conservation and land
management agreements with existing leaseholders. Conditions to protect specific conservation
values can also be placed on the lease. For more detail about land tenure in Australia, see
Section 11.1.6

2.7 Non-government sector
Australia has an active non-government sector. Stakeholders with an interest in the
environmental policy include community-based environmental and conservation organisations;
and national and state-based industry and business bodies.
Conservancies and land trusts
In addition to protected areas on Aboriginal land, a number of national and state-based
conservancies hold land, and/or assist other private landholders to register and manage their
land for nature conservation (Table 2). State based conservation trusts also promote nature
conservation on private land (Table 3). All assist landholders to covenant land for nature
conservation. Information about private protected areas and their contribution to the national
reserve system can be found in Section 3.1.
Table 2: Major Australian land trusts

Organisation

Report
date

The Nature
Conservancy64
Bush Heritage
Australia65
Australian Wildlife
Conservancy66
South Endeavour
Trust67

30 June
2018
30 June
2017
30 June
2017
30 June
2017

Staff
FTEs

Volunteers

Income
($m)

Expenditure
($m)

Net
assets
($m)
17.3

47.6

50

19.1

17

90

785

22.6

19.3

47.1

118

322

27.5

20.4

96.8

3

4

0.7

1

25.2

64
AIS 2018, ACNC Register of Charities, https://www.acnc.gov.au/charity/c32220463312150191354909df3efe88#aise05e4131e9d1f6b1d08c94b9530d28ff
65

AIS 2017, ACNC Register of Charities, https://www.acnc.gov.au/charity/8dd21e391cdc8ca1e0ca34e237d76404#ais9dc3719796b7674e0a3ab7574dae839b
66

AIS 2017, ACNC Register of Charities, https://www.acnc.gov.au/charity/c83db468f997af5058fd26eeb23c26b7#aise1b0f5b817a1e24dc1b924c263e4a19a
67

AIS, 2017 ACNC, https://www.acnc.gov.au/charity/f0564f7d00dd368e477896bc70670787#ais103e726587a2b250a6659c1c7bf3dd89
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Table 3: State-based land trusts

Jurisdiction

Name

Statutory

Land
Revolving
holding
fund
NSW
Biodiversity Conservation Trust
Y
offsets
Y
Vic
Trust for Nature (Victoria)
Y
Y
Y
Qld
Queensland Trust for Nature
N
Y
Y
SA
Nature Foundation SA
N
Y
N
Tas
Tasmanian Land Conservancy
N
Y
Y
The Australian Land Conservation Alliance (ALCA) is an umbrella organisation that brings
together key participants in the private land conservation sector with the aim of enabling the
sector to make the greatest possible contribution to healthy landscapes and healthy
communities consistent with local, national and international biodiversity obligations. ALCA
seeks to:
• Act as a national leader for private land conservation;
• Improve consistency and best practice in private land conservation;
• Promote mutual learning and information dissemination in the private land conservation
sector; and
• Ensure and promote permanence in private land conservation.
ALCA is an important entry point to understanding conservation on private land across Australia.
Many community-led groups promote sustainable management of land and water resources,
such as Greening Australia, Landcare Australia, and regional Natural Resource Management
(NRM) bodies. These groups may undertake landscape-scale activities. They support many small
local groups to protect remnant bushland and rare and threatened species; to restore
vegetation; and to adopt and promote sustainable land and water management practices.
Environmental advocacy organisations
There are a variety of national (and international) conservation groups in Australia who are
actively advocating for policy and programmatic frameworks that result in good environmental
outcomes. These groups play important roles in building public and government support for
biodiversity conservation initiatives.
They have been instrumental in driving successful campaigns for protecting important natural
areas such as the Great Barrier Reef, Australia’s tropical and sub-tropical rainforests, Kakadu,
Antarctica, temperate old growth forests, and inland and coastal wetlands,
They include:
Australian Conservation Foundation
The Wilderness Society
World Wide Fund for Nature
Pew Charitable Trusts
Australian Marine Conservation Society
Friends of the Earth
Greenpeace Australia Pacific
Australian Committee for IUCN
Climate Council
Lock the Gate alliance
Sea Shepherd Australia
National Parks Australia Council
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There are also many state and regionally based organisations, as well as smaller communitybased groups working towards better environmental outcomes.
Industry organisations
Industry interest groups play an important role in influencing government policies relating to
biodiversity conservation and are active at national and state/territory levels. The key national
organisations are described in this section. Key groups include the Minerals Council of Australia,
the National Farmers Federation and the Australian Forest Products Association. See more
details in Section 11.1.8.

2.8 Vegetation patterns and biodiversity
Vegetation in Australia
Most of Australia is semi-arid and arid land, covered with grassland and native shrublands (Map
10): of these, the most widely distributed vegetation type is known as hummock grasslands,
including spinifex. Forests and woodlands cover just under 20% of the country, and range from
open eucalypt woodlands of the savannas to the temperate forests of the south, where the
tallest flowering trees in the world can be found, and the dense ancient rainforests of the
eastern tropics.

Map 10: Vegetation cover in Australia
Source: Source: Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences, Integrated Vegetation Cover
dataset 2009, used under CC BY 2.5 68
68

https://soe.environment.gov.au/theme/land/topic/2016/vegetation-0
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The vegetation types that have been most altered since European settlement include the
eucalypt woodlands and open forests (Map 11), in particular temperate grassy woodlands and
native grasslands. Most clearing has occurred in the southeastern and southwestern parts of the
country, with the central and western parts less altered.

Map 11: Extent of vegetation transformation in Australia69
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Photo:
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69 Source: Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences, National Scale Vegetation Assets, States and
Transitions 2008, used under CC by 3.0
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Biodiversity

Australia has an evolutionarily distinct flora and fauna, including many palaeoendemics, which
have ancient lineages associated with the Australian continent 70. It also has very high levels of
endemism71: An estimated 500,000 to 600,000 species of animals and plants currently inhabit
the Australian landmass, with more than 80 globally unique families of plants and animals.
An estimated 46 % of birds, 69% of
mammals (including marine mammals),
94% of amphibians, 93% of flowering
plants and 93% of reptiles are found
only in Australia. Other groups, such as
the eucalypts, are mostly found in
Australia or nearby72. Of the total
species, only about a quarter – mostly
vertebrate animals and flowering plants
– have been formally described. The
remaining unnamed 75% are mainly
small insects, nematodes, fungi and
micro-organisms73.
The heathlands and woodlands of southwestern Australia and the forests of east
Australia comprise two of 35

There are 260 species of eremophilas in the
world: they all occur in Australia, mostly in the
arid zone Photo: Fiona Leverington

70

Cresswell and Murphy, 2016

71

Moreton et al., 2014

72

Cresswell and Murphy, 2016

73

Yeates et al., 2014 http://www.publish.csiro.au/ebook/download/pdf/6967
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biodiversity hotspots worldwide74. Hotspots are defined as geographic regions with more than
1500 endemic vascular plant species and less than 30% of original primary habitat. 75.
Australia has a poor record of species extinction
over the past 200 years. At least 54 animal
species have become extinct, including 27
mammals. A further 46 mammal species are
endangered now, nine of them critically (Table
4). Scientists consider that a number of further
extinctions are likely in the next 20 years, unless
current management effort and approaches are
greatly enhanced 76. There are, however, ‘stories
of hope’ showing that concerted and
appropriate efforts can successfully bring
species back from the brink of extinction77.

Australia has the worst record for modern
mammal extinctions of any country, with at
least 30 species having become extinct since
European settlement began in 1788, more
than any other continent, and comprising
~35% of the world ’s modern mammal
extinctions (29 extinctions in Woinarski et al
2015; plus Melomys rubicola: Waller et al.
2017). This number of extinctions may even
be higher, with Start et al. (2012) reporting
subfossil material of three species of rodents
that may have been extant at European
settlement and additional extinct species
likely to be described (e.g. Travouillon et al.
2016, Burbidge et al. 2017)

Table 4: Threatened species in Australia 2019

Source: Data compiled from Database of EPBC Act Threatened Species in Australia (Generated 2019-02-04 17:32:34)
http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/publicthreatenedlist.pl78

Fish

Frogs

Mammals

Reptiles

invertebrates

Total
animals

plants

Conservation
Dependent

8

8

Critically
Endangered

8

5

17

9

10

29

78

180

Endangered

17

14

54

37

20

21

163

548

4

2279

27

1

54

37

Extinct
Extinct in the
wild

74

Birds

1

1

Vulnerable

24

10

62

65

33

13

207

590

Total

58

33

155

138

63

64

511

1355

https://www.cepf.net/our-work/biodiversity-hotspots

75

Cresswell and Murphy, 2016

76

Geyle et al., 2018

77

Garnett et al., 2018

78

In February 2019, the Commonwealth government upgraded the threatened status of the spectacled flying fox after almost a third
of its population (20,000 animals) died in Queensland’s recent heatwave. In addition, the Bramble Cays melomys has now been
officially categorised as extinct.
79

Threatened bird taxa Include subspecies
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2.9 Bioregions of Australia
Since 1977, a bioregional approach has been used for classifying and conserving biodiversity in
Australia80 and was formalised in a nationally-agreed approach in 1994 81. This approach has
been developed to work with large geographic scales and ecosystem processes. Planning at a
bioregional scale recognises the significance of these natural processes as well as species and
habitats. The 89 bioregions recognised in Australia (Map 12) are based on broad landscape
patterns that reflect the major structural geologies and climate as well as major changes in plant
and animal groups. The bioregions contain distinctive subregions, which have a characteristic
pattern of landform and vegetation, and generally indicate major differences in land processes
and species distributions and their patterns of movements 82. Bioregions and subregions are
described in the Interim Biogeographic Regionalisation for Australia (IBRA) and are the basis for
informing strategic expansion of the National Reserve System.
Numerous aspects of ecology in Australia are described in terms of bioregions; for example, the
proportion of each bioregion still covered in remnant vegetation can be calculated. Fifty of the
85 bioregions on Australia’s mainland (representing 73% of the landmass) have more than 85%
of intact vegetation, and only five bioregions (3% of the landmass) have less than one-third
natural vegetation.

Map 12: Bioregions of Australia

80

Stanton and Morgan, 1977

81

Thackway and Cresswell, 1995

82

Morgan and Terrey, 1990
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2.10 Five broad zones of Australia
While bioregions are core units for planning and evaluation, it is also useful to think and
communicate at a very broad scale when considering conservation options. Australia’s terrestrial
environments can be divided into five zones, as shown in Map 1383 and described in Table 5.
• Forest zone, which has very high species diversity and is generally well conserved but
requires better connectivity. Some parts are subject to forestry operations;
• Agricultural and modified pastures zone, which has been partly to largely cleared and
requires new protected areas and increased connectivity;
• Urban and developed coast zone, which is mostly densely settled but does include some
natural coastline and park areas;
• Arid and semi-arid rangelands zone, which includes large unsettled desert areas as well
as grasslands and woodlands. This zone is largely original vegetation but suffers from
high grazing impacts.
• Tropical savannas zone, which is largely original vegetation but has been impacted by
invasive grasses and grazing.
Together, the northern savanna and rangelands zones make up the ‘Outback’, which has been a
focus of recent reports 84.

Map 13: Five broad environmental zones in Australia

83

This grouping is based on very broad land use patterns, and can be attributed to geographical features including climatic zones and
geomorphology. Many variations are of course found within these zones, such as rainforests within Cape York Peninsula and smaller
urban areas in other zones.
84

Woinarski et al., 2014b
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Table 5: Characteristics of broad conservation zones

Forest and
mountains
Population
density
Extent of
remnant
vegetation
Number of
endangered
species85
Species diversity
(relative)
‘Wilderness’

Urban and
developed
coasts
High

Arid/semi-arid
rangelands

Northern
savannas

Low

Agriculture and
modified
pastures
Low

Very low

Very low

High

Low

Low

Very high

Very high

Very high

Very high

High

Low

Low

Very high

High

Very high

Low

Medium

High

Low, but some
exists

Low, but some
exists

Very high

Very high

2.11 Key threats to biodiversity in Australia
There are many concerns with the condition and trend of the environment generally in Australia,
with a sad conclusion that the land condition continues to deteriorate86.
Generally, the condition of the marine environment was rated as good in the 2016 State of
Environment report,87 although near-shore marine areas adjacent to large population centres
have experienced significant impacts. Since that time, the Great Barrier Reef has suffered
severely from coral bleaching. Some large marine species such as Australian sea lions, southern
bluefin tuna and the whale shark were heavily harvested and have not recovered despite now
being protected. The numbers of turtles, dugongs and coastal dolphins have also declined since
European occupation. No-take areas, together with controls on catch, are leading to the
recovery of some reef fishes, such as coral trout, previously threatened by over-fishing. The
introduction of invasive species and diseases through shipping ballast, especially in temperate
waters, is of concern.
Where natural river flows have been altered and water extracted for agricultural or urban use,
there have been significant declines in biodiversity88. In the Murray–Darling Basin, there has
been a 90% reduction in the area of wetlands and native fish are found in only 43% of the rivers
where they should occur89. In January 2019 a significant ecological disaster has unfolded in the
Basin as hundreds of thousands of fish died in de-oxygenated water90 .
Threats to terrestrial biodiversity in Australia were last thoroughly reviewed in a 2008
assessment91, but the 2016 State of Environment Report 92 comments that the key issues are
unchanged. These are:
• fragmentation of habitat
• climate change
85

See Map 17

86

Jackson et al., 2017

87

Evans et al., 2017a ; Yeates et al., 2014

88

Yeates et al., 2014

89

Yeates et al., 2014

90

https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/about-us/media-centre/releases/2019/dpi-investigating-fish-deaths-at-menindee

91

Department of the Environment Water Heritage and the Arts, 2009

92

Jackson et al., 2017
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•
•
•
•

land-use change
invasive species and pathogens
altered fire regimes
changed hydrology.

In very broad terms, the severity of these threats vary across the five environmental regions
(Table 6).
Table 6: Threats to the broad environmental zones of Australia

Forest and
mountains

Fragmentation of
habitat including
landclearing

Urban and
developed
coasts
Very high
(mostly past
landclearing)

Climate change

Very high

Very high

Landuse change –
current and
future

Very high, with
increasing
pressure in
urban areas and
south-east
Queensland
Very high: Feral
predators and
invasive plants

Invasive species
and pathogens

Agriculture
and modified
pastures
High (past
and some
current
landclearing)
Very high

Arid and semiarid rangelands

Northern
savannas

Low, except for
areas of mining
focus

Low, except for
areas of mining
focus

Very high

High

Low to
medium,
mostly
forestry
operations

High –
pressure for
more dams,
intensification

Low

Very high:
Feral
predators and
invasive
plants

Low to high,
with plans for
intensification
and converstion
of pasture to
agriculture
Very high: Feral
predators and
ecosystemchanging weeds

Low to
medium

Grazing impact

Low

High:both
plants and
animals,
especially
creek lines,
disturbed
areas
Low

Altered fire
regimes
Changed
hydrology
New/future
mines
Population
increase or
decrease

Very high

Very high93

Medium

Very high feral
predators- lower
risk from
invasive plants
except for
buffell grass in
drainage zones
High to very high
(rangelands) to
low (very
remote)
Medium

Very high

Low

Very high

Low

High

Low

Very high

High

High
(population
increase, urban
spread)

Low

Low

High (popn
decrease, loss of
stewardship,
languages and
culture)

High–very
high

High to very
high, except in
reserves
Very high
Low, but high
future threat
HIgh
High
(population
decrease, loss
of stewardship,
languages and
culture)

Habitat clearing (past and present) and associated fragmentation is generally regarded as the
most serious threat to biodiversity and ecological functioning across the country, as the
‘extinction debt’ continues to impact many species long after clearing has ceased94. Land
93

Fire severity has been seriously exacerbated by climate change e.g. in Tasmania in January 2019

94

Kingsford et al., 2009
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clearing has continued into this decade, with 10% of Queensland’s tree cover lost between 2011
and 2016. However, recent analysis concludes that Australia-wide, the highest level of threat to
threatened species is now from invasive species95 .

Across the semi-arid rangelands,
condition of land is largely
determined by management of
stock.
In some bioregions, very few areas
are not heavily impacted. The
environment is not well adapted to
the pressure of hard-hooved
animals, and massive erosion has
resulted. For Aboriginal people, the
arrival of cattle in their waterholes
and sacred places was devastating.

Some of the most serious threats in Australia, including climate change, inappropriate fire and
invasive species, do not stop at protected area boundaries. Constant effort is needed to
maintain healthy country with fire regimes that suit the environment, and to control invasive
species.
Buffel grass is a very invasive grass
introduced by pastoralists. It
chokes out native species
especially in sandy areas and along
watercourses, thrives on fires and
is difficult to control with
pesticides. Here it grows under a
very rare eremophila and inhibits
new seedlings from establishing.

2.12 Pathways to protection
Australia’s progress in biodiversity conservation was reviewed in the 2016 State of Environment
Report96 and more recently by the OECD 97: these reviews agree that progress is slow and that
responses are not keeping up with deteriorating trends 98.
Australia’s Biodiversity Strategy 2010–203099 was agreed to by the Commonwealth and all state
and territory governments as a guiding policy for the diverse mix of approaches to biodiversity
95

Allek et al., 2018 ; Kearney et al., 2018

96

Cresswell and Murphy, 2017 ; Evans et al., 2017a ; Jackson et al., 2017

97

OECD, 2019

98

Johnson et al., 2017 , p. 275
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conservation by governments at all levels and the private sector. It was written at a time when
awareness of the crisis in biodiversity was high, and when there was a general realisation that
‘business as usual’ would not reverse the decline100. However, there has been no coordinated
implementation of the strategy and most interim targets were not achieved by 2015 101. Targets
relating to expansion of the national reserve system and employment of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander rangers were partially achieved102.
A variety of programs have been supported by the Commonwealth government, but the total
investment has been quite modest and was almost stable between 2009 and 2016 (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Overall expenditure on biodiversity by the Australian Government, 2009–10 to 2015–16103

An analysis by NGOs of 2017-18 federal budget data concluded there was a projected 43% cut to
the total Commonwealth environment budget from when the Coalition parties gained
government in 2013 out to the end of the forward estimates in 2021-22, with the cut to the
biodiversity component even higher at over 50%104. State and territory governments also
contribute to biodiversity conservation, but consolidated figures for all of Australia are not
available.

99

Natural Resource Management Ministerial Council, 2010

100

Butchart et al., 2010 .

101

Cresswell and Murphy, 2017

102

Cresswell and Murphy, 2017

103

Cresswell and Murphy, 2017

104

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/dec/13/environment-funding-slashed-by-third-since-coalition-took-office;
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Much of the innovative on-ground conservation work in this decade has been undertaken by
and/or led by NGOs, land trusts and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander organisations, with
support from a range of sources including membership and donations, private industry,
philanthropic organisations and government grants.
Key areas of activity that are being effective in preventing or slowing biodiversity loss are diverse
and include:
• Declaration and management of protected areas on land and sea, including those
established through conservation agreements
• Programs funding Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people to manage their lands and
seas (looking after country and culture)
• Landscape-wide programs of sustainable management, rehabilitation and restoration
• Establishment and maintenance of fenced reserves to protect threatened species from feral
animal predation
• Control of invasive species and diseases, and biosecurity measures to prevent new
incursions
• Fire management
• Legislation and policy protecting wildlife from hunting and other forms of exploitation
• Legislative and policy restrictions on clearing, logging and other habitat alteration and
which reduce water extraction and facilitate environmental flows in waterways
• Legislation, policy and enforcement of limits on fisheries and improved technology to
reducing harmful bycatch
• Introduction of the carbon economy, with programs including savanna burning and
improved soil carbon
• Applied research, monitoring and evaluation.

While scientists often focus
on threatened species, more
protected areas and better
connectivity in the forest and
coastal areas are also
needed to ‘keep common
species common’. Forestdwelling wallabies such as
the whip-tailed wallaby find
it difficult to survive in
developed areas, where they
are threatened by habitat
clearing, traffic and dogs.

As discussed in Section 1.1, this report will address only those initiatives relating to protected
areas on land and sea, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people looking after country and
culture protecting native forests, protection of the Great Barrier Reef catchments and protection
of islands and fenced reserves.
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3. Expanding and strengthening the National Reserve System
Over the past 120 years, Australians with dedication and passion have built an
outstanding network of national parks, Indigenous Protected Areas, privately protected
areas and other reserves, known as the National Reserve System (NRS). While not yet
complete, this protected area system has been instrumental in conserving countless
landscapes, ecosystems and species that would otherwise have become extinct, and
now spans more than 150 million ha on land and 325 million ha in marine areas105.
Australia’s protected area system is the nation’s most important investment in biodiversity
conservation106 and is considered the most effective defense against the impacts of climate
change on biodiversity107. Though excellent programs have been undertaken to maintain or
improve connectivity and to enhance ‘whole of landscape’ conservation, well-managed
protected areas remain at the core of Australia’s efforts to protect its biodiversity. The
importance of the protected area system in maintaining ecosystem services, such as catchment
protection, is more obvious as climate change brings severe droughts and water shortages in
some parts of the country and torrential rain in others.
Protected areas have been shown to
be the most effective mechanism for
protecting Australia’s threatened
species 108 in spite of concerns that
biodiversity loss still continues in some
protected areas 109. In many tropical
countries there are lengthy debates
about the extent to which protected
areas actually prevent or decrease
habitat loss. However, in the more
highly regulated governance
environment of Australia, gross
incursions are rare, and it is clear that
protected areas have been and remain
a vital refuge from direct human
Kakadu National Park and World Heritage Area is recognised as a
intervention110. In the more densely
national icon for conservation of Aboriginal culture and tropical
settled agricultural and coastal zones
savannas.
of the country, protected areas are
often the only intact remnants of natural habitat, while in the more remote rangelands they
represent rare refuges from grazing and from potential mining.
Protected areas vary across Australia’s five broad environmental zones (Table 7).

105

Commonwealth of Australia, 2017

106

National Reserve System Taskforce, 2009

107

Dunlop and Brown, 2007 ; Dunlop et al., 2012

108

Geldmann et al., 2013 ; Taylor et al., 2010
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Woinarski et al., 2011a

110

Bowman, 2012 ; Ritchie, 2013
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Table 7: Summary of Australian protected areas in the five broad environmental zones

Exisiting protected
area coverage

Size and design of
protected areas

Key roles of
protected areas112

Urban and developed
coasts
• Generally medium
representation, except
in the most fertile
lowland areas.

Forest and mountains
•

Generally medium to
good coverage and
representation

•

Many are small,
isolated with poor
boundary-area ratio
and many threats. A
few larger protected
areas provide critical
refuge and habitat.

•

Habitat protection from
clearing
Recreation (often
intensive)
Protection from other
intensive uses and
development
Pest control areas
Cultural

•

Variable: some are
small, isolated with
poor boundaries.
Larger contiguous areas
have been and are
being established.
Catchment integrity
often possible.
Habitat protection from
clearing
recreation,
protection from logging
Protection of
catchment and water
supply
Cultural

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

111

National Parks (Cape York Peninsula Aboriginal Land

112

Roles listed are only those specific to those zones – all also have many roles in common
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Agriculture and modified
pastures
• Poor – often in less
fertile and unusable
areas such as rocky
places

Semi-arid to arid
rangelands
• Poor in the east with
very few protected
areas; good in the west
with large IPAs

Northern savannas
•

Very good in some
parts (largely IPAs and
NP(CYPAL111)) to very
poor e.g. in the Gulf
Plains bioregion

•

•

Usually large and more
self-sustaining.
Catchment protection
usually incomplete due
to large catchments.

•

Usually large and more
self-sustaining
protected areas

Protection from grazing
recreation (mostly very
low intensity or
absent),
protection from
intensification,
pest control areas
Cultural, employment

•
•

Protection from grazing
recreation (mostly very
low inensity or absent),
protection from
intensification,
pest control areas
Cultural, employment

•

Variable but many are
isolated and are not
large enough to
function well.
Subject to edge effects

•

•

•
•
•
•

Habitat protection from
clearing and grazing
recreation (travellers),
protection from other
intensive uses,
pest control areas
Cultural, employment

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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While Australia’s protected areas are owned, governed and managed by a variety of institutions
(Section 2.3), there has been a high level of cooperation through the NRS. The central guiding
principle behind the NRS is the establishment of a comprehensive, adequate and representative
(CAR) network of protected areas, an innovative and world-leading approach based on ensuring
representative samples of every kind of ecosystem in the country complemented by ensuring
adequate areas for species and ecosystem functioning. See Box 2 for more details. A national
commitment to establishing the CAR system in Australia was formally established in 1992, when
the Commonwealth, states and territories signed the Intergovernmental Agreement on the
Environment.
In 1997, the Australia Government established the National Reserve System Program (NRSP) to
assist the states and other partners in purchasing land to develop the CAR reserve system, with
funding for much of that period on a 2:1 basis, and to compile information about all the reserves
into one national database113. Through the cooperative platform established by the NRS, all
Australian governments agreed to goals and targets in the Strategy for the National Reserve
System for 2009-2030114. This Strategy emphasises the central role of protected areas in
biodiversity conservation and points to the need for public, private and Indigenous protected
area managers to work together. It also discusses the need for management planning, adaptive
management and management effectiveness evaluation.
The NRS in 2016 included more than 10,000 protected areas covering over 151 million hectares
or 19.6 % of Australia’s landmass (Map 14)115. In 2014, this reserve system was estimated to
contribute $38 billion a year to the economy 116. WWF-Australia has published reviews of
progress of the NRS towards its goals at regular intervals, providing a good source of information
and comparison between the jurisdictions117, and the CSIRO reviewed its role in and resilience to
climate change118, and its representativeness under different climate scenarios119. The NRSP
funding from the Commonwealth Government ceased in 2012, however there is opportunity
and much support from partners for the NRS to be revitalised.

113

Department of the Environment and Energy, 2016

114

National Reserve System Task Group, 2009

115

Department of the Environment and Energy, 2016. The official statistics for the NRS have not been updated since
2016, but in most jurisdictions there has not been great change since then. The exceptions include declaration of
three new Indigenous Protected Areas; and some progress in Queensland, where over 700,000ha of new protected
areas were added, mostly as part of the tenure resolution process in Cape York Peninsula and the dedication of areas
previously purchased with NRS co-funding. Other jurisdictions have added smaller areas but have not pursued major
purchases. Department of the Environment and Energy, 2016
116

Taylor, Fitzsimons, and Sattler 2014

117

Sattler and Taylor, 2008 ; Sattler and Glanznig, 2006 ; Taylor, 2017 ; Taylor et al., 2014 ; Taylor et al., 2011

118

Dunlop et al., 2012

119

Williams KJ et al., 2016
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Map 14: Australia’s National Reserve System in 2016, showing IUCN protected area management categories120
Box 2: Principles of comprehensiveness, adequacy and representativeness in Australia’s National Reserve System

The use of comprehensiveness, adequacy and representativeness (CAR) principles in the expansion of
the National Reserve System is result of far-sighted scientific endeavour over a long period, combined
with a high degree of non-partisan cooperation.
•

•

•

Comprehensiveness refers to the aim of including samples of the full range of regional
ecosystems recognisable at an appropriate scale within and across each bioregion. On a broad
scale across Australia, is it often measured by the proportion of each bioregion protected in
reserves.
Adequacy refers to how much of each ecosystem should be sampled to provide ecological
viability and integrity of populations, species and ecological communities at a bioregional
scale. The concept of adequacy incorporates ecological viability and resiliency for ecosystems
for individual protected areas and for the protected area system as a whole.
Representativeness considers how to sample diversity at a finer scale (IBRA subregion) and
recognises that the regional variability within ecosystems should be sampled within the
reserve system.

The criteria of comprehensiveness and representativeness ensure protected areas are not located only
in the most scenic areas or lands unsuitable for production, but are distributed across the country in all
environments. The two levels mean that as much as possible of the range of biodiversity is protected.
The adequacy criterion considers the area of habitat necessary for the survival of species and
ecosystems. It means that individual reserves are viable by considering size, shape, design and the
needs of species. Serious consideration of adequacy criteria across the landscape ensures the system as
a whole can function effectively for conservation.
Some critics have suggested that the CAR system is out of date and will not provide sufficient resilience
to climate change. However, a reserve system based on systematic sampling of landforms and their
associated vegetation has been recommended as a key approach to conservation for climate change
resilience121 .
120

Map drawn from CAPAD 2016 data, Department of the Environment and Energy, 2016

121

Anderson and Ferree, 2010; Beier et al., 2015; Dunlop et al., 2012; Dunlop and Brown, 2008; Groves et al., 2012
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3.1 Partnerships and innovations in building the National Reserve
System
In the last 15-20 years, a major advance in relation to the NRS has been the inclusion of more
diverse partnerships in its policies, actions and properties. Previously, the partners were
Commonwealth Government working with states and territories, and almost all protected areas
were owned and managed by (mainly state/territory) government; now protected areas are also
owned, governed and managed by diverse partnerships of land trusts, Indigenous communities,
private landholders and local governments. This diversification has enabled a huge expansion in
privately protected areas and Indigenous protected areas and has resulted in some large and
well-connected nodes of protected land. Between 2008 (when the first governance summary
figures were available) and 2016, most of the increases in the extent of the protected area
estate were in Indigenous and privately protected areas (Table 8). Government-owned
protected areas now comprise less than half of the total area of the NRS (Figure 2).
Table 8: Change in reserved area in Australia from 2008 to 2016 by governance types122

Governance
Government
Indigenous
Joint
Private

Area 2008 (ha)
64,209,305
20,533,879
9,590,523
4,153,409

Area 2016 (ha)
66,985,503
66,786,266
8,444,020
8,702,600

Change (%)
4%
225%
-12%
110%

Since 1977, 75 Indigenous Protected
Areas (IPAs) totalling nearly 67 million ha
Contribution to NRS (%)
have been declared123. IPAs include some
5.77
of the most biodiverse and highly valued
5.60
of all protected areas, and are located in
a number of otherwise unrepresented
bioregions and subregions124. IPAs are
44.25
considered a very successful initiative
both for conservation and Indigenous
44.39
engagement in land management125.
Cultural, educational, health,
employment and social benefits for
Aboriginal communities arising from the
declaration and management of IPAs
Community
Government
Joint
Private
have been demonstrated126. It is a costFigure 2: Governance of protected areas in the NRS, 2016
effective method of extending the
reserve system, as land remains in
Indigenous ownership and government costs are principally in supporting negotiations,
declaration and management. Indigenous Protected Areas are discussed further in Section 4.2.

122

Compiled with data from CAPAD 2008, 2016, Department of the Environment and Energy, 2016

123

http://www.environment.gov.au/land/indigenous-protected-areas

124

Some subregions are entirely within Aboriginal lands, so representation in IPAs is the only option for formal protection, except in
the case of Cape York Peninsula where national parks (Cape York Peninsula Aboriginal Land) provide another option.
125

Gilligan, 2006

126

Social Ventures Australia, 2016
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‘Privately protected areas’127 in Australia fall into two primary categories:
• Land dedicated for conservation with perpetual covenants, binding on title128 ; and
• Land acquired and managed specifically for conservation purposes, mostly by land
trusts.
Mechanisms for developing conservation agreements and covenants are generally managed by
the states (Table 9).
Table 9: Conservation agreements and covenants in Australia129
Source: adapted from Fitzsimons 2015130

Jurisdiction
Australian
Government

Program
Conservation Agreements

Legislation
131

Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999

Western Australia National Trust of Australia (WA)
Covenanting Program

National Trust of Australia (WA) Act 1964 and
Transfer of Land Act 1893

Western Australia Nature Conservation Covenant
Program

Conservation and Land Management Act
1984 and Transfer of Land Act 1893

Western Australia Soil and Land conservation
covenants

Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945

South Australia

South Australian Heritage
Agreement Program

Native Vegetation Act 1991

Victoria

Trust for Nature (Victoria)
conservation covenants

Victorian Conservation Trust Act 1972

Victoria

Land Management Co-operative
Agreements

Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987

Tasmania

Private Property Conservation
Program (Now includes sub
programs of Protected Areas on
Private Land (PAPL) and NonForest Vegetation Program)

Nature Conservation Act 2002 and Land Titles
Act 1980

New South Wales Conservation agreements

Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 132

Queensland

Queensland Nature Refuge
program

Nature Conservation Act 1992

Queensland

Voluntary conservation
Queensland Land Title Act 1994
agreement programs operated by
south-east Queensland councils

Northern
Territory

Voluntary conservation covenant
program

Parks and Wildlife Commission Act 2004 and
Land Title Act 2017

127

For global definitions and analysis of private protected areas, see Stolton et al., 2014 and Mitchell et al., 2018

128

In Queensland, many nature refuges are also managed for primary production, and not all conservation covenants are perpetual

129

Note all hyperlinks lead to websites where more information can be obtained

130

Fitzsimons, 2015

131

Only a few Conservation Agreements signed under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act could be
considered to be akin to a covenant – see http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/about/conservation-agreements.html#list
132

The NSW Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 supersedes the Native Vegetation Act, the Nature Conservation Trust Act, and those
sections of the National Parks and Wildlife Act relating to conservation agreements.
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While individual landholders play an important conservation role (with over 5000 properties
under conservation covenant in Australia 133), this discussion will focus on conservancy
properties, which in total over 6 million ha (Table 10). These areas have been acquired and are
being managed by land trusts, ranging from small local organisations to large national
conservancies Most of the large property purchases were supported with acquisition funds from
the NRSP, with a condition of support being that the lands were covenanted under state
legislation as soon as possible. Support for the land trusts through the NRSP enabled the private
protected area estate to grow rapidly, from thousands of hectares in the 1990s to the millions of
hectares now conserved. The important and well-presented conservation values of the
conservancy properties, and the fact that the Commonwealth government through the NRSP
provided co-funding, helped make these purchases an attractive investment for philanthropic
trusts134. This leveraging approach unlocked new, private sector funds to the environment sector
and allowed for more land to be protected.
Levering funds for conservation impact
The Nature Conservancy’s David Thomas Challenge saw an $8 million philanthropic investment
leveraged against the NRSP from 2007 to 2013, resulting in more than $28.4 million of onground conservation action and research (Figure 3). Of these funds, 62% went directly towards
reserve acquisition and management, 13% to science and research, 9% to Indigenous
conservation projects and 14% to landscape-scale conservation projects.

Figure 3: Leverage achieved through TNC’s David Thomas Challenge fund
(=Challenge donation). ($=AUD)

Since the cessation of the NRSP support in 2012, the capacity of land trusts to purchase large
properties has declined, and there is a greater emphasis on partnerships on Aboriginal lands,
pastoral properties and state reserves (R. Murphy, pers. comm. 2019).

133

Fitzsimons, 2015

134

Fitzsimons, 2015
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Table 10: Land trusts in Australia in 2019

Organisation

Number of
properties
27

Total Area
(ha)
4,600,000

31

1,240,000

South Endeavour
Trust137
Tasmanian Land
Conservancy138

16

135,000

19

13,258

Nature Foundation
South Australia139
The Nature Conservancy

6

499,977

2

120,000

Queensland Trust for
Nature140
Biodiversity
Conservation Trust NSW
(was Nature
Conservation Trust)141

4

Australian Wildlife
Conservancy135
Bush Heritage
Australia136

n/a

59,000

Notes
Includes fenced reserves for threatened
species reintroductions and protection
Also manages 7.62 million ha in partnerships
with Aboriginal groups and works with
regional partners
Includes areas under regeneration for
connectivity and catchment protection
Acquires and manages nature reserves and
administers a revolving fund for purchasing,
covenanting and selling properties.
Acquires and manages nature reserves and
assists in purchase of other properties
Focus on representation. TNC also assisted
other land trusts to purchase 29 properties
covering 3.55 million ha
Most properties are purchased, covenanted
and then resold
Also has revolving funds for covenanting.
Now managed by NSW Government.
Administers a revolving fund for purchasing,
covenanting and selling properties. Does not
hold land in perpetuity.

Most of the larger properties purchased by conservancies with NRS funding are leasehold and
technically under a legal obligation to be grazed142; and for some it is possible that they could be
subject to extractive industries including mining and forestry in the future. This has created
serious concern, for example a Queensland property named Bimblebox was purchased by an
NGO with NRSP support, due to its high natural values, but is included in the large planned coalmining footprint of the Galilee Basin143 and threatened with broadscale clearing. In some states
there are moves underway to resolve the potentially serious conflict between conservation and
other land uses 144. Nonetheless, conservation covenants remain the most secure form of
protection on private land in Australia with only 0.12% of multi-party covenants having been
released145.
Conservancies place a high value on research, monitoring and adaptive management in order to
maintain and improve the nature conservation values of their properties. They generally have a
135

http://www.australianwildlife.org/sanctuaries.aspx

136

https://www.bushheritage.org.au/places-we-protect

137

https://www.southendeavour.com.au/reserves

138

https://tasland.org.au/reserves/

139

https://www.naturefoundation.org.au/publications/fact-sheets/t16-0761-our-footprint-map3-(1).pdf

140

http://qtfn.org.au/

141

https://www.bct.nsw.gov.au/resources

142

Under the terms of grazing leases, there may be requirements by the states: these have not been enforced.

143

See the Bimblebox website for details https://bimblebox.org/

144

In Queensland, the government intends to resolve this situation through amendments currently being considered to the Land Act
included in the Nature Conservation (Special Wildlife Reserves) and Other Legislation Bill, which clarify that the management
principles governing nature refuges and special wildlife reserves are recognised for the purposes of the Act, and the creation of the
special wildlife reserve category which offers full protection to declared properties once all encumbrances are cleared.
145

Hardy et al., 2017
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significant emphasis on science and use sophisticated monitoring and reporting systems that
provide regular and reliable assessments of impact of their management on conservation values.
Conservancies self-fund their operations primarily through private donations, including from
large philanthropic groups. Additional investment in outright purchases by conservation
interests have high potential as a cost-effective way of adding to the protected area system. At a
program level, the reinstatement of NRSP funding would help the land trusts to purchase
properties as they became available, and to more effectively leverage private funding for
acquisition and management146.

3.2 Current status and priority needs
Area under protection
In 2016, terrestrial protected areas in Australia covered about 19.6% of the landmass. With
known additions, this would now approach 19.7%. The area within each jurisdiction is shown in
Table 11.
Table 11: Area and proportion of protected areas in each Australian jurisdiction
Source: CAPAD 2016.

Jurisdiction
Australian Capital Territory
External territories
Jervis Bay Territory
New South Wales
Northern Territory
Queensland
South Australia
Tasmania
Victoria
Western Australia

Area Protected (ha)
130,830
40,167
5,597
7,448,535
33,514,060
14,601,431
29,588,883
2,894,327
3,916,792
58,777,768

% of Jurisdiction
Protected
55.48
84.08
9.30
24.87
8.44
30.06
42.31
17.22
23.26

Although more than 17% of Australia’s landmass is within protected areas, there are still
significant gaps in representation and other criteria to be filled if it is meet its international
commitments under the Convention on Biological Diversity’s Aichi targets 147. It is well recognised
that political targets, while useful in encouraging reservation, tend to be much lower than
evidence-based science-based targets148 . The question of ‘how much is enough’ is difficult to
answer, with some scientists now arguing that at least half of the earth should be set aside for
nature149, and claims that there is strong scientific evidence for this approach 150. Worldwide, a
minimum of 28% is estimated to be needed to conserve all species 151. It has been estimated that
to conserve 17% of all Australian bioregions plus habitat for all threatened species would require
24.4% of the landmass152, however this is an underestimation when other factors of
representation and ecological functioning are considered.
146

Fitzsimons, 2015

147

CBD COP 10 2010

148

Noss et al., 2012 ; Svancara et al., 2005 .

149

Locke, 2014 ; https://natureneedshalf.org/

150

Dinerstein et al., 2017 ; Noss et al., 2012

151

Butchart et al., 2015 .

152

Polak et al., 2016
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It is thought that loss of species from an area begins when more than 20% is cleared, and that
this rapidly accelerates when less than 30% remains153, but this will vary depending on the
species requirements and the habitat type.
Regardless of broad area-based targets, a lot of caution should be used in then applying flat
area-based targets at a finer scale154. The remaining areas of some rare ecosystems such as
ancient rainforests within the Wet Tropics and Gondwana World Heritage Areas may need 100%
protection. At a broader level, very high proportions are also appropriate in areas of
international significance such as Cape York Peninsula, the Kimberley and the Great Western
Woodlands. Elevated bioregions such as the Einasleigh Uplands, from which many rivers flow,
also require a high degree of protection. In contrast, a smaller proportion of total protection
might suffice in the broad sweep of the Mitchell Grass Downs where diversity is low and pastoral
lease conditions could achieve more sustainable use155.
IA,
16,013,252

VI,
70,025,143

IUCN protected area
management categories

IB,
3,841,430

The balance of land in each IUCN category 156
(Figure 4) has changed over the past twenty
years, as most of the Indigenous Protected
Areas fall within Category VI. In 2016, just
under half (47.7%) of the country’s
protected areas were in Categories I to IV,
which are regarded by some as having a
higher level of protection 157.

Bioregions and subregions
Representation can be measured in the NRS
through biological and landscape diversity
at different scales: bioregion, subregion,
ecosystem and species. The broadest scale
at which the CAR approach operates is at
bioregional level (Section 0). Where
bioregions have very low representation –
such as in the Gulf Plains and Mitchell Grass
bioregions – it means that there are many
habitats, and possibly species, with no
representation in the protected area
system.
In 2016, representation in bioregions ranged
153

III,
8,484,566
IV,
2,090,374

V, 7,954,163

Figure 4: Area (ha) in each IUCN category, 2016

Number of bioregions

Representation of ecological
diversity

II,
41,575,720

24
0

4

12

25

14

9

% of bioregion in protected areas

Figure 5: Representation of bioregions 2016: Numbers of bioregions
with proportion in protected areas

Neldner et al., 2017

154

It is dangerous to assume, for example, that bioregions with >50% automatically have ‘adequate protection for all habitats and
species.
155

Mitchell Grass Downs cetainly needs more protected areas as it is currenly only at x % reserved.

156

Dudley, 2008

157

Department of the Environment and Energy, 2016 , p 155
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from 0.7% to 86%. Of the 65 mainland bioregions, 30 had less than 10% of the bioregion
protected (Figure 5).
An arc of very poorly represented bioregions with less than 10% protection stretches from
northern Victoria to western slopes and plains of New South Wales through central and western
Queensland and into the Northern Territory (Map 15) as well as into South Australia. For many
years, these bioregions have been identified as of high priority by the NRSP, the jurisdictions and
land trusts for the acquisition of large new protected areas. There are still many opportunities to
purchase large properties158, though grazing pressure and feral animals over 150 years have
taken a severe toll on biodiversity in some areas. This arc also includes habitat for many
endangered species, especially the ‘critical weight range’ mammals 159, which are the most
vulnerable to extinction in Australia.
Poorly represented bioregions are also found in Western Australia, especially the Avon
wheatbelt, the Murchison and the Pilbara, in the southern plains of Victoria to South Australia
and in the Tasmanian northern midlands.

Map 15: Representation of bioregions in protected areas 2016.
Highest priorities for additional representation are those in white and light green

158

Note that through much of this area, ‘purchase’ means purchase of lease rather than freehold title.

159

Burbidge and McKenzie, 1989
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Number of subregions

Subregions
Individual bioregions can cover up
to 42 million ha and some include
a very wide range of land and
vegetation types, so it is
important to also look at the finer
level of subregions. The
proportion of subregions within
protected areas ranges from zero
to 100%, with nearly half (49%) at
less than 10% (Figure 6).

81

74
54

78

48

51

32

% of subregion in protected areas

Figure 6: Representation of subregions 2016: Numbers of
Unrepresented and poorly
subregions with proportion in protected areas
represented subregions are
shown in Map 16. Priority
subregions are found in all the locations above but are also in bioregions that are relatively well
represented and for this reason they have sometimes been overlooked. Some subregions are
highly developed and fragmented and it can be difficult to find large contiguous areas of habitat,
so conservation actions need to focus on restoration and conservation agreements over smaller
remnants.

Map 16: Representation of subregions in protected areas 2016.
Highest priority for additional representation are those in white and light green
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Ecosystems
At ecosystem level, 55% of ecosystems have greater than 15% protection, with the greatest
proportion conserved in wet forests and the poorest in woodlands160 (Figure 7)161.
Wetlands (591)
Grass/ shrublands (1511)
Woodlands (2269)
Forests (1296)
Wet Forests (582)
0

20
I-IV

40
V-VI

60

80

100

gap

Figure 7: Proportion of ecosystems with more than 15% in protected area, by vegetation type
and IUCN protected area management category

An analysis by CSIRO in 2016 concluded that future climate change may result in low levels of
present-day ecological environments being adequately protected within existing NRS
boundaries162.
Many poorly represented ecosystems will be reserved as part of improved coverage of
bioregions and subregions, but at a finer scale, unrepresented, rare or threatened ecosystems,
including the 78 Threatened Ecological Communities under the EPBC Act, remain a priority for
conservation163.
Potential properties can be assessed for
• Unrepresented and poorly represented ecosystems164;
• Threatened Ecological Communities defined under the EPBC Act; and
• Ecosystems that are rare, with very small distributions, contain refugia or function as
special habitat for particular species.
Representation of the range of freshwater and wetland systems is also important, as different
types of aquatic systems are not always reflected in vegetation mapping (for example
permanent rocky waterholes versus ephemeral sandy creeks), but they are vital habitats for
many species and provide key resources in the landscape for many others. These are also
considered refugia (see below). Representation of wetlands and freshwater systems across
Australia has not been calculated and needs separate consideration, as different types of aquatic
systems are not always reflected in vegetation or ecosystem mapping (for example permanent
160

Cresswell and Murphy, 2017 https://soe.environment.gov.au/theme/biodiversity/topic/2016/management-status

161

By intersecting subregions and major vegetation groups defined in the National Vegetation Information System, Taylor et al
(2017) defined 6,249 ecosystem types across the country 161 They set a minimum ecosystem protection standard of 15% of the total
area of each ecosystem, or greater than 15% for smaller ecosystems.
162

Williams KJ et al., 2016

163

For a map of threatened ecological communities, see http://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/2adf732c-54c54d98-90bb-44959b3e493e/files/full-tec-map.jpg
164

Flat targets (e.g. 17%, 30% or 50% are not particularly useful at the ecosystem level in Australia – some ecosystems cover a million
ha while others total less than 100ha. Rare and narrowly distributed ecosystems should be completely protected.
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rocky waterholes versus ephemeral sandy creeks). Analysis in Queensland found numerous gaps
in representation of wetland types: for example there was only a tiny proportion of ‘arid/semiarid fresh floodplain lakes’ in protected areas 165.

The Mulga Lands are a priority
bioregion requiring new
protected areas. Within the
bioregion, ecosystems on sandy
soils are particularly poorly
represented, and support many
plants not found elsewhere in
the area. After rain, these
ecosystems provide wonderful
displays of wildflowers.

Species
Some species need special efforts to ensure they are conserved, in particular those that are
threatened, restricted in range and migratory species. The mapped or likely habitat of these
species listed under the EPBC Act was analysed with protected area boundaries to ascertain
which had a minimum of 30% of their habitat protected 166,167. Of the 1,733 species analysed, 121
had no habitat within protected areas, while 574 were within categories I to IV and a further 741
in other reserves.
Another recent analysis168 studying home ranges and habitat distribution of 90 native mammals
concluded that though all had some of their range protected, for a third of this group the area
protected was inadequate to support a viable population into the future169. This emphasises that
many Australian species need larger patches of habitat to survive, as well as good connectivity
so they can move between the patches. As has been shown in many other parts of the world,
nature cannot survive in only small isolated areas, and a whole of landscape approach is needed.

165

Department of Environment and Resource Management, 2011

166

Taylor, 2017

167

This included 137 species with both terrestrial and marine habitats such as sea lions, marine turtles and sea-snakes.

168

Clements et al., 2018

169

Based on a minimum of 10 sub-populations to keep a species viable. For 8% of the species, not one viable sub-population was
adequately protected.
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The parts of the country with the highest numbers of the threatened species (Map 17) are very
different from those with poor representation at bioregional level and are largely in the urban/
developed coast and forest zones. These areas have the fewest opportunities for large
landscape-scale protected areas.

Map 17: Distribution of threatened species per bioregion
Source: State of Environment 2016 170

Conserving areas of key importance: refugia to hotspots
An alternative approach to reserve selection has been to identify areas of key importance for
biodiversity, ranging from local-level consideration to mapping ‘biodiversity hotspots’ at global
and national level. This can be combined with and incorporated into the CAR approach by
considering these areas as ecosystems of particular significance for representation. Aspects of
the landscape that are especially important to include in the protected area network are:
• identified areas of particular importance to biodiversity, where there is an urgent need
for protection and/or a very high level of protection
• refugia from climate change, from grazing pressure, and from feral predators
• areas of critical importance for ecological processes
No consistent mapping or analysis is available for these sites across Australia, but gap analyses
are available at smaller scales.
Refugia – places where wildlife can survive
In Australia, three different types of refugia were identified by Morton et al 171:
• Evolutionary refugia are areas with concentrations of endemic species where the
surrounding environment has become unfavourable through past climate change events
(for example, small pockets of species remaining in high altitude forests, isolated moundspring ecosystems, and rocky outcrops with many endemic species). Some species in these
refugia may have a well-developed ability to survive change. Evolutionary refugia include
critical rainforest tracts which have remained as habitat and links for specialised wildlife
170

Downloaded
from
threatened-species-lists
171

https://soe.environment.gov.au/theme/biodiversity/topic/2016/terrestrial-plant-and-animal-species-

Morton et al., 1995
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during past periods of expansion and contraction due to long-term climatic changes.
Aquatic evolutionary refugia include artesian springs and isolated rock-holes that have
unique endemic fauna172. Conservation of these areas is a very high priority, and they have
been identified and mapped across the arid rangelands 173.
•

European-induced refugia – places not affected by modern landuse – have become scarce
and are particularly important for biodiversity in some landscapes. Such refugia include
remnant vegetation in cleared landscapes, or intact vegetation that has not been grazed:
these areas may provide the only remaining habitat for some species.

In the harsh environment of tropical Australia, springs and gullies are vital refuges for wildlife. This little-known area in the
Einasleigh Uplands of Northern Queensland includes deep gorges with springs and permanent water in cool, fern-lined
pools, and many Aboriginal cultural sites. The purchase and conservation of of a few adjoining properties as protected
areas could offer large-scale connectivity in combination with existing national parks and nature refuges, protect a variety
of poorly represented ecosystems and provide clean water through catchment protection. This could also enable
Aboriginal Traditional Owners to re-establish closer links with their country.
Photos: Gethin Morgan

•

Ecological refugia include drought refuges and other remaining areas of favourable
habitat, which in the future could become increasingly isolated and under pressure.
These may be short-term or long-term refuges. The CAR framework has already led to
many refuges being included in the protected area system, because they are recognised
as distinct regional ecosystems 174. At a local scale, refuges from higher temperatures
include boulder fields and deep, shaded gorges 175. For example, several endemic frog
and lizard species live only in the boulder fields of Cape York Peninsula, shaded from
harsh sun and protected from fire176.

It is suggested that more productive areas for agriculture or other purposes, which are less well
represented in the protected area system, may support greater diversity and be more resilient
and could be important as future evolutionary source areas 177. This will especially be the case
where the climate becomes drier and hotter, so areas that include drought and fire refuges will
become more important.
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Davis et al., 2013
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Couper and Hoskin, 2008
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Hoskin, 2013
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Dunlop & Brown 2008
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Climate change refugia might be focussed in any of the three types discussed above, as well as
in areas which are less likely to change rapidly or which include micro-habitats such as deep soil
cracks, caves, gorges and boulders. The concept of ‘ecological greenspots’178 proposes the
importance of locations that operate as refugia from drought and fire under past and current
climatic fluctuations and will also function as longer-term refugia from climate change.
In addition, ‘trigger points’ are important areas where future source populations may be
concentrated—species and assemblages that could radiate from a localised point in response to
changing climate179. These may, for example, be patches of sclerophyllous drought-adapted
vegetation surrounded by rainforest. These areas will be important if surrounding ecosystems
change significantly, as they will provide a source for a new suite of species.
Criteria for Key Biodiversity Areas (KBAs) are summarised in a recent publication by IUCN180. At
present, KBAs in Australia are based primarily on Important Bird Areas and have not yet
considered other taxa. However, there is the potential to undertake more detailed work to
identify KBAs across the country.
At a state and regional level, spatial information about aspects of biodiversity such as the level
of endemism and distribution of species has been compiled and used by conservation agencies,
research and academic organisations and NGOs to identify many priority areas.
Biodiversity hotspots have been proposed for Australia in several different projects: at an
international level, the Southwest Australia Biodiversity Hotspot has long been recognised as
one of 30 hotspots worldwide181, and in 2011 the Forests of East Australia were added to the
list182. These are areas where a very high proportion of remaining forests should be conserved
within protected areas.
Adequacy of habitat protection
The ‘adequacy’ component of the CAR system addresses conservation of habitat necessary for
the survival of species and ecosystems, and is more difficult to measure. Adequacy can be
considered on multiple scales: at a local scale, the shape, size and boundary integrity of
individual protected areas; and at wider scales up to continental and regional, the overall
adequacy of habitats for plants and animals, including mobile and migratory species.
Size and design of existing protected areas
Analysis of the 2016 CAPAD data (Figure 8) shows that only 16% of protected areas are more
than 1000 ha. Many small reserves are located in areas of very high biodiversity importance 183
and play important conservation roles, but are clearly too small to be ecologically viable on their
own in the long-term and are under high pressure. In some cases, there is little opportunity to
expand, but where opportunities emerge to increase the size or improve boundaries, this is a
high priority.
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Mackey et al. 2012
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IUCN, 2016
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Myers et al., 2000 , To be a hotspot, a region must meet two strict criteria: it must contain at least 0.5% or 1,500 species of
vascular plants as endemics, and it has to have lost at least 70% of its primary vegetation
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Williams et al., 2011
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This is because most of the small reserves are in the coastal and urban zone, where rainfall, soil fertility and biological diversity
are high.
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Percentage of Protected Areas

It makes sense where possible for new protected areas to be secured in close proximity to
existing areas, to help develop better conservation on a whole-of-landscape scale.

59%

25%

11%

4%

1%

0.29%

0.01%

Size classes (ha)
Figure 8: Distribution of size classes in Australia’s protected areas
Source: Carly Cook pers. comm. based on adjusted CAPAD 2016 figures

There are also benefits in improving the size and design of many protected areas, especially
those in the more intensively used zones. Key guidelines used to build the National Reserve
System184 are still valid:
• Boundaries should be set in a landscape context with strong ecological integrity, such as
catchments;
• Large reserved areas are preferable to small reserved areas, though a range of reserve
sizes may be appropriate to adequately sample conservation values;
• Boundary-area ratios should be minimised and linear reserves should be avoided where
possible except for riverine systems and corridors identified as having significant value
for nature conservation; and
• Reserves should be developed across the major environmental gradients if feasible, but
only if these gradients incorporate key conservation attributes which should be
incorporated in the reserve system.
Maintain and restore connectivity
To support a protected area system and to maintain ecosystem health in the rest of the
landscape, it is essential to protect remaining landscape connectivity: that means ensuring that
those landscapes that are still intact stay that way. A second, much more challenging, priority is
to improve connectivity in the more fragmented areas.
As discussed above, some protected areas are too small on their own to adequately protect
species185, especially in the urban, coastal, forest and agricultural zones, so patches of natural
landscape need to be either increased in size or functionally connected.
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In the semi-arid and arid rangelands, many species move great distances as the seasons change.
Rainfall is unpredictable and often falls in patchy storms, so food sources are abundant for a
short time and then fail. Mammals such as bilbies breed rapidly and disperse when food
disappears, so protected areas need to be very large or functionally connected – with predator
control and at least semi-intact environments across a wide range.
Apart from terrestrial corridors there is also a need to consider connectivity with freshwater,
estuarine and marine systems 186.
The protection—or in some cases restoration—of vegetation across climatic gradients is
recognised as important. Gradients in need of protection include:187
• Altitudinal gradients in hilly and mountainous areas such as the coastal ranges. In some
cases, quite steep gradients enable protection from lowlands to highlands in relatively small
areas. Many coastal protected areas are found on ridges and plateaux, where the addition of
foothills and alluvial plains would assist in management as well as in climate change
adaptation;
• Latitudinal gradients, where increased connectivity and protected ‘stepping-stones’ may
ensure that migratory pathways of many bird species are protected. They may also allow
long-term distribution shifts in response to climate change by corridor-dependent species;
•

Catchment connectivity, where waterways in relatively natural or restored condition are
used as natural routes for migration and dispersal across shorter coastal (mountain to sea)
gradients, long gentle slopes of rivers through the semi-arid lands; and

•

East-west connectivity from moister to drier climates, allowing seasonal movement of fauna
as well as longer-term species adaptation.

The southern cassowary lives in the Wet Tropics and though much of its habitat is protected, the species suffers
mortality from habitat fragmentation, with road deaths a significant issue. Photo: Marc Hockings

In the past decade in Australia, there was a strong emphasis on connectivity and large-scale
connectivity projects developed across the country (Map 18)188.
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Map 18 Australian connectivity conservation initiatives as at 2013. Differences in shading differentiates overlapping
initiatives.
1 – Gondwana Link, 2 – Fitzgerald Biosphere Reserve, 3 – Territory Eco-link, 4 – South Australian NatureLinks, 5 –
Riverland (Bookmark) Biosphere Reserve, 6 – Habitat 141°, 7 – Tasmanian Midlandscapes, 8 – Wedderburn
Conservation Management Network, 9 – Gippsland Plains Conservation Management Network, 10 – Grassy Box
Woodlands Conservation Management Network, 11 – Great Eastern Ranges Initiative, 12 – Slopes to Summit, 13 –
Border Ranges Alliance, 14 – Bunya Biolink. Note: ‘Slopes to Summit’ and ‘Border Ranges’ are regional landscape
projects within the larger Great Eastern Ranges Initiative. 189

A national wildlife corridors plan was subsequently developed 190, but was not implemented.
Today, some good examples of examples of connectivity projects are continuing, while others
have stagnated through lack of funding, but the work can still be put into action if there are
funds and community energy. In many cases very detailed mapping has been undertaken to
enable linkages between natural areas.
Major connectivity initiatives have included
• the Great Eastern Ranges 191 stretching along the eastern coast of Australia, which is still
being implemented in some sections192, mostly in New South Wales and the Sunshine Coast
Hinterland
•

South Australia NatureLinks193, with some sections being implemented

•

Queensland corridors project and connectivity mapping194, not being implemented
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Fitzsimons et al., 2013a
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Commonwealth of Australia, 2012
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Dunn et al., 2012
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https://www.ger.org.au/home

193

Department for Environment and Heritage, 2010
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Shanahan et al., 2010 http://qldspatial.information.qld.gov.au/catalogue/custom/detail.page?fid={727674E0-15F1-44B4-8387CA98E54BC6AB}
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•

Gondwanalink195 , an innovation with a high level of support and continuing implementation

•

Habitat 141196

Land purchases by the South
Endeavour Trust (with pink
boundaries), combined with
revegetation programs, are reestablishing links in the Wet Tropics
Bioregion between forests
conserved in national parks,
providing critical habitat and
connectivity for many threatened
rainforest species including the
cassowary, lemuroid possum and
spotted-tailed quoll
https://www.southendeavour.com.
au/dirrans_end

Several major approaches can be taken to improve connectivity across the landscape:
Secure existing natural areas so existing connectivity is maintained and formalised
• Acquire new protected areas in key locations to ensure natural connectivity is not lost
• Increase the area of individual protected areas or clusters of natural areas (including
state forests and local government reserves) to achieve bigger ‘patch size’
Remove threatening processes from natural and semi-natural areas to improve the functional
connectivity for wildlife
o Remove grazing or logging so habitat quality is improved
o Secure areas from feral predators
o Improve fire regimes
o Remove unnecessary fencing that can impede wildlife movement

195

http://www.gondwanalink.org/
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Koch, 2015
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Restore areas that have been cleared, degraded or invaded by pest plants:
o Remove invasive plants to improve habitat quality
o Restore habitats
o Revegetate key areas along defined corridors such as streams.

3.3 Opportunities to build a resilient protected area network in
Australia
Investment in expanding the protected area estate can make a very significant difference to
biodiversity conservation of Australia. The brief analysis in Section 3.2 shows very significant
gaps in the reserve system, and the current and projected impacts of climate change make it
even more urgent to secure a greater area. The scientific approach to reserve selection has been
based on efficiency – obtaining as much as possible of the diversity and key sites for the least
possible cost in terms of area, resources and community costs. Even where a broad landscapescale approach is taken, the principles of reserve selection and efficiency can contribute to
decision-making197.

With increasing severity of fires, it has become even more important to include ‘redundancy’ in building
the protected area network. This term means that multiple examples of similar habitats are included in
the network, so that if one area is subject to a devastating event such as a very severe fire, cyclone or
wildlife disease, other areas might still be in good condition. Photo: Fiona Leverington

197

Di Marco et al., 2016
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Table 12: Future strategies for the expanding and strengthening the National Reserve System, according to the environmental zones

Future strategies
Improvement of
biodiversity
representation

Boundary improvement

Restoring habitat

Urban and developed
coasts
• Secure remaining
areas of
biodiversity
significance
• Focus on poorly
represented
subregions
• Secure better
boundaries and
extensions where
possible
• Address boundary
impacts through
collaborative
management with
neighbours

Forest and mountains

•

•

•

198

Restore and replant
with prioirities
riverine/creek
areas, forests,
grasslands,
Weed control
essential

Agriculture and
modified pastures
• New medium-size
protected areas
including more
productive lands
• Build on existing
areas

Semi-arid to arid
rangelands
• Large new
protected areas –
focus on poorly
represented
regions and
subregions

Northern savannas
•

Large new
protected areas –
focus on poorly
represented
regions and
subregions

•

Improve
boundaries where
needed e.g. whole
catchments
Work towards large
landscape-scale
protection

•

Improve
boundaries where
needed e.g. whole
catchments
Work towards large
landscape-scale
protection

Removal of grazing
to allow natural
regeneration
Weed control
where needed

•

•

Secure remaining
areas of
biodiversity
significance

•

Focus on
completing
catchments
securing foothills 198
Boundary
improvement
including buffers
for fire and pests

•

Restore habitats
including high
priority weed
control
Some replanting
where needed
Fire management
for fire sensitive
and fire dependent
communities

•

•

•
•

•

Expansion of
smaller protected
areas where
suitable habitat is
on boundary
Address boundary
impacts through
collaborative
management with
neighbours
Restore habitat –
remove grazing,
weed control, some
tree-planting in
higher rainfall areas

•

•

•

•

•

•

Removal of grazing
to allow natural
regeneration
Weed control
including invasive
grasses, vines.
Focus on riverine
areas and
catchments
Early dry season

Fire management is very difficult in these areas where farmers burning foothills start forest fires
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Future strategies

Urban and developed
coasts

Forest and mountains

Agriculture and
modified pastures

Semi-arid to arid
rangelands

Northern savannas

Connectivity and
landscape resilience

•

•

•

Retain existing
connectivity
Focus on riverine
corridors for
wildlife
Secure wildlife
‘corridors’ through
areas of
dingo/macropod
fencing
Improve catchment
management
Manage travelling
stock routes

•

Retain existing
connectivity
Focus on riverine
corridors for
wildlife
Negotiate
conservation
agreements in key
areas
Improved pastoral/
leasehold
management
Seek more stockfree areas

•

Weeds, feral
predators (foxes,
cats), feral
herbivores (goats,
rabbits, horses),
feral pigs
Fire management
Stock incursions

•

Weeds, feral
predators (foxes,
cats), feral
herbivores (goats,
rabbits, camels,
horses)
Fire management
Stock incursions

•

•
•

Retain existing
habitat and
restore/ revegerate
connections.
Riverine
connectivity
Expand or connect
smaller protected
areas

•

•

Retain existing
connectivity
Focus on riverine
corridors for
wildlife
Expand or connect
smaller protected
areas

•

•

•
•

Key management issues
on protected areas

•

•

•

Weeds, feral
predators (foxes,
cats, feral dogs),
feral pigs
Fire management
including urban
interface
Recreation impacts

•

•
•

Weeds, feral
predators (foxes,
cats, feral dogs);
feral herbivores
(horses)
Fire management
including urban and
forestry interface
Recreation impacts

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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burning
Retain existing
connectivity
Focus on riverine
corridors for
wildlife
Proactive regions
planning
Improved pastoral/
leasehold
management.
Seek more stockfree areas
Wild rivers
Carbon funding
(savanna burning)
Weeds, feral
predators (foxes,
cats), feral
herbivores (goats,
rabbits), feral pigs
Fire, often too
frequent, at wrong
time and
widespread;
sometimes not
enough
Stock incursions
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Investment in any part of Australia could be an important contribution. However, if investors
wish to take make a mark through focussed investment, key options include those listed below.
Establish new large protected areas as nodes for further protection
For example, a belt of country, the central eastern arc, from northern Victoria to western New
South Wales through central , inland and north-western Queensland and into the eastern
Northern Territory contains 17 of the most poorly represented bioregions, many threatened
species, numerous identified wetlands of national importance, climate change refugia and
tourism opportunities199 (see Map 19 and Table 22). Establishing new protected areas in this arc
would contribute to:
✓ Protecting under-represented bioregions and subregions
✓ Including more habitat for a range of species, including threatened species, in the
reserve system
✓ Increasing connectivity for mobile fauna populations
✓ Conserving refugia
✓ Better coverage of wetlands and freshwater
✓ Opportunities for large, well-designed protected areas
While the establishment of any protected areas will be valuable, the best benefits across the
landscape will be achieved by cooperation and partnerships and establishing a mosaic of
different kinds of protected areas. In some cases, there are existing protected areas or networks
to build on: in other places new nodes need to be established.

Map 19: Central eastern arc of critical bioregions

199

For some priority areas, see nominated areas in New South Wales NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, 2017 and key site in
the Northern Territory https://nt.gov.au/environment/environment-data-maps/important-biodiversity-conservationsites/conservation-significance-list
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Develop and enhance landscape-scale protection in northern and central
Australia
Northern Australia still offers opportunities to conserve vast landscapes with the world’s largest
intact tropical savanna 200 and the largest intact arid landscape. Some of the bioregions within
these areas are still poorly conserved, while others already have a high representation in the
protected area network. The robustness, connectivity and resilience of existing large protected
areas can be maintained and further enhanced. In all cases, the rights and interests of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people need to be front and centre of any initiatives.
Mechanisms for protection across these landscapes will be diverse and will range from strict
protection free of grazing to conditions on pastoral leases that will ensure sustainable long-term
use. Opportunities are diverse and include
✓ Supporting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who wish to establish
conservation regimes over country held under lease
✓ Purchase of land to become IPA, national park or conservancy property
✓ Purchase of land in conjunction with the Indigenous Land and Sea Council (see 4.3.3)
✓ Support for pastoral lease reform (see Section 11.1.7 )
✓ Support for wild rivers/ pristine rivers protection in northern and central Australia
✓ Support for conservation covenants with leaseholders.
A focus on landscape-scale protection will contribute to:
• Protection of under-represented bioregions and subregions
• Conserving diverse habitat of high importance for species, including many threatened
species
• Increasing connectivity across broad landscapes
• Conserving refugia
• Better coverage of wetlands and freshwater
• Maintaining integrity in increasingly threatened wilderness
Focus on refugia and connectivity in more developed zones
There is a very high strategic advantage in supporting the purchase of smaller properties where
connectivity could be maintained or re-established between existing reserves, and where lack of
connectivity impacts on species persistence.
If some funding for research was available, an analysis of the current reserve system and existing
data on threatened species distributions and biology could identify bioregions and species
where this is a significant issue. This could then form the basis for an acquisition or covenanting
strategy to address the issue of species persistence in protected areas. The landscape-scale
approach here is critical, with a combination of purchase and covenanting to establish a network
of protected lands and fresh waters. This approach will contribute to:
✓ Protection of under-represented subregions and ecosystems
✓ Conserving diverse habitat of high importance for species, including many threatened
species
✓ Increasing connectivity especially for forest-dependent species
200

A detailed and still valid discussion of conservation and community options for northern Australia can be found in Woinarski et al.,
2007 . In contrast, the Australian Government plan for northern Australia champions mining, development of dams and irrigation
programs, intensification of agriculture, even within sections of the Great Barrier Reef catchment. See for example, the development
agenda and white paper on Northern Australia, where there is little discussion of environmental sustainability:
https://www.industry.gov.au/data-and-publications/our-north-our-future-white-paper-on-developing-northern-australia
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✓ Increasing patch size and improving function of small biodiversity-rich reserves
✓ Conserving refugia
✓ Better coverage of wetlands and freshwater.

3.4 Notes about mechanisms for protection
Purchase of land (freehold or leases)
It should be noted that when any purchase of land is made, it is important to consider future
management options as management of conservation properties in Australia is expensive,
especially for large and remote parts of the country. Threats such as inappropriate fire and
invasive plants and animals are costly and time-consuming to control, but if left unchecked will
cause a decline in an area’s conservation value.
Native Title and Indigenous rights and interests in the land are always considerations in
purchasing leasehold land in Australia. There are often issues and impediments between land
purchase and protected area protection, including mining interests, leasehold land conditions,
community sentiment and in some cases other rights such as forestry, beekeeping, or
occupation licences. These need to be considered in detail for individual properties, and may
require negotiations with several parties, including state governments.
Conservation covenants
Conservation covenants are an important component of the reserve network in all bioregions.
An issue is often the lack of support for private landholders and Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities who are willing to undertaken management for conservation. Support can
be in the form of:
• financial support, for example to compensate landholders for income they forego by
setting aside all or part of their land for conservation; or to support full-time staff in
some cases
• technical assistance such as with management planning, species inventory, monitoring
and research
• physical assistance for example with fencing to keep stock out of sensitive areas.
Protected area management
If new areas are purchased, investors might
consider also providing for management by
providing funds and human resources for:
• Set up costs of new protected areas.
These costs can be considerable and
need to cover items including
establishment of adequate bases,
transport and equipment; ensuring
fences are stock-proof; and
decontamination of sites (for example
In rangeland bioregions, excluding grazing in some areas is
essential for conservation. Boundary fencing is under constant
where there have been sheep-dips, old
pressure from neighbouring stock especially in dry times, and
dumps, or previous mines).
maintaining fences is a major management cost.
• Initial and/or continuing inventory,
Diamantina National Park, Channel Country bioregion
research, monitoring and planning
• Establishment of good community relationships
• Continuing staffing and management costs.
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Restoration rescue at Bon Bon Station Reserve, South Australia
Bon Bon Station Reserve, a former pastoral property purchased by Bush Heritage Australia in 2008, is
painted from a rich palette. Bold strokes of red-soiled Bluebush shrubland, chalky-green Mulga and blacktrunked Desert Oak blend northward to shimmering buckshot plains. But while it may be rich in colour,
Bon Bon – like much of arid Australia
– is not as rich in species as it should
be. The reserve’s small mammals,
birds and reptiles have all suffered
from the arrival of European Red
Foxes and feral cats.
For the past two years, Bush Heritage
reserve staff have been intensively
controlling foxes and cats, trying to
lower their density so that native
species numbers can naturally
regenerate, tipping the balance in
their favour. Each year, a team of
Bon Bon station homestead from the air..Photo: Thomas Henning
Bush Heritage staff and volunteers
trap and release small mammals and
reptiles at 18 sites across the reserve to monitor the impact of this control program.
Over the five-day trapping period, 108 pitfall traps were monitored (60 cm-deep buckets dug into and level
with the ground, with a long, low mesh fence radiating out from the bucket to ‘guide’ animals into the
trap). Each team must traverse the 216,808 hectare reserve (roughly the size of the Australian Capital
Territory) twice a day; once at dawn to check the traps for nocturnal animals, and then again in the late
afternoon to check for diurnal animals.
During the 2018 survey, 176 animals were captured, recorded and released, comprising 35 species,
including the first Giles’ Planigale recorded at Bon Bon. Other species of note included a Spinifex Hoppingmouse, Burton’s Legless Lizard and Painted Dragon, all indicating the health of this reserve.

Pitfall trapping at Bon Bon Station Reserve Photo by Carly Earl
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4. Looking after country and culture
4.1 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and conservation
Culture and country are inextricably linked for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples, who are connected to country through lines of descent, as well as through clan
and language groups201. Territory is defined by spiritual as well as physical links.
Landforms and waters, plants and animals have deep meanings and specific cultural and
country management requirements, which are recorded in art, stories, songs and dance.
These connections have endured for more than 65,000 years. Culturally important
landscape features often coincide with areas of high biodiversity or ecological value.
For almost 200 years following British occupation of Australia, significant efforts were made to
dispossess Aboriginal people of their country and to break cultural connections. This began to
change in the 1970s with the first legislated land rights and accelerated with recognition of
native title rights in the early 1990s. Much of the land made available to Aboriginal people was
unproductive for agriculture or other commercial purposes and so has not been cleared and may
not have been grazed202. As more land has been brought back into Aboriginal ownership and
control, Aboriginal people are becoming increasingly involved in management of protected
areas and other places vital for conservation. Establishing a comprehensive, adequate and
representative system of reserves will inevitably require inclusion of places where Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people hold the title or have rights and interests recognised under the
Native Title Act.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ rights and interests in land are now formally
recognised for about 40 per cent of Australia’s land mass203.
Models of involvement and control in protected areas have evolved over time, and
implementation varies across and within jurisdictions. Given the history of colonisation,
Aboriginal people have reason to mistrust governments, and in many cases prefer to enter
voluntary arrangements that enable them to actively manage country and to control what
happens on it. The range of common models includes:
•
•
•

•

Aboriginal freehold title granted to Traditional Owners on condition of compulsory
leaseback to government for a set term (30 years or more) or in perpetuity. This model is
not consistent with rights of self-determination.
Native title rights and management arrangements recognised through Indigenous Land
Use Agreements under the Native Title Act, with land title remaining with the Crown
(governments)
Aboriginal-owned or other lands and seas where local people work as rangers, often
across tenures, to restore and protect land and wildlife and to maintain cultural
connections
Voluntary conservation agreements over Aboriginal owned land
o Conservation covenants on title
o Indigenous Protected Areas with management agreements between Traditional
Owners and the Commonwealth Government
o Aboriginal owned national parks, managed jointly with government parks services.
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http://shareourpride.reconciliation.org.au/sections/our-culture/

202

Altman, 2014
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https://www.pmc.gov.au/indigenous-affairs/land
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4.2

Existing programs
Indigenous Protected Areas

The Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) concept was co-developed by Aboriginal people and the
Australian Government in the mid 1990s204. The objectives of the IPA program are to 205:
• support Indigenous landowners to develop, dedicate and manage IPAs on their lands as
part of Australia’s network of protected areas;
• help Indigenous interests to develop cooperative management arrangements with state
government agencies and other organisations in managing protected areas; and
• promote the integration of Indigenous ecological and cultural knowledge with
contemporary protected area management practices.
To date, 75 IPAs have been dedicated covering 67.3 million ha, comprising 44.6% of the overall
national protected area system 206. Negotiations are underway to establish another five new
IPAs, with a total area of 13.9 million hectares207 and a further competitive call opened in
February 2019208.
An IPA project begins with a consultation period
and development of a plan of management.
Before 2011, IPAs were restricted to land held
directly by Aboriginal people, but have since been
extended to encompass multiple tenures by
negotiation – enabling geographical and cultural
boundaries to be better set and observed 209.
Using a combination of Aboriginal and/or Torres
Strait Islander traditional knowledge and
contemporary conservation management
practices, the management plan identifies an IUCN
protected area management category to ensure
that management is undertaken in line with
international standards210. All IPAs are consistent
with the IUCN protected area governance subtype ‘Indigenous peoples’ protected areas and
territories – established and run by Indigenous
peoples’.211

Rangers such as Helen Wilson and Gladys
Brown train to use the Tracks app, the latest
technology for monitoring threatened species
Photo: TNC
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Smyth, 2015 https://www.iucn.org/es/node/18761

205

van Bueren et al., 2015
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https://www.pmc.gov.au/indigenous-affairs/environment/indigenous-protected-areas-ipas
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Melissa Price, Minister for Environment, Media Release May 2018 http://www.environment.gov.au/minister/price/mediareleases/mr20180530.html
208

Melissa Price, Minister for Environment, Media Release February 2019 http://www.environment.gov.au/minister/price/mediareleases/mr20190218.html
209

Smyth 2015, http://www.girringun.com.au/programs/indigenous-protected-areas

210

Most dedicated IPAs have identified IUCN Categories V and VI, emphasising:
the value of interaction between people and nature over time (IUCN Category V); and
the sustainable use of natural resources to deliver social and economic benefits for local Indigenous communities (IUCN
Category VI).
211
Smyth 2015. Note that Dudley (2008) defines Indigenous peoples’ protected areas as: ‘clearly defined geographical spaces, within
the lands and waters under traditional occupation and use by a given Indigenous people, nation or community, that are voluntarily
dedicated and managed, through legal or other effective means including their customary law and institutions, to achieve the longterm conservation of nature with associated ecosystem services, as well as the protection of the inhabiting communities and their
culture, livelihoods and cultural creations’.
•
•
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Government approves the management plan prior to executing the agreement and dedicating
the IPA. There is no formal legislative process involved. Competitive grant funding may be
available for implementing management plans, and/or through the Working on Country
program which funds Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander ranger groups,212 and other partners
also support this process.
In 2015, the Commonwealth Government spent about $14 million each year on the IPA
program, supporting 70 declared IPAs 213. A total of $78.3 million was budgeted for 2013-18.
In 2017, an additional $15 million was announced for the new Indigenous Protected Areas
Program 2017-21214. Five new IPAs were announced in mid-2018, with a competitive call
opened in February 2019 215.
Funding from the Commonwealth Government of up to $450,000 per year is available for a
declared IPA, but a typical IPA receives around $150,000216. The level of funding provided for a
declared IPA is determined by a formula taking into account remoteness, size, management
complexity and whether the Indigenous organisation has received Working on Country (ranger
group) funding. In addition, consideration is given to past performance of the organisation,
what amount of funding it has historically received and what other organisations with similar
dimensions and circumstances are receiving. The budget allocations are checked by an
independent reviewer. Funded activities must be consistent with an IPA’s management plan
and generally focus on conservation of land and sea country and protecting cultural
heritage217.
IPA funding may be used to cover the costs of engaging Indigenous rangers and staff to work in
the protected area, where it is consistent with the IPA’s management plan or scope of work.
This funding is subject to the condition that the rangers are not already fully funded by other
Commonwealth, state, or territory funding initiatives—including through Working on
Country.218
The federal government’s parallel funding program 'Working on Country' is a key driver of the
success of IPAs. The program allocates funding for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander rangers
to actively manage the country, providing cultural, social and economic returns for communities
in addition to environmental benefits. The Minister for Indigenous Affairs extended funding for
the program in April 2018, announcing an allocation of $250 million for three years to 2021.219
In 2017, the federal Opposition leader pledged to double the number of rangers220. Some
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Smyth, 2015
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van Bueren et al., 2015
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Melissa Price, Minister for Environment, Media Release May 2018, http://www.environment.gov.au/minister/price/mediareleases/mr20180530.html
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Melissa Price, Minister for Environment, Media Release February 2019, http://www.environment.gov.au/minister/price/mediareleases/mr20190218.html. See also http://www.environment.gov.au/land/indigenous-protected-areas
216

van Bueren et al., 2015
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van Bueren et al., 2015
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van Bueren et al., 2015
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Press Release Nigel Scullion 28 April 2018 https://ministers.pmc.gov.au/scullion/2018/coalition-delivering-over-250-millionindigenous-rangers-jobs-2021
220

Shorten B 11 May 2017 Budget speech in reply https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/download/chamber/hansardr/d376893aa137-4f4f-8358337edb90aa4b/toc_pdf/House%20of%20Representatives_2017_05_11_5024_Official.pdf;fileType=application%2Fpdf
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states fund similar programs aimed at enabling cultural connections to country to be
strengthened through land and sea management activities.
In addition to Commonwealth funding, many IPAs also attract significant support through
partnerships with conservation NGOs, regional natural resource management groups,
philanthropic organisations and private industry, and in some cases state governments (see
Section 11.3)221. Some Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander land (and sea) management
organisations also operate fee-for-service arrangements.
Bush Heritage’s Wunambal Gaambera partnership, Western Australia
Bush Heritage has been working side-by-side with Traditional Owners for 14 years. Their mission is to
provide lasting and significant conservation value across the Australian landscape, with partnerships that
empower Aboriginal communities to live and work on country, generate business and a leading role in
keeping their country healthy. They now have 25 Aboriginal partnerships across the country.
One of Bush Heritage’s longest
partnerships is with Wunambal
Gaambera in the far north Kimberley
region of Western Australia. This
beautiful and remote biodiversity
hotspot covers an incredible 2.5
million hectares of white sandy
beaches, rocky escarpments and
rugged gorges, including iconic
locations such as Punami Uunpuu
(Mitchell Falls). The Wunambal
Gaambera people have lived and
hunted here for tens of thousands of
years and call it Uunguu – their living
home.
Uunguu ranger Leonie Chienmora. Photo courtesy of Wunambal
Gaambera Aboriginal Corporation

Wunambal Gaambera created
Australia’s first-ever Healthy Country
Plan, with support from Bush Heritage222. The plan identifies priorities for the work of its Uunguu Rangers
like Leonie Cheinmora (pictured) who, with the help of Bush Heritage-sponsored Wunambal Gaambera
Healthy Country Manager Tom Vigilante, work to manage fire, control weeds and feral animals; but also
to monitor cultural values and health, recognising that the two elements are inherently connected for
Aboriginal people.

In addition to protecting biodiversity and improving environmental management, programs for
looking after country deliver cultural, social, health and wellbeing and economic benefits to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities. These activities are well regarded by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as they protect cultural heritage and strengthen
cultural connection, as well as providing employment, education and training opportunities. 223
Jointly managed protected areas
Arrangements for involving Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in managing public
protected areas vary widely across jurisdictions. Governments in all jurisdictions have
committed in principle to recognising Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander interests and entering
partnerships. All jurisdictions now have some form of joint management in place, with the areas
of land, governance models and views on success varying across and within jurisdictions.
221

See, for example, the Martu Rangers story https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/publications/BB-MKK-SROI-Summary.pdf
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Wunambal Gaambera Aboriginal Corporation, 2010
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Social Ventures Australia, 2016
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Section 11.3 provides more detail about the approaches taken in states and territories.
Partnerships and private funding
There are a variety of non-government funding sources supporting Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander ranger/caring for country programs. These include not-for-profits including
conservancies such as The Nature Conservancy224, Australian Wildlife Conservancy225 and Bush
Heritage Australia226; natural resource management bodies and organisations like Greening
Australia227; philanthropic foundations such as the recent BHP-Billiton Foundation grant to the
Ten Deserts Project228; and direct investment resulting from formal agreements with Traditional
Owners, such as the Indigenous Land Use Agreement between the mining company Newcrest
and Martu Traditional Owners/native title holders229.
Partnerships may also be forged for advocacy purposes to maximise opportunities for extending
and expanding useful government/corporate policy and programs. For example, the Country
Needs People alliance230 which promotes the value of IPAs and ranger programs, supported by
the Pew outback campaign.
Indigenous Land and Sea Corporation (ILSC)231
The Indigenous Land and Sea Corporation (ILSC) is a federal statutory authority responsible for
acquiring and granting land for the benefit of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, and
assisting them to manage land so they can benefit from owning it. It was established in 1995 in
recognition that many Aboriginal people cannot access their land by means of native title or land
claim, but has the capacity to assist all Aboriginal people. Recent amendments to the legislation
expand ILSC’s mandate to support water-based projects as well as land-based activities.
Since its establishment the corporation has acquired 257 properties spanning over 6 million
hectares232. The ILSC has partnered with NGOs interested in environmental protection and
restoration, including through collaboration in land purchase, establishing protective
mechanisms and managing for conservation outcomes. The ILSC board favours conservation
purchase and land management projects which have an environmental NGO partner to assist
with costs and provide ecological management expertise (ILSC pers. comm.).
Co-investment models include:
• ILSC purchases property with a share of the costs from NGO partner: this might allow for
some funds for conservation management costs;
• NGO acquires property, ILSC facilitates Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
access/benefits agreement, or divestment to Aboriginal management;
• Establish viable ecological business in wild areas/Aboriginal freehold and incorporate
these into Healthy Country Plans, so that areas are valued as wild spaces, reducing risk
224

https://www.natureaustralia.org.au/about-us/who-we-are/how-we-work/our-partners/?tab_q=tab_container-tab_element_copy
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http://www.australianwildlife.org/sanctuaries/tableland-sanctuary.aspx
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https://www.bushheritage.org.au/what-we-do/aboriginal-partnerships
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https://www.greeningaustralia.org.au/projects/alep/
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http://tendeserts.org
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http://www.kj.org.au/martulu-palyalu-strong-country-strong-culture
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https://www.countryneedspeople.org.au/advocates_slider
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http://www.ilc.gov.au/Home/About
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http://www.ilc.gov.au/Home/What-We-Do/Land-Purchased;
http://www.ilc.gov.au/IndigenousLandCorporation/media/Items/Content/Land%20Acquisition/Files/ILC_HeldGranted_Properties_A
3.pdf
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that they are converted to agriculture. This is likely to be the current ILSC Board’s
preferred approach233. For example:
o Wild food harvest – such as current major investment in Kakadu plum industry
development; and
o Carbon farming – all carbon farming projects in Australia registered under the
Emissions Reduction Fund have some level of permanent protection.
Table 13: Examples of properties acquired by the ILSC with conservation outcomes

Properties acquired and managed
primarily for their environmental
and cultural values

•

Properties acquired for low impact
pastoral or tourism use, with
environmental values protected
through covenanting or other
agreements

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Properties requiring management
interventions and economic
opportunities

233

•
•

Fish River Station http://www.ilc.gov.au/Home/What-WeDo/Project-Profiles/Fish-River-Fire-Project
Kings Run https://www.patagonia.com.au/pages/takayna
Panatana
Mawonga Station
https://www.bushheritage.org.au/places-weprotect/new-south-wales/mawonga
Roebuck Plains, a pastoral lease with Ramsar wetlands and
other conservation values recognised through an
Indigenous Protected Area. The management plan
includes areas with permanent stock exclusion and
sustainable grazing areas.
Port Smith Bird Park, which provides a mixed eco- and
cultural tourism and conservation management hub for a
conservation-focussed Indigenous group
Murrayfield Sheep Station on Bruny Island Tasmania,
which includes conservation covenants for nesting habitat
of the endangered forty-spotted pardalote and swift
parrot.
Mossman Gorge Visitor Centre
http://www.ilc.gov.au/Home/What-We-Do/ProjectProfiles/Mossman-Gorge-Centre
The ILSC is collaborating with the Australian Government
Reef Trust and local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
community to restore erosion gullies on an ILSC-owned
Crocodile Station in the Barrier Reef Catchment. Part of
this work has established a conservation corridor on the
Laura River.
Savanna burning for carbon abatement 234
Healthy Country Plans and assisting development of
sustainable bush food harvesting businesses

http://www.ilc.gov.au/Home/What-We-Do/Carbon-Opportunities

234

http://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/ERF/Choosing-a-project-type/Opportunities-for-the-land-sector/Savanna-burningmethods
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4.3 Opportunities for investment
The most successful arrangements between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and
other organisations require strong, trusting relationships, respect for Aboriginal rights and
culture, flexibility and time. There are many opportunities to build partnerships with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander groups, alliances and corporations, governments, statutory authorities
such as the Indigenous Land and Sea Corporation and land councils, conservation and natural
resource management NGOs, philanthropists and private industry sponsors.
Support people on country
Support and fund Indigenous Ranger groups and other Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
organisations to manage their land and seas: Conservation of Australian ecosystems depends
on active management interventions, such as control of weeds and feral animals and fire
management. This requires significant resources and a willing workforce.
Aboriginal people continue to face pressure to use their land and its resources as economic
assets. Ensuring security of employment and identifying and investing in other economic
opportunities associated with caring for country enables people to make choices that support
conservation outcomes.
Gain synergies through the carbon economy and other alternative economies: There are
opportunities for Aboriginal people to earn money through carbon trading, with savanna
burning being the most utilised to date. Support existing, proposed and new IPAs and other
forms of conservation agreements
The network of Indigenous Protected Areas could be further expanded with greater and more
secure resources. For example, groups wishing to apply for an IPA could be funded to undertake
the Healthy Country Planning235 and application processes. Government funding drives the bulk
of IPA establishment, but there may be gaps that slow and constrain local groups from
proceeding to establish IPAs. Relatively small investments, such as in the tens of thousands of
dollars, can facilitate delivery of multi-million hectare protected areas.

235

Carr et al., 2017
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New protected areas could potentially be created by purchasing leasehold or freehold land in
conjunction with Traditional Owners who wish to manage their land for nature conservation and
cultural outcomes using voluntary agreements such as covenants or IPAs.
Box 3: Example of partnership in acquisition, provided by the Indigenous Land and Sea
Corporation
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Box 4 Indigenous Protected Area
Case study provided by the Indigenous Land and Sea Corporation.

Multi-tenure IPAs could also be established if such lands were purchased adjacent to existing
reserves such as national parks.
Expanding the NP (Cape York Peninsula Aboriginal Land) model: There are indications
Traditional Owners of country outside Cape York might welcome having the model of national
park (CYPAL) extended into other areas of Queensland. This would need legislative changes as
well as consent from Traditional Owners. Investment could be through purchasing properties (as
above) and returning the land to Aboriginal ownership, and then legislating for including it in the
national park estate.
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Strengthen joint/co-management of parks and reserves
More work needs to be done to build Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ confidence in
a range of joint management arrangements with governments. In addition, work is needed to
equip government protected area managers to respect and strengthen partnerships with
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander people, ensuring governance models are genuinely
negotiated, and adequately resourcing on-ground management activities.
If lands are purchased to become other classes of protected area (i.e. not IPA or formally joint
managed parks), investment can be made to support Traditional Owners to participate in or lead
management to the greatest possible extent.
Work in partnership with the Indigenous Land and Sea Corporation (ILSC)
The ILSC236 has identified opportunities for co-investment and collaboration between investors,
NGOs, Aboriginal people and the ILSC. This is an important opening to engage in dialogue with
the ILSC which has tended not to invest in conservation-focused purchases in recent times.
There is considerable flexibility about the types of opportunity that could be pursued:
• NGO led, where the NGO collective advises ILSC of areas of interest such as ‘biodiversity
hotspots’, under-protected ecosystems, or ecological corridors. The ILSC could then hold
a specific call for communities in the area to express interest in property purchase for
conservation. Alternatively, the ILSC could strategically approach current Aboriginal
landholders, including managers of divested ILSC properties, for interest in formal
conservation management arrangements;
• ILSC-led, where the ILSC undertakes consultation with communities about priority areas
for protection within areas identified by NGOs; and
• Partnerships with land trusts and NGOs who work with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people e.g. NAILSMA, Bush Heritage, TNC, Greening Australia.
Other partnerships
A number of NGOs already work closely with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander landholders
and/or ranger groups and may be well placed to support them to extend their management over
adjacent areas of land and sea.
These include:
• Bush Heritage Australia237
• The Nature Conservancy238
• Greening Australia239
• Pew Charitable Trusts240
• WWF-Australia241
• NRM groups including the North Australian Indigenous Land and Sea Management
Alliance (NAILSMA242).

236

Pers. comm 2019
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https://www.bushheritage.org.au/what-we-do/aboriginal-partnerships
https://www.natureaustralia.org.au/what-we-do/our-priorities/tackle-climate-change/climate-change-stories/working-withindigenous-australians-for-conservation/
239
https://www.greeningaustralia.org.au/programs/thriving-on-country/
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https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/projects/outback-to-oceans-australia/partners
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https://www.wwf.org.au/what-we-do/species/bilby#gs.V9xmipcI
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https://nailsma.org.au/programs
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5. Expanding Marine Protected Areas
5.1 Australia’s marine environment
Australia is most famous in the marine realm as
the home of the Great Barrier Reef; the world’s
largest coral reef. The 13.86 million km2
marine jurisdiction also boasts extensive
mangrove and seagrass areas, temperate reefs,
giant kelp forests, beaches and rocky shores,
abyssal depths and sea mounts across three
oceans. It contains a diverse array of marine
species with many endemic to Australian
waters243.
The northern tropical and sub-tropical waters
maintain some the largest remaining global
populations of dugong and globally significant
nesting populations of sea turtles. An
estimated 33,000 humpback whales, about
one-third of the world population, migrate
along the eastern and western coasts in the
annual migration to tropical waters. While a
large majority of Australia’s population lives
along the eastern and south-eastern seaboard,
large areas of Australia’s 36,000 km coastline is
relatively little modified.

“Australia’s marine environment is the world’s
third largest marine jurisdiction, at 13.86
million square kilometres. It is home to a
diverse array of marine species, many of
which occur nowhere else in the world. Our
oceans also contribute to the lifestyle of many
Australians, 85 per cent of whom live within
100 kilometres of the ocean. Oceans are an
important and essential component of sea
and land cultural practice for Indigenous
communities.
Australian species and our natural marine
treasures—such as the Great Barrier Reef in
Queensland, Lord Howe Island in New South
Wales, the Great Australian Bight in South
Australia and Ningaloo Reef in Western
Australia—stand as icons of Australia’s
national identity and support important
revenue from marine tourism.
Importantly, our oceans and coasts provide a
further $25 billion worth of essential
ecosystem services, such as carbon dioxide
absorption, nutrient cycling and coastal
protection.”

(Evans et al. (2017), Executive Summary, p. v)
When Great Barrier Reef Marine Park was first
established in 1975, it established a model of
multiple-use marine protected areas (MPAs) that
has subsequently been adopted by most States and Territories. Since then new or expanded
MPA systems have been established in all States and Territories and across Commonwealth
waters. This has resulted in one of the largest networks on MPAs in the World covering 33% of
our ocean area244. However, major issues have emerged with Commonwealth marine parks. A
network of 58 marine parks in Commonwealth waters covering over 3.1 million km2 was
established, but currently only 20% of the area has been zoned as no-take (see 5.4.1).

Recent major gains in MPAs have been made with the establishment of the Great Kimberley
Marine Park in Western Australia 245 and the establishment of comprehensively planned system
of MPAs in South Australia246. Other major gains in marine conservation have been made in rezoning of existing MPAs to extend no-take zones, again led by the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park with an expansion of no-take areas from 5% to 33% in 2004, an increase in no-take zones in
the Moreton Bay Marine Park in Queensland to 16% in 2009 247. But much remains to be done to
243

Evans et al., 2017b
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https://parksaustralia.gov.au/marine/parks/
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https://parks.dpaw.wa.gov.au/connect/read/great-kimberley-marine-park
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extend MPA networks in many State and Territory jurisdictions to better cover their marine
ecosystems, to expand no-take MPAs (or zones within MPAs) in many jurisdictions and to
establish adequately resourced and effective management systems.
Downsizing marine protection248
The largest contribution in
terms of area to Australia’s
MPA estate has come from
networks of MPAs
established in waters
controlled by the Australian
Government between 3
nautical miles from the coast
to the edge of the exclusive
economic zone. These MPA
networks were established
in 2007 and 2012249 and
made Australia a world
leader with its sciencebased, bioregional approach
and public consultation
process. However,
School of barracudas, Fairy Grotto, Coral Sea.
developments since that
time … have seen reductions © Julia Sumerling / Mike Ball Dive Expeditions / WWF-Aus
in high protection zones,
have put this reputation, and Australia’s conservation of its marine environment, at risk.
In 2013, the incoming Australian conservative Coalition Government instigated an Independent
Commonwealth Marine Reserves Review, which recommended altering some of the internal highly
protected zones (reducing these to 33 per cent of the MPA area, slightly down from the 36 per cent in the
2012 declaration). In 21 July 2017, the Australian Government Director of National Parks released draft
management plans for Commonwealth Marine Reserves, which proposed to reduce the area of high-level
protection (‘green zones’) proposed in the 2012 proclamation from 36 per cent to 20 per cent. WWFAustralia claimed “the Federal Government’s proposed changes to marine parks would be the largest
downgrading of protected area the world has ever seen” 250.
Zone

At proclamation (2012)

Draft plans (July 2017)

Green zones
(high level of protection)

• 866,335 km
• 36%
• 564,132 km
• 24%

• 465,327 km
• 20%
• 1,017,877 km
• 43%

Yellow zones
(fishing permitted but seafloor protected)

Blue zones (multiple use)

• 944,253 km
• 40%

248

Case study extracted from text of Fitzsimons and Wescott, 2018

249

Cochrane, 2016

2

2

2

2

• 891,250 km
• 37%

2

2
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https://www.wwf.org.au/news/news/2017/wwf-analysis-shows-australia-proposes-the-largest-protected-area-downgrading-inthe-world#gs
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5.2 Governance of protected areas in the marine environment
Australia’s federal system of government and the division of responsibilities between
Commonwealth and State governments has resulted in responsibility for governance for
Australia’s marine environment being divided between the Commonwealth and State/Territory
governments. Responsibility for waters out to three nautical miles, including the capacity to
declare and manage marine protected areas, is allocated to State/Territory governments.
Beyond this limit and out to the edge of the Exclusive Economic Zone, the Commonwealth
Government is the relevant authority. This applies around Australia except within the Great
Barrier Reef Region, where the Commonwealth Great Barrier Reef Marine Park extends up to
mean low water mark, although the Commonwealth and Queensland Governments have wellestablished and formal arrangements for joint management of MPAs in the Region

Whitsunday Island in the Great Barrier Reef Region where State national parks on the islands, Statecontrolled Great Barrier Reef Coast Marine Park and the Commonwealth Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
are managed in an integrated way through collaborative governance arrangements. Photo: Marc Hockings

As a result, there are systems of relatively small MPAs under State jurisdiction, usually with a
landward boundary at high water mark, and an extensive system of Commonwealth managed
MPAs offshore around Australia beyond the three nautical mile(nm) limit. Multiple use is a more
common approach in marine protected areas compared to terrestrial parks and most MPA
systems in Australia use zoning to manage recreational and commercial fishing and other
extractive uses of the reserves. General use zones typically allow for both recreational and
commercial fishing subject to fisheries regulations. Habitat protection zones restrict certain
fishing gear, principally demersal trawling, while Sanctuary or Marine National Park zones are
no-take areas that prohibit all forms of fishing and mining.
Fisheries management is assigned to jurisdictions out to the 200nm limit of Australian Exclusive
Economic Zone, such that fisheries that are conducted primarily within State waters are
managed by the State, while fisheries conducted mostly outside of the 3nm limit, such as tuna
fishery, are managed by the Commonwealth.
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5.3 Why marine protected areas are important
While good fisheries management is an important element of marine conservation, there have
been many failures in management of fisheries stocks around the world and overall catches are
declining251. Improved fisheries management is urgently needed but the development and
effective management of no-take MPAs is also part of the solution. A recent paper252 examining
fisheries and marine protected areas in Australia reports an overall decline of over 30% in
reported catches of wild fish stocks over the past decade. Underwater transect counts of large
fish from over 500 sites around Australia indicated the effectiveness of no-take marine reserves
in maintaining the populations of large fish species in the reserves. Outside these reserves, there
was both a general decline in these species and a large decline in biomass of exploited fish
stocks.
Marine areas are generally under the control of the government, but open to a range of uses,
including commercial and recreational fishing that are usually controlled by government
departments separate from conservation. This has meant that establishment of MPAs has been
a much slower and more complex process than establishment of terrestrial protected areas.
Extensive consultation with users and negotiations about possible compensation for the loss of
access to resources result in lengthy processes. Options for purchase of leasehold or freehold
land that are available to establish terrestrial reserves are not available in the sea and
opportunities for non-government entities to initiate marine reserves are therefore much more
limited (and mainly focused on investment in science and increasing public engagement and
support253).
Supportive government policy for protection of areas in the marine realm is critical and in the
absence of this support, real conservation gains are difficult to achieve. Advocacy is therefore an
important element of achieving conservation outcomes through the declaration and appropriate
zoning of MPAs. This is especially the case as experience shows that declaration of no-take
reserves is generally contested, especially at first, by the commercial and recreational fishing
groups254. Thus, opportunities to partner with governments and other NGOs will be greatest
where the government policy environment is supportive and a mature campaign has already
engaged with the main stakeholders over an extended period. If these conditions are in place, a
strategic intervention could enable or accelerate progress. In the absence of such conditions,
progress is likely to be difficult unless there is a commitment to a long-term campaign.
Compensation for impact of declaration of MPAs or zoning changes that result in loss of access
to fishing grounds has been used to address concerns of commercial fishers in many instances.
However, this needs to be carefully managed and there have been some poor examples of
management of this process in Australia. The Structural Adjustment Package for the rezoning of
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park to compensate fishers and fishing-related industries was
originally projected to cost A$10 million but actually cost A$250 million - completely
disproportionate to the actual impact of zoning changes on commercial and recreational
fishing255.
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5.4 Current status and priority needs
The history of development of MPAs in Australia and within each jurisdiction is well covered in a
recent publication on Australia’s marine protected areas 256. Data on the established MPA system
in each jurisdiction is collected together in the Cooperative Australian Protected Area Database
(CAPAD – Marine) 257 that is managed by the Commonwealth Government. Like the terrestrial
CAPAD it is only updated periodically; most recently in 2016.
Queensland has the highest percentage of its marine jurisdiction within its MPA system followed
by South Australia and the Commonwealth (Table 14) although levels of no-take vary
considerably across jurisdictions.
Table 14: Number and extent of marine protected areas in Australia
Source: Collaborative Australian Protected Areas Database (CAPAD) 2016258

Jurisdiction

Number

New South Wales

18

Northern Territory

2

Queensland
South Australia

Area (ha)
(excluding
overlaps within
jurisdictions)
348,851

%

39.7

290,645

4.0

90

7,632,930

62.7

50

2,713,033

45.2

Tasmania

71

156,716

7.0

Victoria

30

121,138

11.8

Western Australia

39

2,519,732

21.8

Commonwealth

62

317,767,657

37.3

Total

362

331,550,701

Total area protected (excluding overlaps
between and within jurisdictions)

325,450,175

36.4

It is not possible from national statistics to easily and accurately determine the extent of no-take
MPAs across the country 259. However, the general pattern of no-take conservation as a
percentage of State waters is low in all states and territories– in the range of less than 1% to 6%.
The Commonwealth Marine Protected Area System was substantially expanded in 2012, bringing
the overall percentage of the national maritime area within reserves up to 36%, although the
zoning and management of much of the Commonwealth Reserves was not finalised until 2018.

256

Fitzsimons and Wescott, 2016

257

Commonwealth of Australia, 2017

258

Commonwealth of Australia, 2017

259

This is because zoning regulates use of MPAs in most jurisdictions, and reporting against IUCN categories by different jurisdictions
is not consistent in relation to whether (and to what extent) MPAs allow for either commercial or recreational resource extraction in
the different IUCN categories they report.
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Commonwealth marine parks
When the Commonwealth marine parks were declared in 2012, the intended zoning for
sanctuary or no-take areas covered 36% of the area. A change of government led to the
management plans being set aside while a review was conducted. The review recommended a
reduction and re-configuration of no-take zoning compared to the original plans, but the
government did not accept all of these recommendations and further reduced the no-take zones
so that only 20% of the area has been zoned as no-take, with most of the no-take areas located
remotely from the coast and in areas subject to limited pre-existing extractive use (Map 20). The
result is an extensive system of Commonwealth MPAs; but a system that is far from fully
comprehensive and with significant gaps in no-take protection of key areas containing important
biodiversity.

Map 20: Marine protected areas in Commonwealth waters 2016

There was extensive criticism of the final declaration of zones in the Commonwealth Marine
Parks in mid-2018. Given the extensive scientific review and regional stakeholder consultation
that was undertaken as part of the Commonwealth Marine Reserves Review 260, the Sanctuary
and National Park zones recommended by that review but not accepted by the Commonwealth
Government are a guide to locations where rezoning to no-take remains a priority. In particular,
the submarine canyons and seamount areas in the southern Coral Sea and Temperate East
Marine Reserves could be a focus. Extending no-trawl areas in Northern Australia is also an
identified priority. Offshore commercial fisheries managed by the Commonwealth all require use
of Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS), so ensuring compliance with extended no-take zoning in
remote areas should not be a problem.
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Establishing no-take zones on the inner continental
shelf is the most difficult but this is where the greatest
conservation gains are to be made. Establishing no-take
reserves in Commonwealth waters close to the coast
such as in Hunter and Jervis Bay would improve
representation of these areas that are subject to
greater fishing pressures.
Options for increasing the extent of no-take zoning
within Commonwealth Marine Parks are well
understood as a result of the work undertaken in
preparation for the original declaration of the reserves
and the subsequent Commonwealth Marine Reserves
Review. Opportunities in this area are politically
dependent and at present are limited. However, should
there be a change of government at the 2019 federal
election, this would likely change, and there are
indications that there would be considerable political
momentum to make changes.
State and Territory waters

“Submarine canyons and seamounts are
major geomorphic features that hold
significant implications for distribution,
abundance, dispersal and persistence of
a wide variety of marine organisms.
While some areas have been well
studied, there remain big gaps in the
knowledge and understanding of
oceanographic dynamics, drivers of
productivity and the role played by
canyons and seamounts in the
structuring and functioning of marine
ecosystems and as potential refugia in a
climate-driven, changing environment.
Given the role and significance of
seamounts and canyons in the
functioning of deep sea, continental shelf
and pelagic ecosystems and growing
concern about the impacts of human
activities, it would be prudent to protect
representative samples of both...”
(Buxton and Cochrane, 2015, p36.)

Extending no-take zoning or establishing new MPAs
(especially ones with significant areas of no-take) is
more contentious in state waters as this is where much of the recreational fishing occurs and
strong opposition from this lobby would be expected. Working in those jurisdictions with
supportive policy environments is therefore critical. Budgets are also much more restricted at
this level so the potential for joint investment in buying fishing licences or in funding
compensation is therefore greater.
A comprehensive overview of the history and current status of MPAs in Australia has been
recently published and will not be repeated here 261. Rather this section will provide a very brief
summary of current status and an assessment of the political environment in relation to
achieving substantial gains in no-take MPAs.
Queensland
Three multiple-use MPAs have been established covering almost 60% of state waters. The
largest is in the Great Barrier Reef region (Great Barrier Reef Coast Marine Park) where it
adjoins the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park (GBRMP) and covers the intertidal area between high
water mark and the GBRMP with complementary zoning. Just over 25% of the MPA area has
been zoned as no-take. The two other MPAs cover the Great Sandy region south of the GBRMP,
and Moreton Bay. Only 4% of the Great Sandy Marine Park zoned as no-take, while 16% of
Moreton Bay Marine Park is closed to harvesting262. There are no State MPAs in the Gulf of
Carpentaria but the Thuwathu/Bujimulla Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) declared in 2013
around the Wellesley Islands region in the Gulf of Carpentaria protects 1.7 million ha of islands
and sea. Two other IPAs along the Queensland east coast include sea country that overlaps with
the State and Commonwealth marine parks covering the Great Barrier Reef. The zoning of the
Great Sandy Marine Park is currently being reviewed and the political climate for an expansion
of no-take areas is positive.
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New South Wales
Six multiple use MPAs and 12 Aquatic Reserves have been established in NSW 263 covering nearly
37% of state waters. No new MPAs have been added since 2006, but zoning of existing MPAs has
been a matter of political contention and significant change since then. In 2011, about 20% of
the MPA area was included in no-take zones, although this was concentrated around Lord Howe
Island with lower levels of protection in the coastal MPAs. In 2014 it was announced that ten of
the no-take zones in the coastal parks would be re-zoned to allow recreational line fishing10 and
the government recently indicated that there would be zero no-take zones in the proposed
Sydney Marine Park. The current political climate for expansion of no-take areas in MPAs is not
favourable.
Victoria
The major period of establishment of MPAs in Victoria occurred in 2002 when a network of 13
MPAs was established following two years of extensive planning and public consultation bringing
the marine reserve system up to 11.7% of state waters264. The system of MPAs has not been
added to since then. The Victorian MPA system is unique in Australia in that it consists of
primarily no-take MPAs rather than zoned MPAs. While the existing MPA system falls short of
meeting specifications for a fully comprehensive, adequate and representative system, there is
little evident political commitment to expand the system265. While the political party that is
currently in power had election policies establishing a moratorium on expansion of the MPA
system in previous years, this was not the case at the recent election. The new Marine and
Coastal Act provides for marine spatial planning and the development of an overarching marine
and coastal policy and strategy which are currently in preparation. This could be expected to
include consideration of the need for an expanded MPA system.
Tasmania
Excluding the sub-Antarctic Macquarie Island,
only 2.67% of Tasmanian state waters is included
in MPAs with 1.12% in no-take zones 266. Most of
the no-take MPAs are very small and all the more
recent (2009) declarations were of Marine
Conservation Areas that are open to recreational
fishing267. There are no MPAs along the western
and northern coasts of Tasmania and four of the
nine marine bioregions in the State are
unrepresented268. Wild capture fisheries are an
important industry in the context of Australia’s
smallest State and this fuels opposition of MPA
expansion. The political climate in Tasmania is
not currently conducive to expansion of the
MPAs in the State.
South Australia
Between 2004 and 2012, the South Australian
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Although the Dhimurru IPA is the only
IPA formally recognised as covering sea
country
in the NT, another five IPAs have been
declared over land and include
significant areas of adjacent saltwater
ancestral estates for management by
Indigenous Ranger groups… and at least
another five IPAs, with marine estates,
are in consultation or are being discussed
..
Although sea country IPAs are currently
being developed and implemented in the
coastal waters of the NT, as voluntary
declarations by Indigenous people, with
no legislation, they have no legal basis,
and on their own do not legally impact
on the activities of any non-Indigenous
group (Smyth and O’Leary 2007; Smyth
2008). To this end, legislated MPAs
provide a legal mechanism to strengthen
the management effectiveness of IPAs.
(Edyvane and Blanch (2016)18, p229.)
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Government undertook an extensive process of investigation and public consultation to first
establish and then zone 19 MPAs across state waters based around the objective of developing
the foundation for a comprehensive adequate and representative network269. This network
covers 44% of state waters with about 6% of state waters zoned as no-take. While the
percentage of no-take is relatively low, the structured and comprehensive nature of the
planning and establishment of the system means that the allocation of these areas focussed on
the most important locations. While some priority areas remain outside the no-take zones, such
as the extensive seagrass beds in the northern Spencer Gulf, the concentration of industry and
shipping in this area makes the establishment of MPAs difficult. Given the recent process to
establish the network of MPAs in South Australia, the political climate for expansion of the
system is not likely to be positive.
Western Australia
Planning for MPAs in Western Australia began in the 1970s, with the first MPAs being declared
in 1987270. As the system has developed to date, a number of multiple use MPAs have been
established with large MPAs in Shark Bay and the Kimberley Region, at Ningaloo (abutting the
existing Commonwealth Marine Park) and at a few other locations along the west coast. There
are no MPAs in state waters along the southern coast of Western Australia. There have been a
number of studies of potential sites for additional MPAs but action to establish the reserves has
been slow and six bioregions remain unrepresented271. Legislative and other problems have
delayed the implementation of intended no-take zoning in some of the MPAs17. The current
government in Western Australia is very supportive of ocean conservation and the political
climate is now conducive to addressing some of the long-standing gaps in the MPA system in this
state15 so opportunities exist to extend the MPAs especially in unrepresented bioregions along
the western and southern coastline.
Northern Territory
The Northern Territory has the least well-developed system of MPAs with five MPAs covering
6.7% of waters and with seven of 13 marine bioregions unrepresented and with no current plans
or programs to extend the system 272. While around half of the Cobourg Marine Park has been
zoned as no-take, the other Marine Park remains unzoned and without a management plan
despite being gazetted in 2012 273. The Northern Territory Government has commenced work on
development of a Coastal and Marine Management Strategy and opportunities for expansion of
the MPA system are likely to arise from this strategy. Considerable progress has been made with
establishment and management of Indigenous Protected Areas including areas of sea country.
Aboriginal people own 85% of the Northern Territory’s coastline with a further 13% subject to
claim274 and legal decisions have confirmed Indigenous ownership and control of the intertidal
zone. Any work on marine conservation in the Territory must be undertaken with and be led by
Aboriginal people but they are demonstrating both the desire and capacity to do this work.
Importantly, IPA programs are supported by good on-ground (and on-water) capacity to manage
areas established as IPAs.
Priority areas of need
Tasmania, the Northern Territory, Queensland, Western Australia and New South Wales all have
significant gaps in coverage of marine bioregions within their MPA systems that should be
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addressed although the political climate for expansion of MPA systems varies across these
jurisdictions.
The Recherche Archipelago in Western Australia has been highlighted as an area that is lacking
in protection in both Commonwealth and especially in State waters. This area has very high fish
species diversity and endemism and is likely to increase in conservation significance as species
shift south with climate change. In Queensland, the Gulf of Carpentaria and Torres Strait lack
adequate MPA systems but coverage along the east coast is good.

5.5 Opportunities for investment
Because marine conservation, and especially MPAs, are so dependent on government policy
because of the nature of tenure in the marine realm, opportunities for investment in no-take
MPA expansion require a supportive political environment. The history of MPAs in Australia has
shown that establishment of new MPAs and the extension on no-take zoning are always
opposed by the fishing lobby at first, although this opposition tends to decline after
establishment275. Advances in marine conservation are therefore dependent on strong advocacy
campaigns to create the necessary policy environment and by being ready to act if a change in
government opens opportunities. For conservation donors, this may mean that focussing their
priorities in areas where there are mature campaigns in place, where the political environment
is at least neutral and where a strategic investment could make a difference in setting and
achieving ambitious goals for extension of no-take MPAs.
Support extension of no-take zones in Commonwealth waters
Important target areas for extension of no-take zoning are indicated in Section 5.4.3, but the
ALP, who first established the extended Marine Parks in 2012, have indicated that they want to
act to re-instate or even extend the no-take zoning they originally intended, should they win
government in 2019. A strong campaign from conservation groups will still be needed and is
being planned through the Save our Marine Life coalition 276 as strong opposition from the fishing
lobby can be expected. If this policy change is agreed, the question then is whether external
investment is needed to facilitate this change or if government alone will provide the necessary
funding for the changes that they wish to make. Compensation for loss of access to fishing
grounds accompanying the change in zoning would be required but would be relatively modest
in the context of the Commonwealth Government budget.
Build MPA systems in State and Territory waters
The intersection of a supportive (or neutral) policy environment and priority needs to extend
MPA systems with substantial no-take areas are strongest in Western Australia (especially in the
Recherche Archipelago and along the southern coast), in the Gulf of Carpentaria and the Torres
Strait in Queensland, and in the Northern Territory once the new Coastal and Marine Strategy is
finalised. In the Gulf of Carpentaria where there are currently no State MPAs, there may be an
opportunity to establish a system of state marine parks on the Western Cape York 277 and to
formalise the Wellesley Islands Indigenous Protected Area.
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The review of the Great Sandy Marine Park Zone Plan recently commenced and this provides an
opportunity to expand the representation of marine national park no take zones. Existing
advocacy work by the NGO community with the recreational fishing sector here has provided
support for the review to proceed using the scientific guiding principles that were developed for
the Moreton Bay Marine Park in 2008.
In all areas but especially in the Gulf of Carpentaria and Torres Strait, working with relevant
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities is paramount, with potential for sea country
IPAs underpinned by government-declared MPAs. Sea Country Rangers would provide a costeffective management and compliance system in these remote areas. In the Northern Territory,
there is potential to build on the development of a Coastal and Marine Policy to establish new
MPAs and to partner with Indigenous coastal communities to establish IPAs including sea
country.
In Victoria, the Marine and Coastal Policy is being prepared during 2019 accompanied by a
strategy to cover the first five years of implementation. One opportunity that could arise from
this process would be the rationalisation and extension of the boundaries of some of the existing
MPAs as a result of buying out fishing effort in the abalone and crayfish fisheries. The addition of
no-take reserves in these areas could make significant gains in the representativeness of the
MPA system. In the south west around Lady Julia Percy Island there may be opportunities to
establish MPAs in collaboration with Aboriginal groups and in areas where the abalone fishing
areas are marginal.
Management of fisheries licence buy-out and compensation would need to be carefully
managed to avoid the mistakes of the Structural Adjustment Package in the Great Barrier Reef
and the problem of latency or just shifting fishing effort to adjacent sites. There are examples of
successful schemes at State level and others conducted by NGOs in the Great Barrier Reef and
Northern Australia that could be followed. For example, in the Great Barrier Reef, one NGO
purchased two of the five N4 commercial fishing licences used to target sharks and other
predatory species conducting spawning aggregations. There may be an option to buy-out the
remaining three licence holders. These licences discard large volumes of shark (>10 000 per
annum) in the pursuit of higher value species like mackerel. They also kill sawfish and have been
implicated in the deaths of dugongs and inshore dolphins.
Beyond the concept of buying out fisheries, the notion of “buying-in” to partnership with fishing
industry can assist in avoiding some of the problems of relying just on no-take MPAs as a
conservation strategy. The documented decline in fish stocks and demonstrated benefits of notake reserves 278 provides an opportunity to engage with an industry that may be more willing to
listen because of this.
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6. Protecting native forests
6.1 Introduction
The mountain ash Eucalyptus regnans found in wet areas of Victoria and Tasmania is the
world’s tallest flowering plant, growing to 100 metres over a life span of 400-500
years279. Mature ash forests have been measured as the best carbon stores of any
forest280. Older trees develop tree hollows, which provide nesting places for the critically
endangered Leadbeaters’ possum. The temperate forests of south eastern Australia are
a haven for biodiversity – much of it endemic. Similarly, large areas of drier forests in
Queensland’s state forests with spotted gum, other hardwood species and cypress also
provide habitat for the woodland birds and mammals that have become increasingly
rare in southern Australia. The forests of south-western Western Australia are the only
home for the giant jarrah and karri trees.
At the time of European
occupation in 1788, forests
(including
woodlands)281covered about
a third of the area of
Australia, approximately 256
million ha. Since then the
forest estate has halved as a
result of clearing for
agricultural, urban, industrial
and infrastructure
development as well as loss
attributed to disease,
drought and fire regimes.282
Only 123 million ha of native
forest remain, covering 16%
of Australia’s total land area,
but much of this area is degraded and fragmented283. Industrial plantations cover an additional
2.02 million ha284285. About two-thirds of Australia's native forest (81.7 million ha) is woodland
with 20% to 50% crown cover286.
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Parks Victoria Mountain Ash Eucalyptus regnans https://parkweb.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/322202/mountainash4.pdf
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Mackay B 2009 cited in Salleh, Anna. "Australian forests lock up most carbon". ABC Science. Retrieved 9 February 2015.
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SOFR 2013 Forests are defined as “An area, incorporating all living and non-living components, that is dominated by trees having
usually a single stem and a mature or potentially mature stand height exceeding 2 metres and with existing or potential crown cover
of overstorey strata about equal to or greater than 20 per cent. This includes Australia's diverse native forests and plantations,
regardless of age. It is also sufficiently broad to encompass areas of trees that are sometimes described as woodlands.”
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sandalwood plantations, some smaller farm forestry and agroforestry plantations, environmental plantings, plantations within the
reserve system, and plantations regarded as non-commercial. Non-planted forest dominated by introduced species is also included
in the Other forest category.
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Map 21: Forest types in Australia
Source: ABARES
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/forestsaustralia/Documents/native_forest_by%20_crown_cover_A4_24_02_2
014.pdf

Most native forest is found on leasehold and private lands (81.9 million ha) with 21.5 million ha
covered by formal conservation tenures and a further 10.2 million ha in multiple use public
forests Table 15 The NRS, which includes protected areas on public, Indigenous and private,
includes an estimated 26 million ha of native forest is managed for biodiversity conservation.
Responsibility for forestry management and land tenure rests primarily with the states and
territories 287.
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Table 15: Area of native forest, by tenure and jurisdiction (SOFR 2013)
Area (‘000ha)
Tenure type

ACT
Area

NSW
Area

NT
Area

Qld
Area

SA
Area

Tas.
Area

Vic.
Area

WA
Area

Total
Area

%of
total

Leasehold
forest

9

5,745

5,228

30,656

1,318

16

2

5,559

48,533

40

Multipleuse public
forest

4

2,022

0

2,905

20

923

2,994

1,291

10,159

8

Public
protected
areas

115

5,581

13

5,098

1,509

1,240

3,313

4,610

21,478

18

Other
Crown land

1

79

279

1,208

52

287

230

6,010

8,146

7

Private land
(including
Indigenous)

1

8,852

9,618

10,129

1,455

875

1,184

1,281

33,394

27

Unresolved
tenure

0

2

31 a

785

23

19

5

1

871

1

129

22,281

15,169

50,782

4,376

3,362

7,727

18,752

122,581

100

Total native
forest
a

A small area of native forest in the category Unresolved tenure in the Northern Territory cannot be reported with a
high level of confidence.
Note: Totals may not tally due to rounding.
Source: Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences, National Forest Inventory, PSMA
Australia Ltd.

The major sources of native forest wood and wood-based products are multiple-use public
forests in New South Wales, Queensland,
Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia (approx.
5.5 million ha).
The total take from native production forests in
2016–17 comprised 95% hardwood species and
5% softwood species. This total included 50% saw
and veneer logs, from which high-quality
structural and appearance grade products are
manufactured, primarily for the domestic market.
Forty-six percent of logging in total native
production forest was pulp logs for woodchip
exports and domestic paper production. Other
products included posts and poles, piles, sleepers
and girders (4%).288

Australia's tallest tree: Mountain Ash
Eucalyptus regnans.
Photo: creative commons licensed (BY-SA 2.0)
flickr photo by Rexness
https://flic.kr/p/8hBVxh
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ABARES 2018, Australian forest and wood products statistics, September and December quarters 2017, Australian Bureau of
Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences, Canberra, May. CC BY 4.0.
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6.2 Why the issue is important for biodiversity conservation
Australian forests support a large number of plants and animals many of which live only in
forests or are dependent on forests (Table 16) 289. These include forest-dwelling species that
may use a forest habitat for at least part of its lifecycle and forest-dependent species which
require a forest habitat for at least part of their lifecycle, and that could not survive or reproduce
in the absence of this habitat.
Table 16: Number of forest-dependent vertebrate species and forest dwelling vascular plant species, by jurisdiction,
2011
Source: Australia’s State of the Forests Report 2013 (SOFR 2013)
ACT

NSW

NT

Qld

SA

Tas.

Vic.

WA

Australia c

Fish

5

36

10

91

1

6

13

5

109

Amphibians

3

31

4

69

0

0

10

12

91

24

92

90

242

32

9

37

77

350

122

199

147

280

91

55

147

76

371

32

68

49

131

38

27

53

49

180

186

426

300

813

162

97

260

219

1,101

1,551

7,472

3,854

8,470

2,453

1,034

2,913

3,313

16,836

Taxonomic group
b

Reptiles
Birds
Mammals
Total vertebrates
Vascular Plants
b

Subspecies are included where they are managed by jurisdictions or nationally. Non-native species are not included.

c

Numbers for Australia are less than the sum of numbers for each jurisdiction because many species occur in more
than one jurisdiction. Numbers for Australia also include data from offshore forested islands—such as Torres Strait,
Christmas, Lord Howe and Norfolk islands—which may not be reflected in state or territory figures.

Growing numbers of forest dependent and forest dwelling species are listed as threatened
under the Commonwealth Environment Protection Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999
(Table 24). Threatening processes include urbanisation, introduced pests and diseases, habitat
loss, forestry and changed fire regimes. This section focuses on forestry practices.
The EPBC Act lists 36 fauna species impacted by forestry operations (four fish, six amphibians,
two reptiles, nine birds and 15 mammals) distributed across Western Australia (8), Tasmania (8),
Victoria (15) and New South Wales (17). The EPBC Act listings show that the direction of change
in species’ status is overwhelmingly for the worse. Individual species are moving closer to
extinction and more species are becoming threatened. In the last 18 years, none of the 36
species has been re-classified into a less threatened category. Rather:
• eight have been reclassified to higher threat levels: five to critically endangered and 3 to
endangered
• 11 have been newly listed as threatened: three as endangered and nine as vulnerable
• 17 remain in the same listing category as in 2000 when the EPBC Act commenced: eight
vulnerable, nine endangered290

http://www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/forestsaustralia/publications
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/SiteCollectionDocuments/abares/afwps-overview-sep-dec-2017.pdf
289

Forest-dependent species are species that must inhabit a forest habitat for all or part of their lifecycles
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Four species291 from the list of 36 are among the 20 birds and 20 mammals considered by
experts to be most likely to become extinct in the next 20 years. 292 These species are regent
honeyeaters, swift parrots, Leadbeater’s possums and western ringtail possums.
Leadbeater’s possum293
The Leadbeater’s possum is a small marsupial, endemic to
Victoria. The greatest population occurs in area of
approximately 5,600 square kilometres within ash forests and
sub-alpine woodlands in the Victorian Central Highlands.
The species is listed as threatened under the Victorian Flora
and Fauna Guarantee Act, and critically endangered under the
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act.
Habitat loss and fragmentation, through bushfires and logging,
is the main threat to the persistence of the species.
Photo: David Lindemayer294

6.3 Current status and priority needs
Australia has a long history of conflict between the forest industry and conservation groups
(Davey 2018b)295, particularly focused on tall, old growth native forests across south-eastern
Australia and in southern Western Australia.
Between 1997 and 2001, the Commonwealth and affected state governments negotiated
Regional Forest Agreements (RFAs) covering approximately 6 million ha of forests in Victoria,
Tasmania, New South Wales and Western Australia. The RFA process aimed to reduce the
conflict by identifying areas which would be added to the protected area system, adopt
improved management and logging practices and provide resource security for the forestry
industry 296. The initial RFAs reflected principles outlined in National Forest Policy Statement
established in 1992 to govern the regulation of native forest conservation and wood production
in native forests and plantations. One of the 11 key goals of the policy is:
Conservation. The goals are to maintain an extensive and permanent native forest estate
in Australia and to manage that estate in an ecologically sustainable manner so as to
conserve the full suite of values that forests can provide for current and future
generations. These values include biological diversity, and heritage, Aboriginal and other
cultural values297.
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VEAC, 2017 Conservation Values of State Forests http://www.veac.vic.gov.au/investigation/assessment-of-conservation-valuesof-state-forests
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Lindenmayer D The Fenner School of Environment and Society, Australian National University Sending Leadbeater’s possum down
the road to extinction. The Conversation 14 December 2012 https://theconversation.com/sending-leadbeaters-possum-down-theroad-to-extinction-11249
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‘Comprehensive regional assessments’ in each of the areas provided scientific, economic, social,
environmental and heritage data to inform the agreements. The Commonwealth accredited
RFAs for the purpose of the EPBC Act, exempting forestry management and operations from the
provisions of the Act298. This means for example, that endangered species within an RFA area do
not necessarily have a management plan put in place to protect them. In Western Australia, a
recent audit concluded that threatened species are not being adequately protected 299, especially
given the additional stresses of climate change, leading to public concern 300.
Feehely et al 2013301 argue that the RFAs have failed because ‘the States do not take regulatory
and legal actions required to adequately protect matters of national significance’, and suggest
that the EPBC Act offers a higher level of protection of forest biodiversity and threatened species
than the RFA regime due to:
• Inadequacy of state threatened species protections accredited by RFAs
• Insufficient provision for adaptive management and dealing with site specific or new
information
• Inadequate reviews
• Deficient monitoring, compliance and enforcement
• Limited third party rights
RFAs have a 20-year lifespan, with reviews due every 5 years. They are therefore due for
renewal. The Tasmanian RFA was renewed in 2017 for 20 years, extending it to 2037. The
preamble to the variation states that the Tasmanian and Commonwealth Governments ‘a
common policy intent to support the Tasmanian forestry industry so that it has a strong and
sustainable future and to provide additional certainty to industry and the community”302. In
2018, the three New South Wales RFAs were reviewed and extended until 2039.303 The Western
Australia and Victorian reviews have not been completed.
No new comprehensive regional assessments will inform the renewal process, despite twenty
years of research generating new information.
“We’ve had 20 years of solid research which shows the other values of native forests –
for climate change mitigation, for water production, for tourism, for better managing
fire. There’s an enormous amount of new information that actually needs to be
considered before you simply roll over an RFA.”304
RFA renewals are being driven by the Commonwealth and state ministers responsible for
forestry and agriculture, with government documents making it clear that the focus is primarily
on the future of the native forest timber sector ‘to help maintain and then grow the industry’
Queensland initially participated in the RFA process, undertaking a regional assessment for the
South-East forests, but opted for an alternative state-based agreement rather than signing an
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Davey, 2018b
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Government of Western Australia Conservation and Parks Commission, 2018
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https://www.watoday.com.au/national/western-australia/rubber-stamping-extinction-wa-forests-in-trouble-but-it-s-nobody-sfault-20180918-p504kn.html
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Feehely et al., 2013
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Prof David Lindenmayer quoted in https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/mar/20/regional-forest-agreementrenewals-spark-fresh-forest-wars
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RFA. High conservation value rainforests and wet sclerophyll forests were largely transferred to
protected area tenure, with logging to be phased out over 25 years.
In Queensland, the former Statewide Forests Process addressed native forest timber production
in the Western Hardwoods Region (Brigalow Belt bioregion) with the intention of ceasing all
logging of native timbers and setting aside 1.25 million hectares of forest in the Western
Hardwoods Area for conservation, primarily by converting State Forests to national park. An
extensive process was undertaken by government and other stakeholders to identify the areas
of highest conservation value. There was strong local opposition from the timber industry and
from pastoralists who held sizable areas of grazing leases over state forests. The decision was
reversed by a different government in 2013 and no transfers have occurred since, despite
another, more recent change of government.

6.4 Opportunities for new investment in protecting high value native
forests
“While state and national legislation
to protect forests came into force
throughout the 1990s and 2000s in
most parts of Australia, the legacy of
deforestation means that a businessas-usual attitude will be insufficient to
prevent further extinctions... As such,
Australia’s foundational forest
conservation policy must be in the
protection of existing tracts and
fragments of primary forest.”
Bradshaw 2012, p. 116

Most intact old growth, tall native forests covered by the
RFAs (~ 6 million ha) are on public land, providing few
opportunities for purchase of protected areas.
Conserving these forests requires state governments to
change their policies, and in some cases legislative
arrangements in order to move land use from logging to
protection. This can mean re-opening long-standing
disagreements between the interests of timber/logging
companies, timber workers, graziers, local communities,
recreation users and conservation interests.

Arguably, companies have had more than thirty years to
come to terms with the shifts in public opinion which
increasingly value protecting old growth forests over their productive values and may well have
planned to increase their reliance on plantation forests 305.
Labor Governments in Victoria and Western Australia, which have yet to renew Regional Forest
Agreements over old growth forests in their jurisdictions, may respond to offers of financial
assistance to help buy out existing timber licences and to create new, more sustainable
industries and employment opportunities. A potential window of opportunity for this to occur
will be later in 2019 after the federal election, and while the state governments are still
relatively early in their terms. In Western Australia, concern has been raised about continued
logging of ‘high value’ forests, some of which are critical in linking remnant areas of old growth
forest.
Protect the Victorian Central Highlands – mountain ash forests
In Victoria, a key initiative would be to rescind the Forests (Wood Pulp Agreement) Act 1996306
and to buy out the VicForest arrangement with the Maryvale pulp and paper mill owned by
Nippon Paper industries. The Act guarantees Maryvale up to 350,000 cubic metres of ash and
mixed species pulpwood each year until 2030 from the Central Highlands forests, east of
Melbourne.
305

In Queensland, the government position for many years was to cease all logging of native forests and public lands, and this
position had been negotiated with all stakeholders before the policy was reversed with a change of government
306

http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/Domino/Web_Notes/LDMS/PubStatbook.nsf/51dea49770555ea6ca256da4001b90cd/8A17D67
408A70821CA256E5B00213B6F/%24FILE/96-016a.pdf
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The economic benefits of native forest logging are small compared to other industries in the
region. Keith et al 307 calculated the value of ecosystem services for the Central Highlands as
$121m for agricultural production and $101 million for water provisioning compared to the
native timber provisioning service of $19m. The net value of ecosystem services would increase
if native forest logging were phased out, due to improved ecosystem condition in older forests
that continued growing.
Similarly, the contribution (industry value added value) to GDP was $312m from agriculture,
$310m from water supply and $260m from tourism, compared to the native forestry industry
contribution of $12m. Potential industry value added value of carbon sequestration was
$49m.308 The economic contribution of logging could be offset by increases from other industries
and by entering the carbon market. Accessing carbon markets is currently hampered because
there is no method for carbon sequestration in native forests available under federal regulation.
In 2015, the then newly elected Victorian Labor government established a tripartite Forestry
Industry Taskforce309 consisting of representatives from the union, conservationists and industry
to negotiate a set of long-term, durable recommendations and proposals for government
concerning the future of eastern Victorian forests (four RFA areas including the Central
Highlands). The taskforce reached several agreed positions including seeking an assessment of
the carbon value of the forests 310, and made recommendations for further in-depth inquiries,
since undertaken by the Victorian Environmental Assessment Council. 311 There is no indication
that the taskforce will be reconvened , although it has not been formally disbanded.
Protecting these old growth forests is an internal political problem for the Victorian and national
Labor parties, stemming from the (arguably disproportionate) influence of the forestry division
of the relevant union combined with the decline of brown coal electricity generation as the key
regional employer. Generous assistance offers from the Victorian Government for supporting
workers to exit the industry have not yet changed the union position. Any movement on the
issue is likely to be delayed until after the forthcoming federal election.
Fund advocacy
There is some scope for assisting local and national groups to advocate for logging to cease and
for continuing to mobilise public concerns about the impacts of logging in native forests.
In NSW, the author of the 2014 five-year RFA review stated: “The majority of submitters would
like the State to cease native forest logging on public land, indicating it damages biodiversity,
environmental values and environmental services such as water, carbon capture and amenity,
and provides a low economic return.”(Waller 2018)312
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Keith et al., 2017
Keith et al., 2017
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Premier of Victoria, media statement, 2015 https://www.premier.vic.gov.au/forest-industry-taskforce-terms-of-referencereleased/
310

Victorian Forest Industry Taskforce Statement of Intent, 2016 https://voteforests.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2018/11/Statement-of-Intent-160728.pdf
311
VEAC, 2017 Conservation Values of State Forests http://www.veac.vic.gov.au/investigation/assessment-of-conservation-valuesof-state-forests; VEAC, 2017, Fibre and Wood Supply Assessment http://www.veac.vic.gov.au/investigation/fibre-and-wood-supplyassessment
312
Waller, E. Independent Reviewer April 2018. Independent review of the report on progress with the implementation of the New
South Wales Regional Forest Agreements for the second and third five-yearly reviews 2004 - 2014 A report to the Commonwealth of
Australia and the State of New South Wales, to be tabled in Parliament
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For example, modest funding support could be provided to growing coalition of local
conservation groups and national organizations seeking to mount challenges around
endangered species and the validity of the RFA renewals. These challenges enable the
importance of the forests to be highlighted and mobilise public support:
•

In Victoria, a community group, Friends of Leadbeater’s Possum Inc. represented by
Environmental Justice Australia, is challenging the exemption for logging from the
Commonwealth’s EPBC Act arising from the RFA313. The case concerns mountain ash
forests314 to the east of Melbourne, where large areas have been identified for
logging315. The forests are home to an array of animals and plants listed as 'threatened'
by the Commonwealth government, including the greater glider, assessed as vulnerable
to extinction, and the critically endangered Leadbeater's possum.

•

In NSW, community groups are investigating challenging the RFA renewals following the
disclosure of a ministerial briefing that raised legal uncertainty as to whether the 20year-old comprehensive regional assessments remain valid for the purposes of
extending the RFA316.

It may also be possible to leverage the Victorian Government’s progressive reputation in order
to apply international pressure to act to protect the old growth forest values. This would require
consideration of which international forums are likely to be most effective and working with
national and international groups.
Buy out private rights in Queensland state forests
In the Queensland western hardwoods there is an opportunity to capitalise on the extensive
previous work that identified areas of high conservation value on public land, by buying out
privately-held timber rights and in some cases grazing permits within priority state forests and
timber reserves and then converting the areas to protected areas.
Permits and other authorities over state forests and timber reserves are issued for fixed terms
(less than 10 years) or as rolling 5-year leases, and need not be extended or renewed. In
addition, the legislation allows authorities to be suspended or cancelled at the chief executive’s
discretion.
This means that a government policy which aims to protect areas of high conservation value is
needed, as well as funding for buy-out of timber rights and grazing leases. The benefits for
biodiversity conservation from such an acquisition program could be very high. Such a program
could meet some public opposition, but could be more selective in its targets than the previous
policy which aimed to cease all logging of native forest in the state.
Purchase private land for connectivity
While forestry is not the major use of native forests on privately held land, there may be scope
for acquisitions in vulnerable areas or to increase connectivity within fragmented landscapes.

313

(Federal Court file number VID1228/2017, 13 November 2017)
Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus regnans) is the world’s tallest flowering plant
https://parkweb.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/322202/mountain-ash4.pdf
315
(https://onestopchop.org/possums-v-vicforests/ )
314
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Borschmann 2018
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7. Protecting and restoring the Great Barrier Reef catchments
The conservation significance of the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) is undisputed. It is the
largest coral reef system in the world, a World Heritage site listed for all four natural
World Heritage criteria, on the Australian National Heritage list, of great significance to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, and of great cultural and economic
significance for all Australians317. Yet the GBR is under extreme pressure from
anthropogenic and natural stressors and the Commonwealth Government’s own
report318 recognises that the outlook for the GBR is poor and continues to deteriorate.

7.1 Why protecting GBR catchments is important
The catchment inshore of the Great Barrier Reef region extends from the northern tip of
continental Australia at Cape York to Bundaberg in the south (Map 22). The northern part of this
area is in largely natural condition;
much of it in protected areas or in
Aboriginal land tenure. South of
Port Douglas, the catchments are
much more heavily modified with
much of the area under cropping
(principally sugar cane) or grazing.
In the Wet Tropics region, two
World Heritage areas, the Wet
Tropics of Queensland and the
Great Barrier Reef, abut with
protected areas extending from
the tops of the Great Diving Range
to beyond the outer reefs.
The Great Barrier Reef is under
extreme pressure. The next
version of the Great Barrier Reef
Outlook Report, due to be
released later in 2019, is expected
to confirm that the trend of
deterioration in condition
continues. One of the major
influences on the health of the
GBR is the land use and
management of the adjacent
coastal zone and catchments that
discharge into the GBR waters.
The Great Barrier Reef receives
run-off from 35 major catchments
draining 424,000 square
kilometres of coastal Queensland.

317

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, 2014

318

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, 2014
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Coastal catchments provide a continuous flow of freshwater to the Reef from small catchments
supporting intensive farming, while large catchments drain more extensive inland grazing areas
and tend to be seasonal and influenced by flooding319.
Climate change, poor water quality
Land use in the catchments has led to a marked
from
land-based run-off, impacts from
deterioration in water quality in the Great Barrier
coastal
development, and some
Reef lagoon (the water between the coast and the
remaining
impacts of fishing remain the
inward margin of the main reef system). There is
major threats to the future vitality of
abundant evidence and a strong scientific
the Great Barrier Reef.
320
consensus that decline in water quality is a major
cause of the current poor status of the GBR.
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Improving water quality will play a major role in
Authority (2014).
improving ecosystem and climate resilience of the
reef. This is not only important from a conservation perspective but will help support the
wellbeing of the regional and national community through the 64,000 jobs and $6.4 billion
economic contribution that the GBR supports annually.

7.2 Current status and priority needs
The GBR catchments are areas where the land connects to the sea through run-off from rivers
and coastal streams and at the active margin between land and sea along the immediate coastal
fringe. We now have a good understanding of the status of these catchments and the impacts
on these systems that have flow-on effects on the GBR 321.
Management of agricultural lands
Maintaining natural connections and limiting
undesirable inflows of sediments, nutrients and
agricultural and industrial chemicals such as
herbicides and pesticides are critical to the overall
health of the reef. Poor water quality can directly
and indirectly influence coral cover and impact on
the populations of other reef species. Nutrients, fine
sediments and pesticides pose a risk to Great Barrier
Reef coastal and marine ecosystems as well as
freshwater ecosystems and coastal habitats.
Increased nutrients may also exacerbate crown-ofthorns starfish outbreaks once they are established.
Water quality impacts are highest along that part of
the coast where agriculture, land clearing and
human populations are concentrated (Map 23)322.

Plume of sediment coming from the Burdekin River
mouth onto the GBR after heavy rains, 10 February
2019. Image from Sentinel satellite https://apps.sentinelhub.com/sentinel-playground
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http://www.gbrmpa.gov.au/our-work/threats-to-the-reef/declining-water-quality
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Waterhouse et al., 2017
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Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, 2012
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Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, 2014
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Map 23 (a) Coastal ecosystems in GBR Region showing extent of clearing (non-remnant vegetation is shaded pink
323 (b) Combined water quality impacts from sediments, nutrients and herbicides in the GBR 324

The main sources of these pollutants are diffuse inputs from agriculture in the coastal zone.
These arise principally from cane farming in the Wet Tropics and Mackay-Whitsunday Regions
and from livestock grazing in the Burdekin, Fitzroy and Burnett catchments. The issue of
declining water quality in the GBR lagoon has been recognised for many years and has been the
subject of government programs such as the Reef Rescue program and its successors, which
focus on improving land management practices to reduce nutrient, pesticide and sediment runoff from agricultural land.
Programs to address impacts derived from agricultural land use are well developed and have
been comparatively well funded for over 15 years. They have focussed on the catchments that
are contributing most of the pollution to GBR waters. Plans and programs such as the Reef 2050
Water Quality Improvement Plan and Paddock to Reef Integrated Monitoring, Modelling and
Reporting Program are well developed with quantitative targets for pollution reduction.
However, progress remains slow in part because many farmers are not taking up best
management practices even when funding is available325. Sediments originating from eroding
gullies on large inland grazing properties have been identified as a key issue requiring
remediation.
Active remediation programs are being undertaken in some areas, including physical works and
revegetation, for example through remediation of gully erosion
• https://www.greeningaustralia.org.au/greening-australia-announces-breakthroughgreat-barrier-reef-water-quality-project/
323

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, 2012 p40
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Great Barrier Reef, 2014, p169
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Brodie and Pearson, 2016
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•

https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/coasts-waterways/plans/catchmentmanagement/springvale-station

The Reef Trust is a Commonwealth Government program that focusses on improving water
quality, restoring coastal ecosystem health and enhancing species protection in the Great Barrier
Reef catchment. The Reef Trust is targeting the discharge of nitrogen and sediment into the
Great Barrier Reef. Improving land management practises is the key mechanism used.
Restoration of degraded land to prevent further erosion is considered as part of the program.
The Reef Trust works with experts from the philanthropic and investment sectors, and considers
proposals from industry and the finance, corporate, philanthropic, natural resource
management, community and environmental sectors for projects to enhance Reef conservation.
Additional funding of A$443 million for the work of the Reef Trust through a government grant
to the Great Barrier Reef Foundation, a private philanthropic foundation, was announced in May
2018. There has been some controversy surrounding this funding allocation which may place it
in question.
Wetlands in the Great Barrier Reef catchment
While much the focus of work and investment in the GBR catchments has been directed towards
improving agricultural land management practices, there has also been considerable work done
on understanding the role and status of wetlands in the catchment, with extensive mapping and
condition assessments having been undertaken326. Wetlands are key elements in the broader
landscape and connect catchments to the Reef. Wetlands provide numerous biodiversity,
ecosystem service, disaster risk reduction and
economic benefits. Well managed wetlands will work
“Threats to wetlands include weeds and
together with other strategies to improve water
invasive animals; land development
quality outcomes for the GBR. While there are over
including land clearing and irrigated
15,000km2 of wetlands remaining in the catchments of
agriculture leading to changes in
the Great Barrier Reef, many wetlands and coastal
salinity; drainage and water extraction;
ecosystems have been extensively modified or lost
excessive land-based runoff of nutrients,
over the last 100 years 327. The Wet Tropics, Mackaypesticides and sediments leading to
adverse impacts on habitats
Whitsunday and Burnett-Mary regions (Map 24) have
and ecosystem functions; altered fire
lost nearly half their total wetland area 328.
regimes; climate change. Changing
Intensification and expansion in the agricultural sector
climate is a significant long-term threat
have the potential to lead to further decline in
to wetlands—potentially altering
wetlands extent and health. A comprehensive
wetting and drying cycles, increasing fire
vulnerability assessment of freshwater wetlands in the
frequency and intensity; and causing
GBR catchment has been completed by the Great
rising sea levels that lead to loss of
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority329. The Queensland
freshwater wetlands.
Wetlands program and Queensland Wetlands
Network that brings together all the wetland
It is important that wetlands are
managed from a whole-of-catchment
practitioners provides a structured framework within
perspective to help ensure pressures are
which to address wetland conservation initiatives.
addressed at appropriate scales.”
(Department of Environment and
Heritage Protection, 2016)
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https://wetlandinfo.des.qld.gov.au/wetlands/facts-maps/
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Department of Environment and Heritage Protection, 2016
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https://nesptropical.edu.au/index.php/news-events/e-newsletters-2/october-2018/repairing-the-great-barrier-reefs-wetlandshomes-for-so-many-aquatic-flora-and-fauna/
329

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, 2016
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Map 24 Change in extent of palustrine (swamp) wetlands in Queensland
Source: Queensland State of the Environment Report. Department of Environment and Heritage Protection

Wetlands are an important part of the broader landscape that connects catchments to the Reef.
They help improve water quality by transforming and retaining nutrients, sediments, pesticides
and herbicides. While some coastal wetland areas are within protected areas, many are on
private property so working in partnership with landholders is an important strategy.
The knowledge base on wetlands in the Great Barrier Reef catchment is excellent thanks to an
active government wetlands program (see https://wetlandinfo.des.qld.gov.au/wetlands/) and
existing strong partnerships with landholders, including Aboriginal Communities and with
Natural Resource Management bodies and NGOs.
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Alligator Creek wetlands, south of Townsville, filter water before it enters the sea
Photo: Queensland Government

Examples of some of the projects developed for wetland conservation and restoration include:
•
•
•

Wetlands restoration near Mackay on the central Queensland coast
Integrating wetland management across multiple landholders
Managing riparian zones on grazing lands

Brodie and Pearson330 have argued that regions of the GBR catchment that are still in good
condition also require attention to restore and protect their catchments and nearby reefs as
refuges against climate change and as possible “seeding centre” for the rest of the reef. They
therefore argue to strengthen management in the areas with ecosystems in better condition
such as Torres Strait, northern Cape York and Hervey Bay. Along with others 331 they argue that
meeting the objectives for water quality improvement will require:
“(i) the use of a mix of policy instruments including both voluntary and regulatory
approaches;
(ii) hydrological restoration of landscapes; and
(iii) land retirement.”
Current programs rely primarily on voluntary approaches and there is a need to support these
through stronger and consistently enforced regulation (a policy matter for government) as well
as restoration and land retirement where land acquisition programs and conversion to
conservation management can play a role. The framework exists for a whole of landscape
approach to wetland protection and management through the Queensland Wetland Strategy 332
and the partnerships and linkages they have built with the wider Reef 2050 Plan 333 and the
Regional Natural Resource Management Bodies who can provide local knowledge and
management capacity, integrated with the plans and investments being made through Reef
Trust in water quality improvement.

330

Brodie and Pearson, 2016

331

Kroon et al., 2016

332

Department of Environment and Heritage Protection, 2016

333

Commonwealth of Australia, 2018
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While some major wetlands such the Bowling Green Bay Ramsar site and Eubenangee Swamp
are conserved within national parks, many of these wetlands are dispersed through the
landscape amongst agricultural land. As many wetlands are located on private property, working
in partnership with landowners will be necessary in many cases. This will require establishing
mechanisms to both restore and then appropriately manage wetlands.
Collaborative work between CSIRO,
Greening Australia, other NGOs, the
Nywaigi Land Aboriginal Corporation
and other landholders are working to
restore wetlands and reduce
pressures from grazing in the
Mungalla Station/Palm Creek area.
Mungalla is one of several properties
in Palm Creek where Greening
Australia is working with landholders
to improve grazing management
practices to encourage healthy
wetlands, reduce the spread of
invasive aquatic weeds, and
revegetate wildlife corridors.
Collectively, these actions will restore
the overall resilience of these wetlands and improve water quality flowing to the Great Barrier Reef. This
project is a scaleable example of what can be achieved in wetland restoration through such collaboration.
Photo: Greening Australia

https://www.greeningaustralia.org.au/projects/working-on-country-at-mungalla-station/

7.3 Opportunities for investment
Secure new protected areas in the GBR catchment
Acquisitions of large properties currently used for grazing in under-represented bioregions334
and their transition to conservation management have the potential to not only extend
protection to critical ecosystems and species that are currently poorly protected but also to
reduce sediment inputs to the GBR and coastal ecosystems through restoration of land cover
and remediation of gully erosion.
There are also opportunities to extend existing protected areas higher in the catchment
through to the coast through acquisition or establishment of conservation covenants that would
help protect the ecosystem hydrology and build connectivity in the systems. These acquisitions
would add underrepresented regional ecosystems to the NRS and in some cases increase
protection for endangered species.
Work on reducing sediment, nutrient and pesticide inputs to the GBR waters is critical to the
health of the reef and coastal ecosystems but there are extensive, existing and comparatively
well-funded programs to address land use change.

334

For example, areas within the Northern Brigalow Belt bioregion would be highly valuable for catchment protection as well as
representation
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Support wetland protection and restoration in the GBR catchment
There would be considerable opportunity to support wetland protection in the GBR catchment
that would be of significant benefit to both coastal ecosystem and species conservation as well
as enhancing the condition and resilience of the adjacent Great Barrier Reef. Some of the
greatest gains for GBR water quality are likely to come from restoration of degraded wetland
systems. Experience to date suggests that species return to these wetlands and consequent
recovering of conservation values can be quite rapid following restoration actions.
Restoration prioritisation exercises have already been conducted335, identifying wetlands where
restoration activities will deliver the greatest biodiversity and ecosystem service benefits. This
strategy would focus on negotiating agreements with landholders, supported by covenants, to
restore and manage the wetlands on their properties. In many cases, carefully managed grazing
would need to be continued as part of the restoration program to manage weed infestations.
Funding could be delivered through partners such as the Regional Natural Resource
Management Groups and NGOs such as Greening Australia who are already working in this
space. In the Fitzroy Basin, wetland condition could be improved through reductions in grazing
pressure on wetlands either through agreements with landholders, supported by appropriate
covenants, that regulate wetland use or by purchase and conservation management of lands
that include significant wetland areas. In the Wet Tropics and Burdekin, where landholdings are
generally smaller, covenanting with landholders to secure and appropriately manage wetlands in
amongst more intensive agriculture is more likely to be the focus of opportunity.

335

Tate, 2018
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8. Securing islands of protection
8.1 Islands for wildlife
Off the long coastline of Australia lie more than 8000 islands, varying from small areas of
bare rock and sandy coral cays to forested tropical islands of up to half a million
hectares, and the chilly, high and windswept subantarctic islands. These islands
contribute 40% of Australia’s coastline, and are essential for supporting biodiversity,
including 35% of Australia’s threatened species 336.
Australian islands are important for a rich array of biodiversity including marine mammals and
seabirds as well as terrestrial species, though many island species are threatened. They also
provide refuges (real and potential) from threats that are particularly difficult to manage on the
mainland, such as feral predators and diseases. However, without management, threats are high
and islands can be ‘death traps’, leading to a very high extinction rate. A number of successful
reintroductions have been undertaken on islands, and this concept has been extended to the
development of a number of ‘island equivalents’ on the mainland, in the form of large fenced
sanctuaries, where predators can be excluded and native animal populations can recover.
Western Australia has the highest number of islands (Table 17), while the largest are found off
the shores of the Northern Territory, South Australia, Queensland and Tasmania (Table 18).
Most Australian islands are continental islands, formed when sea level rise in the Holocene
isolated higher areas from the mainland coast. Along the Great Barrier Reef, there are numerous
coral cays formed by accretion of wind-blown and wave deposited sediments on reefs. Less
numerous are sand islands formed by windblown deposits; coral atolls (ring-shaped reefs with
islands on the edge), oceanic islands formed by exposed seamounts (Lord Howe and Norfolk
Islands); sub-Antarctic islands formed by volcanic activity, erosion and transport by wind, water
and glaciers; and seastacks, formed when headlands are eroded by strong seas.

The Whitsunday Islands on the Great Barrier Reef are continental islands with a mixture of forest
types and grassland vegetation. The 90 islands of this groups form part of the Cumberland Group,
Australia’s largest offshore island chain. The islands have been separated from the island since the
end of the last ice age, about 10,000 years ago. Photo: Adam Creed, Queensland Government
336

Moro et al., 2018b
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Table 17: Summary of Australian islands 337
Source: Geoscience Australia(G where marked in text),338 , Australia’s Island Arks,339

State/territory
Western Australia

Number of
islands
3747 G

Notes

Queensland

1955G

Tasmania

1000 G

Northern Territory

973I

South Australia
Victoria

346I (150)G
184G (138>1ha) I

New South Wales

102G

Jervis Bay Territory
Australian Capital
Territory
External territories

1G
-

TOTAL

8222 G/

57 I

23% of these are over 1ha. 80% are off north-western coast
(Kimberley and Pilbara). All are continental except for two
groups of shoals.
Variety of island including large sand islands off Southern
coast, continental islands and coral cays in the Great Barrier
Reef region, and Wellesley Islands in the Gulf of
Carpentaria.
Includes many small islets under 10ha, as well as larger
islands in the Bass Strait and the Southern Ocean. Formed
by sea level rises.
All lie on the continental shelf and were once connected
with the mainland. Most in archipelagos including the Tiwi,
Croker, Goulbourne, Groote and Sir Edward Pellow groups
Most are continental islands
Continental islands <8km from the coast. Largest are in
Westernport Bay.
50 of these are bare rock. Larger islands include Lord Howe
Island group (780km from Sydney) and Norfolk Island
(1700km from Sydney).

Cocos Keeling Islands (27), Christmas Island, Coral Seas
Island Territory (24) Ashmore Reef (3), sub-Antarctic Islands
(2)

Table 18: Largest islands in Australia
Source: Geoscience Australia 340

State/territory
Northern Territory
South Australia
Northern Territory
Northern Territory
Queensland
Tasmania
Tasmania
Queensland

Name
Melville
Kangaroo
Groote Eylandt
Bathurst
Fraser
Flinders
King
Mornington

Area (ha rounded)
578,600
441,600
228,500
169,300
165,280
135,900
109,100
100,200

337

Where different sources cite very different numbers, two numbers are provided

338

http://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/national-location-information/landforms/islands

339

Morris et al., 2018

340

http://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/national-location-information/landforms/islands
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8.2 Why are islands important?
Off-shore islands341
The extensive values of Australia’s islands in relation to tourism and economic benefits as well as
biodiversity have been recently compiled in a comprehensive book published by CSIRO 342.
Biodiversity values include:
Habitat diversity and wildlife
Some islands support diverse and rich habitats. For example, Kgari-Fraser Island in Queensland
supports tall, dense rainforests and eucalypt forests on pure sand, as well as diverse heaths and
wetlands and has World Heritage status. Some coral cays are clothed in dense green Pisonia
forest, in which tens of thousands of birds nest in the summer. Bruny Island in Tasmania has
heathlands, wetlands, tall open forests and rainforests; and wildlife includes nesting penguins,
seabirds, the endangered forty-spotted pardalote343, and 21 species of mammal, including the
endangered eastern quoll344. The Edward Pellow Group in the Northern Territory had rich and
abundant wildlife, though this has declined in the last two decades due to cat predation and
cane toads345.
Refuges, roosting sites and breeding sites for seabirds and migratory birds
Many seabirds nest on islands right around the Australian coastline and on the distant islands,
and a number of these include Ramsar sites and Key Biodiversity Areas. For example, the Sir
Edward Pellow Group off the Northern Territory has more than 20 seabird colonies, with
internationally significant numbers of crested and rotate terns, and national significant numbers
of bridled and black-naped terns. More than 25% of Australia’s seabirds nest on islands in the
Great Barrier Reef. On the islands of the Bass Strait, up to six million short-tailed shearwaters
breed, as well as little penguins, oyster-catchers and cormorants. An estimated two million
macaroni penguins nest on Macquarie and Heard Islands.
Islands also provide undisturbed feeding and roosting sites for many of the waders that fly from
Siberia for the southern summer.
Roosting and breeding locations for marine turtles, seals and sealions
Six of the world’s seven species of sea-turtles swim in the waters off Australia, and all nest to
some extent on Australian islands, with major breeding sites for green, flatback, and hawksbill
turtles346. The Islands of northern Western Australia, the Northern Territory and northern
Queensland provide nesting sites for different species. Raine Island in the Northern Great
Barrier Reef is the largest green turtle rookery in the world, but nesting success there is
threatened by sea level rise.
Habitat for endemic species
Through long isolation, some islands especially those far off-shore – have become centres of
endemism, places where unique species have evolved. Christmas Island, Lord Howe Island and
Norfolk Island are most famous for their endemic species, while closer to shore include
Kangaroo Island, South Australia has 45 endemic plant species. As well as unique species, islands
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often have distinct subspecies and races, so they are important hosts for genetic diversity that
may be declining on the mainland.
Refuges for threatened species
Over 35% of threatened species in Australia occur on islands 347, and some are found only on
islands. For example, the stick-nest rat which was once widespread across the southern arid
parts of Australia was extinct on the mainland by the 1930s. However, it survived on a small
number of islands, including the Franklin Islands in South Australia, until it was reintroduced to
fenced reserves. It is estimated that five mammal species would be extinct without the
populations on islands in Western Australia. The absence of feral predators on these islands is a
primary reason for their survival.
Table 19: Threatened species and Australian islands

Source: Burbidge 2018348
Group
# threatened
species in
Australia
Plant
1263
Terrestrial
53
invertebrate
Frogs
29
Terrestrial reptiles 52
Terrestrial
96
mammals349

# (%) found on
islands only

# islands where
found

73 (6%)
12 (22%)

# (%) found on
islands and
mainland
48 (4%)
2 (4%)

0
10 (19%)
12 (13%)

3 (10%)
5 (10%)
37 (40%)

12
26
110

44
12

Islands and reintroductions350
Since 1980, there have been 46 conservation translocations 351 of vertebrates and vascular plants
to Australian islands, because they are places where threats such as weeds, predators, fire and
disease are either absent or can be relatively well controlled. For example, it is possible to
completely eliminate animals such as goats, rabbits or cats from an island, while there is a
constant re-invasion of these species on the mainland.
Fenced sanctuaries
Australia has the highest rate of mammal extinction in the world (more than 10% of mammals in
two centuries), and the process of decline and range contraction is continuing unabated, even
within many reserves352. Many factors are at play, but it is considered that invasive species are
the primary threat to Australian threatened species 353, and that feral cats and foxes are the
most serious threat to most small to medium-size mammals 354.
Where populations are very low and isolated, reintroduction of species into suitable habitat,
such as protected areas, is a possible solution and this has been included in the National
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Mammal Action Plan 2012355. Reintroductions have been attempted for many species, with
mixed success. Foxes and cats are thought to have been responsible for most of the failures
when species are re-introduced to the wild356. Though intensive predator control programs may
be implemented, they are difficult and expensive to maintain.
Successful re-introductions have been undertaken to islands where predators were absent or
removed. In addition, fenced sanctuaries have been established to allow successful reintroduction and protection of a number of species over the last 40 years.

8.3 Current status and priority needs
Offshore islands
Though offshore islands protect many species, including threatened species, they have
themselves had a poor conservation record, with about 30% of Australia’s extinctions to date
occurring on islands. This loss has been especially serious for birds, where 18 of the 22 extinct
birds (species or sub-species) were formerly restricted to islands357. Islands are subject to severe
new threats, especially in relation to climate change and sea level rise. For example, Raine Island
on the Great Barrier Reef is of international importance for conservation of turtles and seabirds
but has experienced rising water levels and inundation of nesting areas in the past 15 years.
However, islands are also able to be rehabilitated and threats excluded more easily than
mainland areas: re-infestations by pests are less likely. Notable successes have been achieved,
such as elimination of goats from most islands of the Great Barrier Reef, removal of feral horses
from Fraser Island, and the removal of cats and then rabbits, rats and house-mice from
Macquarie Island. Dramatic and sustained ecosystem recovery has followed these initiatives 358.
In Western Australia, government-led initiatives began in 1980s, and eradication of cats and
black rats was undertaken on 150 islands, allowing them to be used for translocation of native
fauna such as golden bandicoots, spectacled hare-wallabies and burrowing bettong359.
Reintroductions have included both species that once occurred on the islands, and threatened
species needing a predator-free refuge.
Legislative and policy protection of Australian islands is very patchy, as most are under state
legislation. All islands in the Great Barrier Reef, Kgari (Fraser Island), Norfolk Island, Lord Howe
Island and the subantarctic islands are included in World Heritage sites, and have some
protection under the EPBC. Parts of several other World Heritage sites – Kakadu, Shark Bay,
Tasmanian World Heritage Area and the Ningaloo Coast – also include islands360. There is no
cohesive policy or legislative approach to islands by the Commonwealth or most states. Many
are partly or wholly within protected areas 361, but others are under a wide range of freehold and
leasehold arrangements.
Aboriginal people’s country extended over sea country and included islands, and many are now
being returned to their Traditional Owners. Islands are included in 25 IPAs, but many others are
managed by Traditional Owners or under Joint Management Agreements of various kinds362.
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Priority needs for islands have been identified by a group of experts363:
• Changes in national policy to give greater emphasis to islands, such as considering them
as Matters of National Significance under the EPBC,
• Establishment of an enduring national fund specifically to find island conservation
initiatives
• A priority risk assessment to establish which
islands are most in need of interventions
Australian Wildlife Conservancy
and/or protection. An island decision support
Sanctuaries
system has been designed to assist with
AWC’s reintroduction program is based
on a simple premise: feral cats and
systematic conservation planning for
foxes are the primary threat to most of
Australia’s islands364.
Australia’s critical weight range
• An ongoing program to eradicate invasive
mammals. Consequently, the removal of
species from islands with high biological
foxes and cats is often sufficient to revalue.
Timely management interventions may be especially
urgent in areas where climate change and sea level
rise pose imminent danger to habitat and wildlife. For
example, government, Aboriginal and private
partners have worked intensively to prevent the
mass mortality of turtles and their eggs on Raine
Island through a series of physical interventions365.
However, an endemic mammal on another island in
the same region, the Bramble Cay melomys, is now
thought to be extinct, with attempts to establish a
breeding colony too late366.
Establishing more island sanctuaries for
translocation of threatened species may also be
considered, with recognition that this comes with
responsibility for continuing management including
the tricky subject of population control when the
reintroduction is very successful.

establish viable populations of
threatened mammals in areas of their
former range.

To date, AWC has removed introduced
predators from Faure Island in Shark
Bay (Western Australia, 5000 ha,
predator removal completed in 2001),
and four fenced ‘mainland islands’:
Karakamia (Western Australia, 275 ha,
1994); Yookamurra (South Australia,
1100 ha, 2002); Scotia (New South
Wales; 8000 ha, 2004); and, most
recently (in 2015), Mt Gibson (Western
Australia, 7832 ha). These sanctuaries
support 11 threatened mammals...
Reintroductions have improved the
conservation prognosis of these species
by increasing both the number of secure
populations and their global population
size.
Kanowski et al 2018, p 272

Fenced sanctuaries
There are now 17 fenced sanctuaries in Australia. in addition, there are 101 predator-free
islands367, including 22 islands where feral predators have been eliminated and mammals have
been translocated 368. A further 14 sanctuaries are currently being developed (areas being
fenced or islands from which predators are being eradicated 369
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Fenced sanctuaries have been shown to be a successful strategy for protection of targeted
species including highly threatened species and are an important conservation tool370 . They also
have secondary benefits 371: improvement in habitat quality due to exclusion of all non-native
herbivores; increase in diversity and population size on non-target species; and facilitation of indepth research.
However, there has been number of failures and studying these has provided learning
opportunities in an evolving field. Issues that need to be considered include:
• A few organisations have established fenced sanctuaries and then been unable to
maintain the commitment over the long-term, in some cases resulting in negative
consequences.
• Where maintenance of fences is not undertaken on a regular basis (an expensive and
time-consuming task), predators can enter through breaches with catastrophic results
for the animals inside, which have less opportunity to escape372. Maintaining fences to
this standard may not be a realistic expectation of protected area staff on top of other
duties: it requires additional staff dedicated to this task.
• If only small numbers of animals are used to begin the new population, or there are
problems that reduce the numbers dramatically, this can result in populations with
inadequate genetic diversity.
• Lack of exposure to predators may create populations with reduced ability to survive
outside the fence, limiting their ability to repopulate the wider landscape 373
• Fences can increase fragmentation and inhibit the normal movement of all species.
• Successful breeding with no natural predation can lead to overpopulation, habitat
damage and negative impacts on other species374.
Australian Wildlife Conservancy (AWC)375 manages a large portfolio of properties across
Australia (see Section 3.1). Some of these include large fenced areas (Figure 9), which are a key
part of the strategy to protect, support breeding and then reintroduce some of Australia’s most
threatened species376. This program has recently been extended to include large fenced areas
within two national parks in New South Wales (Mallee Cliffs and Pilliga).
Arid Recovery is an independent, not-for-profit conservation initiative that has been working in
Australia’s arid lands since 1997 with volunteers, SA Department of Environment andWater,
Bush Heritage Australia and the University of Adelaide and major private industry sponsors377. Its
large fenced sanctuary in northern South Australia has conducted useful research and has
successfully reintroduced four endangered mammals as well as provided protected habitat for
many other species.
The priority need for fenced sanctuaries should be the continued maintenance of existing areas
to a very high standard, which requires continuous funding and support.
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Green – AWC
Blue – others
Solid – existing
Hatched - planned

Figure 9: Area of existing and planned fenced sanctuaries
Source: Courtesy of J. Kanowski, AWC.

The focus for new reintroduction programs according to AWC378 is for mammals threatened by
feral predators that are not currently in secure populations, followed by returning regionally
extinct species to their former ranges. Strategic value is best achieved through partnership
projects and through large fencing projects that can secure populations of a number of species.
Species of priority for reintroduction have been ranked according to likelihood of success, the
capacity for monitoring, and site tenure.
A recent analysis urges a systematic approach to expanding the network of fenced reserves 379 ,
with claims that the addition of 12 new reserves could protect at least one population of every
Australian predator-susceptible threatened mammal taxon. It is also thought that doubling of
fenced reserved in strategic locations could protect three populations of each of these
threatened mammals providing a greater ‘insurance policy’.
All translocation and reintroduction programs should be accompanied by research and
communication, to ensure that lessons and advances are shared with other partners and
organisations. It should also be noted that maintenance of these fences is extremely resourcehungry and needs to be continued indefinitely.
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Great Southern Ark
The recently launched Great Southern Ark
project brings together a consortium of
organisations to deliver an innovative
landscape recovery program across
130,000 hectares on southern Yorke
Peninsula; an area twice the size of
Switzerland. Building on the rewilding
conservation ethos, the project plans to
reintroduce a range of threatened
Australian fauna to Yorke Peninsula, to
reinstate ecological processes and drive
tangible outcomes for biodiversity
conservation, agricultural production and
local economies.

The small marsupial woylie, a tiny member of the kangaroo
family, will be the first to be reintroduced in the Great Southern
Ark project

The Northern and Yorke NRM Board, WWF
Australia, FAUNA Research Alliance, Bird
Photo: ©Sabrina Trocini/ WWF-Australia
Life Australia, Zoos SA, Greening Australia,
Conservation Volunteers Australia and
Yorke Peninsula Tourism are actively seeking funding support to the reintroduction of threatened
keystone species. To ensure the success of the project, and remove the primary threat to these species,
the construction of a 24 km predator-proof fence across the peninsula will commence in April 2019.
The Great Southern Ark project is a once-in-a-century opportunity to restore a damaged ecological
system, create a haven for Australia’s most endangered species and generate cross-sector outcomes.

8.4 Opportunities to secure islands of protection
Opportunities for investment in islands and fenced sanctuaries include:
Secure new protected areas on islands
Where land on islands is available for sale and it has value for biodiversity or for future
restoration or reintroductions, it could be purchased to be managed for conservation. While
many of the most important islands are protected in conservation reserves or in Aboriginal land,
there remain some islands or parts of islands of high biodiversity value that would be benefit
from a higher level of protection. In other cases, valuable land could be managed through
conservation agreements.
Establish a continuing Australia’s Island Arks’ fund
Experts have called for secure resources for a coordinated program to boost management of
islands380, including risk assessment, pest management, active intervention and Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander partnerships. Management of islands can be a very expensive process due
to the need for additional transport and equipment.
Boost reintroductions programs on islands and sanctuaries
Support from conservation donors could enable more threatened species to be reintroduced to
fenced reserves or islands, through purchase and management of land, supporting relevant
research and where necessary constructing new fenced sanctuary areas. Actions in this regard
would need a long-term commitment due to long-term maintenance requirements.
380
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9. Conclusion
Australia is a ‘megadiverse’ country with exceptionally high biodiversity and cultural values. It
has the world’s largest intact tropical savanna, the largest intact arid landscape, the tallest
flowering plants and the largest remaining area of intact Mediterranean-climate woodland. As
the world’s largest island, the land and surrounding seas have high levels of endemism.
For Australian Aboriginal peoples, country and culture are inseparable, and enabled Australian
ecosystems to be continuously, and sustainably managed for at least 65,000 years. Culture has
remained resilient in the face of colonisation and dispossession, and Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples are increasingly re-gaining formal control and greater influence over their
traditional lands.
Nonetheless Australia’s outstanding natural values are under a high level of threat – from past
and previous habitat clearing; from climate change in an already extreme and variable climate;
and from the impact of invasive species and unsustainable land and water management
practices. If landscapes, ecosystems and species are to survive into the future, urgent action is
needed, supported by shifts in government policy and priorities and a dramatic increase in
resources. A ‘business as usual’ approach will not be sufficient, and it is essential that people
with passion for conservation work together and create a ‘critical mass’ of new solutions to our
problems.
The good news is that there are many active, effective and competent organisations working in
conservation in Australia, using innovative and creative approaches. Many Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people are applying and sharing their Traditional Ecological Knowledge to
managing their country. Western scientific knowledge across the country is strong, although
gaps remain in our understanding, especially in remote areas. Australian thinkers have been
leaders in the development of many innovative approaches to protected area management because Australian protected area agencies have (had) ‘smart dedicated people, good
institutions, a preparedness to be flexible and take risks, and a preparedness to adopt, adapt
and adjust what others have done’381.
There are countless opportunities for investment in conservation across Australia, from support
for local revegetation initiatives to creation of landscape-scale protection in the northern
savannas and central deserts. Investors can be confident that strong accountability, energetic
partners and clear objectives already exist, so that new investment in conservation programs are
likely to see very significant outcomes in terms of wild lands protected, species saved, and
community well-being enhanced.
After reviewing the status and priority needs of all the six topics discussed in this report, the
following list of significant opportunities has been generated (Table 20). All would need further
investigation to decide on priority sites, partners and actions.
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Table 20: Key opportunities for investment

Topic
Expanding and strengthening the
National Reserve System

Key 0pportunities
✓ Establish new large protected areas as nodes for further
protection to enhance the comprehensiveness, adequacy
and representativeness of the reserve system
✓ Develop and enhance landscape-scale protection in
northern and central Australia
✓ Support conservation of refugia and improve connectivity
in more developed zones

Looking after culture and country

✓

✓
✓
✓
Expanding marine protected areas

✓
✓
✓

Protecting native forests

✓
✓
✓
✓

Support people on country, through long-term investment
in programs that result in Aboriginal people managing their
country for cultural and environmental outcomes
Support existing, proposed and new Indigenous Protected
Areas and other forms of conservation agreements
Strengthen joint management arrangements
Work in partnership with the Indigenous Land and Sea
Corporation
Support extension of no-take zones in Commonwealth
waters
Build MPAs systems in state and territory waters
Partner with other NGOs for (a) improved MPA coverage
and (b) fisheries buy-outs where existing campaigns are
building momentum to enable policy change
Apply leverage in international forums to influence
government policy positions
Fund advocacy campaigns that draw attention to the
important biodiversity values of old growth forests
Support the development/strengthening of alternative
regional economies including carbon markets.
Buy out privately held timber rights and grazing permits on
state forests in the western hardwoods region of
Queensland

Protecting and restoring the Great
Barrier Reef catchments

✓
✓

Secure new protected areas in the GBR catchment
Support wetland protection and restoration in the GBR
catchment

Securing islands of protection

✓
✓

Secure new protected areas on islands
Establish a continuing ‘Australia’s Island Arks’ fund to
resource a coordinated program to boost management of
islands
Boost reintroductions programs on islands and sanctuaries

✓

Much of the rich data that would be needed to turn these opportunities into on-ground action
already exists.
Working with appropriate partners will be essential in all cases in order to make use of existing
relationships and campaigns, to leverage funds and to draw on the extensive knowledge systems
available around all these topics. Partnering with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island people will
also be critical in many cases. This can be facilitated by existing, on-going partnerships that have
been developed with other NGOs and governments.
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11.

Supplementary information

11.1 Supplementary information - Introduction
Australia’s political system – supplementary information
The Australian Constitution382 identifies matters over which the Commonwealth government has
power, and the remaining responsibilities lie with the states and territories. If overlap occurs,
federal laws override any state legislation to the extent that the state law is inconsistent with
the federal law383.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australians are not currently recognised as the first peoples
of Australia in the constitution. Australia was colonised by Britain on the basis that it was
uninhabited, and this notion of ‘terra nullius’ survived until the native title rights of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people were recognised in a 1990 High Court (Mabo) decision 384, and
subsequent passage of the Commonwealth Native Title Act. A consequence of the assumption of
‘terra nullius’ was that no treaties were made between Britain and the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander occupants.
The Australian Parliament has two chambers – the House of Representatives and the Senate385.
The Government is formed in the House. The parliamentary system follows the Westminster
system of cabinet government. By convention, the Prime Minister is a member of the House,
and is chosen as leader by their party. State and Territory parliaments also follow the
Westminster system, although they may have one (Queensland, Northern Territory, ACT) or two
chambers (remaining states).
General elections for the House of Representatives must be held at least every three years – the
term is not fixed. House elections are usually accompanied by a half Senate election 386, except in
the case of double dissolution of parliament. Voting is compulsory in all federal, state and local
government Australian elections. Other than Tasmania, all states and territories have fixed, fouryear terms – elections occur on different dates in different years. Voting systems vary within and
between jurisdictions.
There is a ‘fiscal imbalance’ between the Commonwealth and states/territories arising because
only the federal government can collect income and goods and services taxes – the main sources
of government revenues 387. States and territories rely heavily on tied and untied grants from the
federal government to fund public services including health and education 388. States and
territories also generate funds including through mining royalties; stamp duty on transactions
such as property sales; licences and levies for example on gambling; and fees and charges for
government services. Return to Section 2.1.
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Aboriginal culture: supplementary information
Great Ancestral Spirits arranged the earth by creating people, animals, plants and birds and
these were all put in their respective places according to the land forms and spirits surrounding
them389. The Ancestral Spirits made rules and the law to govern the land, its people, animals and
plants. Their actions provide the knowledge and understanding that guide rules for living;
treating other people in a socially responsible manner, managing resources and ecologically
sustainable environmental practice and religious and cultural ceremonies. 390 The Dreaming is
passed from generation to generation through stories, song, dance and art. This knowledge
gives special responsibility and is seen as a great honour 391.
Aboriginal descendants of particular Ancestral Beings have a very special relationship with the
features of the country associated with the Ancestor. The spiritual link between the person and
his/her Ancestor through the land and animal species means that his/her link with a particular
area of land cannot be taken away or transferred to somewhere else 392. Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples are connected to country through lines of descent (paternal and
maternal), as well as clan and language groups393. Territory is defined by spiritual as well as
physical links. Landforms have deep meaning, recorded in art, stories, songs and dance.
Songlines or Dreaming Tracks as well as kinship structures link Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples to the territories of other groups. In the past, these links were also used for
trade394.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures are inextricably bound to ‘country’, to the
ancestors who created it and who live on in the landscape. Surviving in Australia for more
than 65,000 years means Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people established effective
ways to use and sustain resources. One important aspect is the right of certain people to
control the use of resources in a particular area. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people don’t see themselves as ‘owning’ land, animals, plants or nature, but rather belonging
with these things as equal parts of creation395.
Deep cultural and spiritual values like totemism have also played an important part in
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander resource management. Totemism is a belief and value
system that connects human beings to other animals, plants and aspects of nature. Groups and
individuals are assigned a particular animal that they are related to and have to care for. This
gives them a profound sense of connection to and responsibility for the natural world. The
rights of different groups to live in and manage certain areas of land are clear and recorded
through art, stories, songs and dance396.
Return to main text
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Post-European occupation: supplementary information
Aboriginal people lived largely uninterrupted lives until 1770, when Captain James Cook claimed
Australia for the British Crown and declared it ‘terra nullius’ – land belonging to nobody397. In
1788, the first fleet of military and convicts arrived in Sydney Cove, beginning the first
permanent European occupation of Australia. The early years were devastating for the
Aboriginal people who lived there, with killings, incarceration, forced removal from land, wars,
disease, restriction of movement and early attempts at forced assimilation 398.
With the British presence in Australia established, Europeans quickly spread across the continent
throughout the 19th century399 with fatal results for Aboriginal peoples. When the British arrived,
there were between 300,000 and 1 million Aboriginal people400 throughout the Australian
continent with more than 250 language groups 401. At least three quarters did not survive
colonisation402 and only around 160 languages are still spoken, with many at risk of being lost as
Elders pass away403. A map of language groups can be seen at https://aiatsis.gov.au/aboriginalstudies-press/products/aiatsis-map-indigenous-australia.
By the early 1900s, armed resistance from Aboriginal peoples waned and poisonings and
massacres decreased 404. Policy and legislation described the relationship between government
and Aboriginal people as one of ‘protection’. By 1911 all states had laws giving governments
total control over the lives of Aboriginal peoples, dictating where they could live and be
employed405. All Aboriginal children were designated wards of the state, meaning they could be
removed without permission406. Between the two world wars, governments determined that
children with non-Indigenous ancestry should be taken from their families and raised in ways
that denied (and denigrated) their Aboriginality. Forced removal of children continued until the
1970s407.
Public attitudes and policies finally began to change in the late 1960s. In a 1967 constitutional
referendum, more than 90% of Australian voters agreed that Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people should be counted in the national census of the population 408, and that the
Commonwealth Government could make laws for Aboriginal people409, rather than responsibility
resting with the states. In 1972, the new Labor Government established the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs and committed to a policy of self-determination410. Three years later, the
Australian Senate unanimously endorsed a resolution from Aboriginal Senator Neville Bonner
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acknowledging prior ownership of Australia country by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples411.
However it was not until 1992 that the High Court of Australia delivered the Mabo judgement,
holding that the common law of Australia recognised native title 412. The High Court used the
term 'native title' to recognise that Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islanders may have
existing rights and interests in land and waters according to traditional laws and customs and
that these rights are capable of recognition by the common law. The Mabo decision overturned
the concept of terra nullius on which Australia's whole land tenure system had been based. The
High Court recognised that the rights of Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders to native
title may survive in certain areas and that their native title must be treated fairly before the law
with other titles 413.
The events of the past are very important to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, and
many of these events were not that long ago 414. There are still some very old people who
witnessed killings and poisonings as young children and there are many people alive today who:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

were forcibly removed from their families
have had their children taken away
were not allowed in towns after 6:00 at night
were not allowed to be in certain areas or undertake certain activities without permission
were barred from schools and hospitals
returned from wars only to find they did not have the same rights as white people
have not enjoyed the same rights as others, simply because they were Indigenous.

As recently as the 1970s, Australian governments were still literally stealing Aboriginal peoples’
land, children and wages. Not unreasonably, this history means that Aboriginal people can be
very suspicious of governments and non-Aboriginal institutions, and are likely to be reluctant to
cede or share control over their land, lives and culture.
Return to Australian context
Land use in Australia: supplementary information
Land use is classified according to the Australian Land Use and Management (ALUM)
Classification version 8, a three-tiered hierarchical structure. There are five primary classes,
identified in order of increasing levels of intervention or potential impact on the natural
landscape. Water is included separately as a sixth primary class. Primary and secondary levels
relate to the principal land use. Tertiary classes may include additional information on
commodity groups, specific commodities, land management practices or vegetation
information. The primary, secondary and tertiary codes work together to provide increasing
levels of detail about the land use. Land may be subject to a number of concurrent land uses. For
example, while the main management objective of a multiple-use production forest may be
timber production, it may also provide conservation, recreation, grazing and water catchment
land uses. In these cases, production forestry is commonly identified in the ALUM code as the
prime land use.
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The operational scales of catchment scale mapping vary according to the intensity of land use
activities and landscape context. Scales range from 1:5 000 and 1:25 000 for irrigated and periurban areas, to 1:100 000 for broadacre cropping regions and 1:250 000 for the semi-arid and
arid pastoral zone. The date of mapping generally reflects the intensity of land use. The most
current mapping occurs in intensive agricultural areas; older mapping generally occurs in the
semi-arid and pastoral zones.
The primary classes of land use in the ALUM Classification are:
• Conservation and natural environments - land used primarily for conservation purposes,
based on maintaining the essentially natural ecosystems present
• Production from relatively natural environments - land used mainly for primary
production with limited change to the native vegetation
• Production from dryland agriculture and plantations - land used mainly for primary
production based on dryland farming systems
• Production from irrigated agriculture and plantations - land used mostly for primary
production based on irrigated farming
• Intensive uses - land subject to extensive modification, generally in association with
closer residential settlement, commercial or industrial uses
• Water - water features (water is regarded as an essential aspect of the classification,
even though it is primarily a land cover type, not a land use)
Agricultural and pastoral use415
Farms developed around the early colonial settlements in the decades following the arrival of
the first fleet, growing mainly wheat and sheep. In the 1800s, farmers and squatters moved
rapidly inland and occupied huge areas of pasture, forcibly dispossessing the Aboriginal
occupants. From the 1850s, railways connected more remote areas with cities and ports
enabling produce to be readily transported to market. Large areas of native vegetation were
cleared for pasture, and invasive exotic species of plants and animals spread across the
landscape. Introduced, hard-hoofed sheep and cattle caused soil erosion and nutrient decline,
damaged watering points and changed the composition of native vegetation through
preferential and over-grazing.
In 1900, wool and wheat still dominated Australian agriculture, but greater diversity was
developing with beef and dairy cattle, and a wide range of grain, fruit and vegetable crops. By
the early part of the 20th century, Australia's agricultural output expanded, resulting in Australia
becoming one of the world's major food exporters. Australian agriculture continued to grow
throughout the first half of the 20th century, but decreased in relative importance during the
second half of the century. Government assistance was reduced, and wool was no longer such a
significant and valuable commodity. Small family farms gave way to more economically viable
large properties, and only 3% of the population worked in agricultural related occupations.
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Mining416
Within ten years of permanent British occupation in 1788, coal was discovered near Newcastle
in New South Wales and later to the south and west of the settlement. These areas provided
fuel for heating and cooking, and later steam locomotion. Metalliferous mining began in 1841,
and by 1850 exports of copper and lead from South Australia earned more than Australia's
exports of wool and wheat. The gold rushes of the early 1850s resulted in Australia producing
almost 40 % of the world's gold, and began the economic transition away from reliance on
agriculture and pastoralism. Industries were established to supply the machinery and transport
facilities needed by the mines, service industries expanded to cater for increasing population
and growing commercial activities. From the late 1940s, Australia became a major mineral
exporting country, with resources (minerals, oil and gas) constituting 56% of exports.
In general mineral (and petroleum/gas) rights are reserved to the Crown. The acquisition of
rights to minerals stems from separate legislative frameworks in each State. These frameworks
enable Governments to issue exploration permits, licences or leases for work to determine the
likely existence of minerals or resources. Actual mining is subject to a further grant of mining or
minerals production leases or licences. The legislation also provides for the payment of royalties
to the State and to compensate the owners or occupiers of the surface land. The
Commonwealth controls permits for offshore petroleum and gas exploration and extraction in
Commonwealth waters.
Each state and territory maintains its own register of mining tenements, and there is no
consolidated, Australia-wide map/list of the extent of exploration and extraction tenements. In
2016, the Lock the Gate Alliance estimated that coal and gas tenements covered 235 million ha
of Australia (about one third of the land mass) 417. This figure does not include exploration and
mining for non-carbon based materials. There are relatively few areas/tenures that are
unavailable for exploration and mining, and these vary according to jurisdiction. For example,
mining and exploration is precluded under legislation from Queensland national parks, but may
be permitted in Western Australian and Northern Territory protected areas.
In the latter part of the 20th century, the Australian mining industry actively opposed protected
area and world heritage declarations and fought any recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander rights that would impede uninhibited access to land for exploration and mining 418. More
recently these sentiments have been moderated (see section Minerals Council of Australia).
Approximately 2000 Indigenous Land Use Agreements have been negotiated between mining
companies and native title holders over 20 years. A number of these, especially in minerals rich
regions such as the Pilbara provide significant economic benefits to the Native Title holders.
Return to Australian context
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Native Title: supplementary information 419
Native title is the recognition by Australian law of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people's
traditional rights and interests in land and waters held under traditional law and custom.
In 1992 the High Court of Australia recognised the common law doctrine of native title that
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people may continue to hold rights to their land and waters,
which come from their traditional laws and customs.
The Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) (the Native Title Act) recognises and protects native title in
Australia. Native title claimants can make an application to the Federal Court of Australia to have
their native title recognised by Australian law. At 30 September 2018, native title has been
recognised over approximately 2,748,580 km2 or about 36% of the Australian land mass.
Native title rights and interests differ from statutory land rights in that the source of statutory
land rights is a grant of title from government. The source of native title rights and interests is
the system of traditional laws and customs of the native title holders themselves.
The native title rights and interests held by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people will
depend on both their traditional laws and customs, what has occurred historically on their land
and what interests are now held by others in the area concerned. Generally speaking, native title
must give way to the rights held by others. Native title and associated rights can co-exist with
some forms of title such as pastoral leases and Crown land, but can be extinguished by others,
including freehold title. Refer to the National Native Title Tribunal website for more information.
Native title rights and interests may include rights to:
•
•
•
•
•

live on the area
access the area for traditional purposes, like camping or to do ceremonies
visit and protect important places and sites
hunt, fish and gather food or traditional resources like water, wood and ochre
teach law and custom on country.

The Native Title Act provides a mechanism that allows development to occur on land where
native title may exist, whether or not determined, and sets out acceptable minimal standards of
consultation with native title groups. These range from notification to approval, depending on
the type of development.
Although the Native Title Act is Commonwealth legislation that operates across all state and
territory jurisdictions, the way in which the native title process operates in each state and
territory is affected by the history of the jurisdiction’s land rights arrangements. In some
jurisdictions, titles to extensive areas of traditional lands were granted before the Native Title
Act commenced420.
Return to Australian context
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Pastoral lease tenure: supplementary information
Freehold421 land (or fee simple) provides the most complete form of ownership of that land, in
perpetuity. It allows the land holder to deal with the land including selling, leasing, licensing or
mortgaging the land, subject to compliance with applicable laws such as planning and
environment laws. Ownership of everything associated to the land is not absolute, as the States
and Australian Government are empowered to withhold certain rights, such as the right to any
minerals or petroleum located on the land.
Crown land (non-freehold)422Crown land any land that is not freeholded and which is vested in
the relevant government and managed according to legislation. Governments may give another
person/entity the ability to manage or control the land.
Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crown lands held under lease such as pastoral leases, licence or permit
Community or local government managed reserves
lands retained for public infrastructure such as roads and railways
lands retained in public ownership for environmental purposes such as national parks,
waterways, tidal zones
lands retained for public purposes such as water storage, production forests,
other unallocated lands.

Pastoral leases423 cover approximately 44% of Australia's mainland (338 million hectares) and
are generally situated in arid and semi-arid regions and the tropical savannas. Much of this land
has relatively low productive values, with uncertain rainfall and water sources and low soil
fertility and high erodibility.
The primary responsibility for the management of pastoral leases rests with relevant State or
Territory Government, based on each jurisdiction’s legislation. Leases can be held by individuals
or corporations. Native title can co-exist with pastoral leases, regardless of whether a
determination of native title has been made. Other conditions of pastoral leasehold including
lease terms differ significantly across jurisdictions. Pastoral leases were historically issued for
leasing Crown Land for the limited purpose of grazing of stock and associated activities. The
marginal nature of the land together with increased acknowledgement of its cultural and
ecological values has led to recent legislative changes in some jurisdictions to allow
diversification of use including de-stocking. See Section 11.1.6 for more details on pastoral
leases.
Aboriginal land tenure and Native Title: In the main, in all Australian states and territories other
than NSW and WA, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander lands are held communally as
inalienable freehold title. 424 Inalienable freehold title means that the land cannot be bought,
acquired or mortgaged. In some cases, certain interests that are granted, such as leases, can be
mortgaged or used as collateral for a loan 425. Depending on the requirements of the different
legislation, the land is usually held by land trusts or Aboriginal corporations for the benefit of
Aboriginal people (or specific classes of people such as traditional owners).
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Under the NSW Aboriginal Land Rights Act, land can be sold with the NSW land council’s
approval. Aboriginal freehold land that is leased back to the National Parks and Wildlife Service
cannot be sold. In Western Australia , land is granted to Aboriginal Land Trusts as Crown
Reserves rather than freehold, and cannot be sold.
Native title rights and interests differ from statutory land rights in that the source of statutory
land rights is a grant of title from government. The source of native title rights and interests is
the system of traditional laws and customs of the native title holders themselves.
Native title cannot be claimed on freehold land, as it is extinguished over the area. In addition,
freehold land cannot be granted where native title continues. Where native title has not been
previously extinguished, the consent of the native title holders to the grant of freehold and the
surrender of their native title is required. Native title can only be surrendered to the Crown 426.
In 2014, Altman427 estimated that an estimated 969,000 km2 was land claimed or automatically
scheduled under land rights law. In 30 September 2018, determinations of exclusive possession
covered 960,000 km2, and non-exclusive possession covered 1,789,000 km2, a total of 2.7 million
km2 428. This means that approximately 47% of the total Australian land area is held, controlled
or directly influenced by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. Registered native title
claims where native title rights have yet to be determined cover another 1.8 million km 2 429.
Detailed maps of claims and determinations are available from the Native Title Tribunal.
NT pastoral leases430
In the Northern Territory, pastoral leases are governed by the Northern Territory Pastoral Land
Act 1992 and Crown Lands Act 1992. Pastoral leases can be issued for ‘pastoral purposes’
including some supplementary or ancillary uses. Under recent changes to the Pastoral Land Act,
lessees can now apply for diversification permits, allowing multiple income streams to be
generated. This now extends to agriculture, horticulture, aquaculture, tourism, and forestry
activities.
They can be issued either for a fixed term (with an initial period of up to 25 years and further
renewal) or be of a perpetual nature. Pastoral leases cover approximately half of the land area
of the NT, with the majority held in perpetuity. The granting of a lease, or a change to lease
conditions, must be approved by the relevant Minister.
Any change in the use of a pastoral lease has the potential to affect the underlying native title.
The Pastoral Land Board has produced guidelines to outline the process to ensure compliance
with the Native Title Act before approving a permit for a non-pastoral use
Queensland pastoral leases431
It is estimated that there are approximately 1000 pastoral leases covering about 40% of
Queensland. Pastoral leases in Queensland are considered under the Land Act 1994, allowing a
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large area of land to be rented from the Crown for pastoral purposes for a fixed period of time.
The lease is generally held for a long period of time.
Pastoral leases are granted for pastoral purposes and may be used for grazing or agricultural
purposes. These leases can also be used in some instances for other purposes - including, for
example, the production of energy from renewable sources- provided the purpose of the lease is
amended to include the additional purpose and the change of purpose is not inconsistent with
native title. Recent changes to the Land Act 1994 also mean that landholders can apply to
extend their lease for a term which will be for no longer than the current term of their lease
(known as a rolling term lease).
Amendments to the Land Act have been introduced to confirm that conservation can be a
primary use of pastoral leases for areas declared as nature refuges or special wildlife refuges
under the Nature Conservation Act.
WA pastoral leases432
Pastoral leases are primarily situated in arid and semi-arid regions within the north and regional
Western Australia. Over one third of the State's area of 2,532,974km 2 is subject to pastoral
leasing. As of 1 July 2015, 435 pastoral stations had their leases renewed on the same conditions
and for the same terms as previously existed. Pastoral leases can be renewed and may be
suitable as security for financial institutions.
The Department of Lands has produced a Pastoral Purposes Framework that provides a guide to
a range of activities that can be undertaken on a pastoral lease.
SA pastoral leases433
Pastoral leases are administered in accordance with the Pastoral Land Management and
Conservation Act 1989. Pastoral leases are to be managed primarily for the purpose of livestock
production and developing related infrastructure. Pastoral leases also require that the land be
managed sustainably to prevent degradation and, where possible, to improve the condition of
the land.
Public Access Routes provide for public access over pastoral land without the need for travellers
to ask permission from the pastoral lessee. There are currently 24 Public Access Routes,
spanning more than 650 kilometres, established on pastoral leases in South Australia. The
consent of the lessee is required before entering a pastoral lease, unless you remain on a public
road or public access route.
An Aboriginal person may enter, travel across or stay on pastoral land for the purpose of
following the traditional pursuits, however there are some restrictions on where people may
camp on a pastoral lease. If an ILUA exists, the agreement may change the rights of access.
Western NSW pastoral leases 434
Nearly all the land in the Western Division of NSW is held under leases granted under
the Western Lands Act 1901. From 1 July 2018, this legislation was replaced by the Crown Land
Management Act 2016 (the Act).
Of the 6,600 Western lands leases issued in NSW:
• 4,300 for grazing
432

https://www.austrade.gov.au/land-tenure/land-tenure/pastoral-leases

433

https://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/aridlands/pastoral-board/pastoral-unit

434

https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/lands/use/leases/western
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•
•
•

573 for agriculture
1,593 for residence
165 for businesses.

These figures are subject to change as leases are purchased and converted to freehold title.
The Act also includes provisions for many Western lands leaseholders to apply to purchase their
leases to obtain freehold title, subject to certain eligibility criteria.
Most leases are perpetual (ongoing) and can only be used for a designated purpose. The Act
makes provisions for the carrying out of approved activities on perpetual Western lands leases,
in addition to the existing activities authorised by the lease purpose, as long as the activity does
not become the primary use of the land.
Return to Australian context

Pew Charitable Trusts advocacy position: securing large scale conservation
outcomes on pastoral land
Pew Charitable Trust is currently focusing its attention on the following advocacy priorities 435:
1. Securing increased federal and state funding for conservation of pastoral lands, including:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

expansion of the Queensland Nature Refuge Program;
extension of the Cape York Tenure Resolution Program;
increased funding for Heritage Agreements in South Australia;
funding for private protected areas in the Northern Territory;
stewardship payments for pastoral leaseholders in Western Australia; and
federal funding for private protected areas via the National Landcare Program.

2. Securing political commitments to establish new national parks on pastoral lands, including:
a. seeking declaration of 12 million acres of new national parks in Western Australia;
and
b. informing and influencing the Queensland Government’s Protected Areas Strategy.
3. Strengthening existing private land conservation programs at state and territory level.
4. Facilitating carbon finance for large-scale landscape restoration, including:
a. removing barriers to carbon farming on pastoral land in Western Australia – to date,
this work has resulted in $47 million in federal land restoration contracts over 20
million acres.
b. working to secure amendments to federal carbon methods to support large-scale
landscape restoration in rangeland habitats.
5. Where needed, addressing legislative and administrative barriers to conservation and
restoration on pastoral lands. For example, seeking amendments to the WA Land
435

Text provided by Pepe Clark, Pew Charitable Trusts
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Administration Act to permit leaseholders to manage land for the primary purpose of
conservation, rather than pastoralism.
In addition to this existing advocacy work, we have identified the following prospective
opportunities to support site-based conservation outcomes on pastoral land:
1. Partnering with private land conservancies to deliver targeted ‘start up’ funding for inperpetuity conservation agreements with pastoral leaseholders (for example, ecological
surveys, legal costs, management planning and fundraising support).
2. Supporting partnerships between private conservancies and large pastoral companies to
deliver conservation outcomes across multiple properties.
3. Building support for private land conservation in the pastoral sector through peer-to-peer
exchange, positive case studies, expert advice and collaborative efforts to secure increased
funding support.
The effectiveness of these strategies will be significantly enhanced by successful advocacy for
increased federal and state funding for private land conservation.
Industry groups – supplementary information
The Minerals Council of Australia (MCA) is the peak industry association representing
exploration, mining and minerals processing companies in Australia. MCA members account for
more than 90% of minerals production and exports annually436.
In the late 20th century, the MCA was a vociferous opponent of any legislation or policies that
might result in restrictions or limitation on the mining industry’s ability to access land for
exploration or mining. The industry opposed Aboriginal land rights437, worked with other
industry groups to fetter the expression of native title rights 438 and strongly supported ‘multiple
use’ of protected areas to allow exploration and mining439.
Contemporary policies are framed more moderately but retain the emphasis on multiple use440.
The industry has taken a pragmatic approach to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander rights in
order to maintain good relationships and to facilitate negotiations over access to Aboriginal
controlled land441
National Farmers Federation (NFF) is the peak national body representing farmers and
agriculture across Australia. The agricultural sector occupies about 48% of the Australian land

436

https://www.minerals.org.au/sites/default/files/Indigenous%20Communique_MCA_FINAL.pdf

437

Mining Corporations and Aboriginal Land Rights in Australia: A Critique and Proposal

Geoff Stokes The Australian Quarterly Vol. 59, No. 2 (Winter, 1987), pp. 182-198
Australian Institute of Policy and Science DOI: 10.2307/20635431 https://www.jstor.org/stable/20635431
438

Department of the Parliamentary Library, 1993 The Mabo Debate – a chronology
https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/download/library/prspub/RAF10/upload_binary/RAF10.pdf;fileType=application%2Fpdf#search
=%22library/prspub/RAF10%22
439

Mercer D 2000 A Question of Balance: Natural Resources Conflict Issues in Australia. Federation Press,

440

MCA Land Stewardship Policy 2012
https://www.minerals.org.au/sites/default/files/MCA%20Land%20Stewardship%20Policy%202012.pdf
441

https://www.minerals.org.au/sites/default/files/Indigenous%20Communique_MCA_FINAL.pdf
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mass and generating about 3% of GDP442. The NFF supports payments to farmers for providing
environmental stewardship across areas such as carbon sequestration, and biophysical assets
such as threatened species and ecological communities443. The organisation was a founding
partner in establishing the Landcare program which promotes voluntary landholder
commitments to sustainable practices.
Agricultural production on freehold land is relatively lightly regulated, but is subject to state
government laws such as those relating to water availability, soil erosion, vegetation retention
and threatened species management. The NFF policy positions include444:
• ‘full and adequate’ compensation for property rights that are ‘compulsorily acquired by
governments or where farmers are required to undertake management practices above
and beyond their duty of care’
• ensuring mining and unconventional gas developments pose no damage to productive
agricultural land, no net negative impact on valuable water resources, and a
demonstrated respect for farmers and regional communities
• Concern that agriculture will be caught by the EBPC Act water trigger.
Following the Mabo judgement, the NFF worked with the mining industry to limit the application
of Native Title on pastoral leases 445. The NFF continues to advocate for farmers’ interests in
relation to native title claims on agricultural land446.
Australian Forest Products Association (AFPA) is the peak national industry body representing
the resources, processing, and pulp, paper and bioproduct industries covering the forest
products value chain.
The AFPA supports:
• increasing plantation areas by 400 000 ha447
• 20-year Regional Forest Agreements renewed on a rolling 5-year basis with no net loss in
timber supply448. For example, in advance of a recent Tasmanian by-election, AFPA
argued for “no more forest lock-ups and no loss in net timber supply”449.
• mechanical thinning of forests for bushfire management 450

Return to Australian context
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https://www.nff.org.au/farm-facts.html
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https://www.nff.org.au/policy/nrm.html
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https://www.nff.org.au/policy/nrm.html
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https://www.nff.org.au/policy/nrm.html#cat_4215
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AFPA 2018 Towards a National Forest Industry Plan – key industry asks https://ausfpa.com.au/publications/towards-a-nationalforest-industries-plan-key-industry-asks/
448

https://ausfpa.com.au/publications/towards-a-national-forest-industries-plan-key-industry-asks/
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http://ausfpa.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Forest-Industries-Asks-for-the-Braddon-by-election.pdf

450

AFPA 2016 Can we better fire-proof our country towns? https://ausfpa.com.au/publications/policies/can-we-better-fire-proofour-country-towns/
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11.2 Supplementary information: terrestrial protected areas
Principles for reserve selection
Since the 1960s there have been efforts in Australia to select land for conservation on a strategic
basis, to ensure that samples of the wide range of ecosystems and species survive intact for
future generations451. This was to counter the earlier biases towards only reserving land that was
attractive for scenery and recreation, or ‘far and high’452 and of no use for other industries such
as farming, grazing and productive forestry. Broad principles and priorities for building the NRS
were agreed to in the NRS Strategy 453 and some states and land trusts have defined their own
priorities454.
Given the effects of climate change on Australia’s ecosystems now and in the future, it is critical
to build resilience and ‘future-proof’ the reserve system as much as possible now. Five major
strategies have been recommended: 455:
• conserving the ‘geophysical stage456’: the diversity of underlying landforms that support
all life
• protecting climatic refugia,
• enhancing regional connectivity
• sustaining ecosystem process and function
• capitalizing on opportunities emerging in response to climate change.
‘The strength of these approaches is that they are largely robust to … uncertainties. By
delivering conservation solutions that would be good for biodiversity regardless of future
climates, they represent ‘‘no-regrets’’ approaches457.
After reviewing these and the extensive literature on reserve planning, the following principles
are offered to maximise the effectiveness of choice.
Table 21: Principles for reserve section

Principle

Brief explanation

1) Seek the best opportunities
for reservation, maximising
partnerships and synergies
and increasing connectivity.

This can be part of an existing landscape-wide approach or may be
the hub of a new approach. Reserve planning approaches including
the widely used software packages (Marxan and C-Plan) can assist in
systematic conservation planning, using the key principles of
complementarity, irreplaceability, and vulnerability458. A strategic
approach combines algorithms with expert knowledge and known
priorities from the principles below, but also needs to maximise
opportunities, understanding that knowledge is far from complete.

2) Contribute to the CAR
system by acquiring new

The CAR approach works to ‘conserve the geophysical stage’ and lays
a good foundation for a protected area system that may have good

451

Fenner, 1975

452

Joppa and Pfaff, 2009

453

National Reserve System Taskforce, 2009

454

For example NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, 2017 , Department of Environment and Resource Management, 2011 ,

455

Groves et al., 2012

456

Anderson and Ferree, 2010

457
458

Groves et al., 2012 , p. 1666
Kukkala and Moilanen, 2013 ; Margules and Pressey, 2000 ; Pressey et al., 2007
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reserves in underrepresented bioregions,
subregions and ecosystems,
and by improving adequacy.

resilience to climate change, provided the protected area estate is
large enough and connected enough to allow species and ecological
processes to respond.
As bioregions and subregions are built around landforms and
terrestrial ecosystems, they may not adequately address the need to
include the range of freshwater and estuarine ecosystems459.
Conservation of wetlands is vital for protection of ecosystem services,
and wetlands play a critical role especially in arid lands as refugia in
droughts and for climate change460

3) Concentrate on areas
identified as particularly
important for biodiversity
and species conservation,
including refugia.

The CBD target 11 includes a commitment to protect the most
important areas for biodiversity461. This criterion includes centres of
endemism, habitats for rare and threatened species, Important Bird
Areas and other key sites.

4) Increase both patch size of
remnants and connectivity
between natural and seminatural areas.

Increasing patch size and connectivity across the landscape is critical.
Connectivity is an essential requirement for the long-term viability of
ecosystems and their associated species462 , prioritising the retention
of areas that are well connected and still functioning.
Design of individual protected areas includes considerations of shape,
size, internal fragmentation, connectivity, boundary type and edge
effects, and catchment integrity. Good reserve design greatly reduces
the costs of management.

5) Design individual protected
areas to maximise their
effectiveness and minimise
management costs.
6) Deliver cultural, social,
economic and health
benefits to the community.

. Resilience to climate change can be built into the protected area
system through increased connectivity (above), and through
protection of refugia.

People are part of the landscape, and biodiversity and culture are
intertwined, especially in Indigenous communities 463. The protected
area system will only have community support if long-term economic
and social benefits are demonstrated.

459

Beger et al., 2010; Davis et al., 2013; Strayer and Dudgeon, 2010

460

Davis et al., 2013; Morton et al., 1995

461

UNEP/CBD/COP/5/23, 2000 _ENREF_8

462

Worboys et al., 2010

463

Cocks, 2006; Ens et al., 2014
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Poorly represented bioregions
For more information, see Section 3.3.1.
Table 22: Poorly represented bioregions in the eastern central arc
Bioregion

States

Sturt Plateau

NT

Mitchell Grass Downs
Davenport Murchison Ranges

Protected Area
(ha)

% IBRA Region
Protected

68,870

0.70

NT, QLD

526,222

1.57

NT

129,829

2.24

Brigalow Belt North

QLD

320,113

2.34

Darling Riverine Plains

NSW, QLD

284,172

2.66

Cobar Peneplain

NSW

210,224

2.85

NSW South Western Slopes

NSW, VIC

250,792

2.89

Desert Uplands

QLD

221,067

3.18

Nandewar

NSW, QLD

94,247

3.49

Broken Hill Complex

NSW, SA

211,775

3.76

Mulga Lands

NSW, QLD

1,201,921

4.77

Brigalow Belt South

NSW, QLD

1,447,738

5.32

Riverina

NSW, SA, VIC

537,034

5.53

Mount Isa Inlier

NT, QLD

376,698

5.56

Gulf Plains

QLD

1,370,738

6.22

Einasleigh Uplands

QLD

814,989

7.01

Channel Country

NSW, QLD, SA

2,634,480

8.66
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11.3 Supplementary information: Caring for country and culture
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander involvement in protected area
management by jurisdiction
Western Australia
The Conservation and Land Management Act 1984 enables joint management of lands and
waters between the Department of Environment and Conservation and other landowners, or
those with a vested or other interest in the land, including Aboriginal people. This also includes
provisions to enable the joint management of reserves already managed under the CALM Act,
and vested in the Conservation Commission of Western Australia (Conservation Commission) or
the Marine Parks and Reserves Authority. (Government of WA 2012)464. Currently the
department jointly manages conservation reserves in and around Kununurra, Broome and Derby
with the Yawoorroong Miriuwung Gajerrong Yirrgeb Noong Dawang Aboriginal Corporation,
Yawuru native title holders and the Dambimangari Aboriginal Corporation respectively.465 There
are 15 IPAs in WA with five more proposed.
Northern Territory
There are five parks in the NT that have joint management arrangements under their own
legislation and statutory arrangements and a further 27 jointly managed parks under the Parks
and Reserves (Framework for The Future) Act 2003466. There are 15 IPAs with another one
proposed.
Queensland
Since 2007, the Queensland Nature Conservation Act allows for a class of protected area called
national park (Cape York Peninsula Aboriginal Land) - national parks (CYPAL). These parks may be
created over an existing national park, Aboriginal land, and unallocated State land in the Cape
York Peninsula region. Joint management arrangements over them are established through an
Indigenous Management Agreement. There are more than 30 national parks (CYPAL). A similar
arrangement has been developed for North Stradbroke Island.
There are 12 IPAs in Queensland with a further three proposed. The Queensland Parks and
Wildlife Service prefers tripartite agreements with IPAs between the Australian Government, the
State Government and the Aboriginal land holders to ensure the land is formally protected by
law and managed for conservation in perpetuity, for example through the declaration of a
Nature Refuge under section 45 of the Nature Conservation Act.467
New South Wales
A joint management arrangement can be negotiated with Aboriginal communities for any
reserve category managed by the National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) in New South
Wales. Joint management arrangements vary, for example, they can cover one park; cover
multiple parks; result in a change in ownership of the land or be part of larger agreements with
native title holders.
Under joint management arrangements, the Aboriginal community makes decisions for a park
through a board of management in the case of Aboriginal ownership and lease-back. A
memorandum of understanding regarding joint management with an advisory committee or
with agreed Aboriginal stakeholders, such as Aboriginal organisations, elders, members and/or
464

https://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/images/documents/parks/aboriginalinvolvement/20120198_a_joint_management_fact_sheet.pdf

465

https://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/parks/aboriginal-involvement/91-joint-management

466

https://dtc.nt.gov.au/parks-and-wildlife-commission/park-management-strategies-consultation/joint-managemen

467

https://parks.des.qld.gov.au/policies/pdf/op-pk-cor-indigenous-partnerships-protected-areas.pdf
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groups. Indigenous land use agreements can also be entered into over a reserve with an
Aboriginal community prescribed body corporate. 468 There are 10 IPAs in NSW with a further
two proposed.
Victoria
In Victoria, joint management is established under the terms of the Traditional Owners
Settlement Act 2010 (Vic). This Act establishes a framework that allows the Victorian
Government to recognise Traditional Owners and certain rights in Crown land, including joint
management. To access these rights, Traditional Owner groups can enter into a Recognition and
Settlement Agreement. This agreement can include the provision for parks and reserves to be
returned to Aboriginal ownership. Land under this Aboriginal title will continue to be managed
as national parks or reserves.
There are currently five agreements with Aboriginal groups in Victoria with a further two
proposed.469 There are five IPAs with a further two proposed.
South Australia
Co-management in South Australia is a partnership between the State government and
Aboriginal groups to help manage national parks by combining traditional knowledge with
contemporary park management. In 2004 legislation was amended to include shared
responsibility for managing national parks and conservation parks with Aboriginal groups,
through the creation of either a co-management board or a co-management advisory
committee. Further legislation amendments were made in 2013 to extend co-management to
wilderness protection areas. Each co-management agreement represents a willingness by both
parties – the Aboriginal community and the government – to work together for mutually
beneficial outcomes.
There are now 12 co-management agreements in place over 35 of South Australia’s parks and
reserves, covering 13.5 million hectares or 64% of the reserve system which equates to 13% of
the land area of South Australia.470 There are 10 IPAs in South Australia.
Return to Caring for culture and country section
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https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/topics/parks-reserves-and-protected-areas/park-management/aboriginal-jointmanagement/how-aboriginal-joint-management-works
469

https://www.forestsandreserves.vic.gov.au/land-management/what-we-do/the-traditional-owner-settlement-act-2010
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https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/park-management/co-management-of-parks
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11.4 Supplementary information: Protecting native forests
Table 23: Australia's forest area, by forest type

Forest type

Area ('000
hectares)

% of total native
forest area

% of total forest
area

Acacia

9,807

8

8

Callitris

2,136

2

2

Casuarina

1,288

1

1

Eucalypt

91,989

75

74

Mangrove

913

1

1

Melaleuca

6,302

5

5

Rainforest

3,598

3

3

Other native forest a

6,547

5

5

Native forest total

122,581

100

98

Table 24: Forest-dwelling species listed as threatened471

Taxonomic
group

Extincta

Critically
Endangered

Endangered

Vulnerable

Total
threatened

Nonthreatened

Proportion
threatened (%)

Mammals

20

4

26

48

98

238

29

Birds

19

4

34

28

85

581

13

Reptiles

0

2

11

26

39

750

5

Amphibians

4

3

15

11

33

167

17

Fish

1

3

13

11

28

192

13

Total
vertebrates

44

16

99

124

283

1928

13

Invertebrates

0

19

7

6

32

n.a.

n.a.

Vascular plantsd

35

79

418

584

1116

15 720

7

Total taxa

79

114

524

714

1431

n.a.

n.a.

Notes: aExtinct includes species ‘extinct in the wild’.
C The total number of forest-dwelling invertebrate species is unknown. Davey (2018) is the source for the total numbers of
threatened vertebrate and vascular plant species. n.a, not available.
d Threatened vascular plants include clubmosses, horsetails, ferns, gymnosperms (including conifers) and angiosperms (flowering
plants).

471

Threatened under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, by listing category and taxonomic group.
Davey, 2018c
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